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of air
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Truman
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effects

Japan,
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leading to her acceptance of unconditional sur-
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parts

and the Asiatic mainland.
It was possible to reconstruct much of wartime
Japanese military planning and execution, engagement by engagement, and campaign by campaign,
and to secure reasonably accurate statistics on
Japan's economy and war-production, plant by
plant, and industry by industry.
In addition,
studies were conducted on Japan's over-all strategic plans and the background of her entry into
the war, the mternal discussions and negotiations

)ublished.
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have
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SUMMARY
Tlic oulpiit of

reached

its

Japan's basic industries,

pcaVc early in 1944,

had begun

had

wliicli

(juantities hati

home

spaw caused by blockade operations conducted by
Allied submarine, air and surface operations.
An inescapable and fundamental limitation upon
Japan's war potential was its serious deficiency in
the natural resources without which modern war cannot be waged. Japan at home possessed in adequate
amoimts or quality practically none of the basic raw

capacity to semi-process materials

ment

less

was

aluminous raw materials were
notably lacking; there was some copper, but not
enough; lead, tin, nickel, cobalt and chromium were
lacking in quantity;

grossly inadeciuate.

Only

was

zinc, in fact,

relatively

sufficient.

creasing resistance of the occidental powers to Japan's,

Japan's planners had long recognized the glaring

shortcomings of the homeland as a base for a major

war against the West.
military

Many

moves had been designed

by then,

in large part to

overcome the deficiency in raw materials and to bring
areas containing them vmder direct control or domination.

Regardless of what other considerations

Manchuria and
China there can be little doubt that
the important coal, iron, and other resources of those
Peaceful infiltration
areas were major objectives.
the Philippines, Malaya,
into additional areas
Netherland Indies gained them access for a time to
other supplies, but it left them at the mercy of hostile
action by other powei's. If Japan was to have the
capability to prosecute a major war, there remained,
large parts of

The

—

the necessity of developing

its

building as large stocks of

metal as

possibl<> to

early successes, which soon provided

all

furnished the economic security and wealth which
would place Japan beyond the reach of her antagoAll that remained to be done was for Japan to
nists.

industries

home on the basis of the most economical use
foreign raw materials, of making secure the lines
conununication to the northern mainland and

first

but undisputed control over sources of most of the
raw materials lacking at home, seemed to have

—

at

Entering upon the war,

and the duration of the fight ahead, felt they could
look upon Japan's industrial resources with some
equanimity. The fact that at that time Japan was
able to produce at best -no more than ten percent of
the quantities of basic raw materials which the U. S.
was producing was considered, but not very seriously.

entered into the decisions to conquer

of course,

clear intentions.

however, at a date of their own election, the top
Japanese strategists, misjudging both the character

and

of their political

than one-third the planned lev(>ls. And because;
remained concentrated in Japan

usefulness of expanding mainland production
was dependent upon its flow to the homeland.
In Japan, an enormous effort over several years
had been put into expanding some industries, integrating others, and making the islands as nearly
self-supplying as it was possible to do. The program
in most respects (excepting in the light metals) had
been very nearly completed by December 1941
although it had been interfered within some important features by embargoes and by the steadily in-

Coal existed

quantity, but not of the right kind; iron

.ship-

th<>

produce armaments. The few

the mineral resources of the islands.

before

to Japan.

finishing processes

exceptions were impotent to offset the over-all defects

in

thej-c'

This program fell far short of its
goals; for example, in Manchukuo pig iron capacity
reached less than one-half and steel-making capacity

materials necessary for the use of even her limited

in

for storage,

—

some months before significant bomb tonnages were
dropped on the Japanese home islands. This decline
had been precipitated mainly by shortages of shipping

industrial capacity to

been acciuircd abroad and shipped

amounting in some instances to
more than a year's needs but coal and coke could
not be stockpiled, and she had been unable to ac((uire
much aluminum or bauxite. On the continent, in
1937 an ambitious program was begun to develop

to decline

carry

of

home

the coal, iron and semi-processed mate-

from Manchukuo, the rich coking coal and iron
from China, the equally good iron, manganese, chrorials

of
of

and copper from the Philippines, the high-grade
tin, iron, and manganese from Malaya,
nickel fiom Celebes, bauxite from the Netherland
mite,

be

bauxite,
specifically

held in reserve.

Generally speaking,

it is

which was attempted.
Beginning about 1937^ Japan .started to accumulate

just that coui'se

Indies,

cluding steel (as scrap

and

By

bases,

late 1941 sizable

1

tin,

tungsten, lead and zinc from

With the Navy guarding the
and considering the distance from enemy
this seemed a possible task.

sea lanes,

ore), copper, lead, zinc, tin

and most of the ferro-alloys.

and copper,

Burma and

what she could of the seriously deficient metals, in-

Thailand.

But almost before Japanese engineers and shipping
firms could reach the spots they were to develop, the

had gotten under way and soon
the merchant and transport
vessels assigned to the task. By September 1942 little
had been accomplished, and from th'^n on the shipping situation (giving effect to the demands of military operations, the rising scale of ship sinkings and
inefficient employment of available bottoms) was to
act as an effective bar against the use of but a fracAllied blockade

began to take a

toll of

tion of total cargo tonnage for the hauling of the

resources which were available for the taking,

Soon

perately to shift over at the last

moment

formulas followed one another in rapid succession.
Copper refineries operated at diminishing rates.

Only the zinc industry maintained its position, depending as it had for some years chiefly on domestic
resources.

The

persistent

and

irreversible declining trend

the supply of products basic to the
a

downward

economy

of the production of emltended to reduce pipe-line factoi>

products.

Japan decided in early 1943 to forego all but
a few of the raw materials available in the southern
areas and instead to attempt full-scale mobilization

sary to support existing levels of output.

of the nearer minerals, especially coking coal

from

North China, and iron ore from the Yangtze Valley
and Hainan Island. For a while those efforts met
with success: coal and iron ore imports, which had
already turned downward, were stabilized for a
few months.
A conspicuous exception among basic raw materials to the above was a strenuous campaign undertaken to get high-grade bauxite from the south for
the critical alumimnn industry; 1943 witnessed the
high water mark for bauxite imports. The large
windfall stocks of finished lead, tin

tured in the south

move

—were

—which

and copper cap-

required

home when

little

shipping

But the
iron of Malaya and the Philippines, which had
accounted for 50 per cent of imports in 1940, had to
be abandoned. Of copper, manganese, chromite and
other ores that could not be processed where mined,
little or no shipments could be afforded by the depleted shipping pool. Then, as U. S. submarines
entered the Yellow Sea, even the vital bulk movements came under attack. To make matters worse,
U. S. air forces began seriously to harass shipping on
the Yangtze River and along the dhina coast.
to

sent

Regardless of the

possible.

amounts which were being

bi-ought in fi-om the inner zone areas, the Japanese

heavy industries were not able to maintain their
operations without recourse to the stocks of raw
materials built up before the war. By June 1944 cuttjacks in production
fields;

necessarj' in nearly all

stocks were being stretched out, but they were

dwindling

down

became

fast.

Some

altogether, at

blast furnaces had to be shut
government order, because iron

ore receipts could not be parcelled out far enough.
Drastic and difficult measures, often impractical,
were resorted to; the aluminum industrv tried des-

(stocks

in

enforced

scaling

recognizing the bleak necessity for concentrating her
efforts,

to the usf

North China shales in place of the bauxite for
which its plants were almost wholly designed. SuKstitutions in steel alloys to less and less desiralili

of

It also

and work-in-process) to the minimum

neces-

Pipe-lim

cushioning effects, as production of basic material,'

continued to decline, were therefore minimized. Th(
effects of the shortages soon spiralled through th:

whole economy, as each industry, for want of prod
ucts of the others, was able to produce less itself o

what the others needed.

Moreover, the

enforcei

usage of increasingly poorer grade raw materials

ii

an industrial economy characterized by its tecli
nological immaturity aggravated the difficulties re
suiting from the quantitative decline in output
These qualitative factors, stemming from the in
voluntary

shift

to

unfamiliar

processes,

therel)-

accentuated the effectiveness of the blockade.
In June 1944 the very long-range air attack

n:

homeland and industries in Manchukuo begai
from deep in China. Operating under as advers
the

conditions as could be sustained, the small force
available attacked the coking plants of the steel

dustry on the basis of the consideration that

in

the;

were the most critical point in the industrial wa
machine within range. But the steel industry
Japan was even then already operating at less thai
half of its capacity; no plants were producing a
capacity. In view of this fact, the problem of in
flicting any very serious and lasting damage wit)
the force which could be brought to bear presents
extreme difficulties. Damage was clone, to be sure
However, the loss in production which did resui
from these raids was made up in a few months, an(
thus no permanent cut in over-all output was effocti
by the China-based attacks.
By the time the Marianas-based long-range force
could be deployed, the decision had been made
shift to other target systems and types of attack
ii

i

ti

Thereafter, until near the close of the war, the heaA
industries were not specifically attacked;

ceived secondary and incidental

they n"

damage from

attack

I

iigainst

naval bom-

ther the position of those; industries.

July and August 1945, just before tbe

mining campaign contributetl mightily

othor targets, but not until

bardments

in

th(>

surrender, were

culties

— especially as

objectives of

island

movement

any of them singled out as primary
an attack in force.
Nevertheless, by the end of the war the major
h(':ny industries had been reduced to -a state borflerIn July 1945 the coal supply was
inp: on idleness.
Dnly 56 per cent of its wartime peak. Imports of
indispensable coking coal were cut
iif

off.

The supply

electrodes for the production of electric steel

was

almost exhausted after graphite from the mainland
could no longer be brought

in.

Ingot steel output in

June had already declined to a rate of 2,900,000

comparing with a top year of 7,800,1)00 tons, and was certain to drop below 1,500,000
(ons as the full effects of the shortages and damage
were reflected in production. Aluminum output had
[iractically ceased as bauxite stocks were exliausted
ninths before and the emergency measures had
ailed; copper, lead and tin output had declined to
')0, :50 and 10 per cent of their respective peak outluts during the war (and although some stocks of
inished metal remained on hand, their use was
Inns annually,

'

I

by that time).
The causes underlying the condition of the heav\^
ndustries went far back into the combined attack
in Japanese raw materials and their supply lines.
\s the blockade noose had been drawn tighter and
ighter around the main islands, access even to the
learby resources of Manchukuo, Korea and North
hina via the suppo.sedly inviolable Japan Sea had
iccn endangered and all but stopped. The secondary
Sects of the area raids aggravated somewhat furimited bj' the availability of steel

it

The

aeria

to the diffi-

affected the vulnerable inter-

commodities which was an im-

of

portant characteristic of Japan's geography-dictated

But even before that campaign
1945 the major damage had
been done, namely, the stock piles and surpluses of
imported raw materials held in Japan proper neared
exhaustion.
Without them, industry had been
transport system.

got under

way

forced to

cvu'tail

in April

its

operations to the levels that

could be supported by home-produced materials

and in spite
had been unable
only,

of

enormous exertions the Japanese

make their domestic
much of the gap.
The cumulative effects of the attack on

resources

to

fill

and mining

shipping,

predominantly responsible
for the condition of the Japanese heavy industries
at the end.
little

of ports, were

In those industries improvization

avail; bulk

raw materials must move

ceasing volume; 24-hour-a-day operation

is

is

of

in un-

a neces-

and when the whole series of manufacturing and
fabricating industries which depend on the heavy
industries for their raw materials could no longer be
supplied with more than a third or so of their requirements, the war potential of Japan approached a
sity;

similar figure.

This remaining fraction of Japan's

war potential was vulnerable to an attack on her
railroad network. Once transportation by sea had
been substantially eliminated, the heavy industries
were wholly dependent on Japan's few rail lines for
the

movement

materials.

of

even her inadequate domestic
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INTRODUCTION
.l.ipiin's

and appraisal of developments in the
and their effects on the enemy's industrial potential was largely I'estricted to deductions
based on previous knowledge and fragmentary information derived from various intolligcnce channels.
It is noteworthy that the major conclusions of Allied
intelligence on this subject have been confirmed as
substantially correct by full details obtained during
the Survey's investigation; no new facts have been
uncovered which, had they been known, would have
been likely to have changed the recommendations,
presented by intelligence to the staffs charged with
the Jajianese,

coal supply

bonibing.

in sea and land transportation, attacks
complex were not specifically directed at

item

ii.ijiir

liiat

111

mining industry was not itself a target
While coal traffic was the

roal

strategic

if

movement. The scope of this
an analysis of wartime
lr\ riiipments in coal supply, and its importance to
;i|i;in's war economy.
Accordingly, the main einiliii-^is will be placed upon (1) the extent to which
;i|i:iii failed to recognize the importance of coal and
nil

i(Hction of coal

r|)iiit

is

therefore primarily

realistic measures to obtain maximum
from available resources, (2) the course of
lapan's faihu'e to expand or even maintain domestic
jroduction during the war years although the mines
;enerall}' were not attacked, and (3) the impact of
,he production and transportation crises on the
'ssential supply of coal to consuming industries,

tdopt

,iup])ly

strategic jiolicy-making, that coal supply be given a

high priority as a critical target.

This report is based on records and information
from the files of Japanese government bureaus, the
Coal Control association (SEKITAN TOSEI KAI),
The Japan Coal company (NIHON SEKITAN
KAISHA, since 1940 the sole distribution agency)
and leading mining companies; on interviews with
key personnel of the above organizations; and on
examination of the Miike colliery in Kyushu and

iowever, a certain amount of corollary information

and transportation

the mining

in

of coal which

hould be of interest to specialists in that

field

was

Japan; this has been incorporated in a
of annexes which will not be distributed gen-

:ollect('d in

eries
rally,

but

will

The major
rere

well

be available upon request.

facts of Japan's basic

known

to

Allied

the Osaka distribution center. Collection of information was considerably complicated by the loss of
records in raids and the great difficulty of commimications with Japanese regional offices, and by

coal position

intelligence.

Official

on coal resources and mining development
a Japanese-occupied territory were generally availble in published form for the period prior to 1937.
tatistics

During the following years only occasional references
•i

some instances the desired statistical
had never been kept. Insofar as possible,

the fact that in
series

inconsistencies in statistics obtained from various

dubious authenticity were released publicly by

sources have been reconciled and eliminated.

II

VULNERABILITY OF JAPAN'S BASIC COAL POSITION
Importance of coal in Japan's iiar economy
Seriously deficient in natural gas and petroleum,
apan was almost entirely dependent on waterpower
nd coal for industrial energy. It is estimated that

bout two-thirds of the total energy consumed by
ne

Japanese war economy

oaP, in spite of

in

an increase

1943 was derived from
of

more than 600 per

Total coal consumption in Japan proper that year was 59,740,000 metric
the coal equivalent of hydroelectric power generated was 25,.350,000
etnc tons, taken at the prevailinc rate of 1 .K7 Ihs. of coal per
Discarding other minor sources of energy, coal thus represented approxiately 70 per cent of the total.
ns;

K WH.

cent since 1920 in hydroelectric generation capacity

Japan proper. Moreover, seasonal fluctuation in
and the absence of large reservoirs made
necessary the existence of sizeable standby thermal
in

rainfall

generation equipment.

By

comparison, in 1943 coal

contributed approximately one-half of
energ>' in the

all

available

United States, and nine-tenths of that

used in Germany.

Coal was indispensable
blast furnaces
for

much

in the

operation of Japan's

and irreplaceable

as a

of the chemical industry.

It

raw material
was the pri-

mary

Disruption of

fuel for the railway network.

iron

the supply of coal would inevitably have resulted in

and

steel industry could

not hope to function

efficiently.

widespread paralysis of the nation's war production.
3.

Lack

2.

coal fields in Japan proper are poorly situated
with respect to major centers of consumption, with

Consitlering the extent of her dependence

upon

the exceptions of the industrial area of northern

and her limited resources, Japan was poorly

coal

equipped to engage

in a life

a major industrial power.

Kyushu and

and death struggle with

producing nations.

Coal reserves were small

At no time did production

Japan proper attain the minimum goal
tons' set

by the govermnent

all

coal produced in

in

is

15 per cent of the total production of Japan proper

that island.

Kyushu and

Japan was

vitally

dependent on coal imports to

Of especial im-

the 31,862,000 tons mined in Kyushu were sent
Honshu, as were 7,329,000 of the 15,747,000 ton
produced in Hokkaido. Prior to the war, all ship
ments were by water, and extensive handling facili
ties existed at ports of origin and receipt.
t(

China-Inner Mongolia, without which the Japanese
I

Metric toDS and

when

fiscal years (April-March) are
otherwise noted.

ii.sed

throughout

,suli

marine attack from the beginning of the war, am
were within range of Allied air attacks in the fiiia
months. In 1941, for example, 13,823,000 tons o

portance was coking coal from Karafuto and North

report, except

the other Inner Zone areas along ship

ping lanes which were partially accessible to

with imported coals.

supplement her domestic supply.

or

had to 1m
Hokkaido aiu

of its coal supplies

suitable

making good metallurgical coke unless blended

for

The bulk

carried 250-600 miles from mines in

medium-

is

ol

location of the industiia

furnished only about one-fourth of the coal user!

early in the war, only

Japan proper

smaller steel industry

The

Honshu formed one of tin
weakest links in the production-consumption chain
Honshu's wartime coal output, never more thai

of 60,000,000

to-low grade bituminous; practically none

much

concentrations of central

about ten per cent of the output of the United States.

Nearly

the

southern Hokkaido.

comparison with those of the world's great coal

in

Dependence on inter-island transportation
The

of selj-si/fficieticy

this

Ill

JAPANS PREWAR COAL POSITION
1.

Domestic reserves and production
Reserves.

a.

coal to the Japanese
itty

and

reserves were located in four areas: (1) northwester)

Kyushu with

Considering the indispensability of

economy and the

minous,

limited quan-

pyramid even

at the outset of the

rested on a surprisingly narrow base.

1

fields

of

guchi prefecture in western

war

medium grade

anthracite,

Honshu

and

with

(4)

some

(Appendix Table

April 1945, were

coals

estimated at approximately 9,200,000,000 tons, or

mined

in

1).

the

(3)

Honshu with

Joban

fields

sub-bituminous

Yania
limitiM

and semi

of

and

easteri
lignite

In general, the bituminou

Japan are unsuitable

for th(>

facture of metallurgical coke although

about 5.8 times the amount mined prior to that

bitu

deposits o

reserves of lower grade bituminous, lignite

According to

data submitted by the Fuel Bureau, Ministry of
Commerce and Industry, known remaining coal
deposits in Japan proper, as of

large

Hokkaido with extensive

higher quality ga.s-p reducing bituminous,

inferior quality of her coal resources, Japan's

industrial

(2)

some

manu
of

thi

Hokkaido and Kyushu produce a satisfactori
coke of metallurgical quality when blended vvitl
coals of

date.

The combined

coal reserves as of 1928 in the

United States and the United Kingdom, on the other
hand, totalled 3,402,000,000,000 tons. Of the

imported coking

known

deposits in Japan proper, bituminous coal accounted
for 88 per cent,

and semi-anthracite and

the remaining 12 per cent.

coals.

Coal seams in the Hokkaido fields are for the iiios
part thick enough for efficient modern working, Im

most of the deposits in Honshu and Kyushu are
thin seams, and nearly all of the seams are shaq)l,>

lignite for

ii

All but a trifle of the

10

i

and wet,
and continual pnnipinf;;. The
Hoki<aido mines arc newer and better engineered,
)ut have great gas hazards. Temperatures in many
the mines of Kyushu and Honshu are very high,
iiusing considerable fluctuation in winter and
uiniuer production. Extreme low winter tempcraurcs in Hokkaido have also imposed serious sea;oiKil handicaps on mining in that region.
nclinod.

Many

of the mines are deep

necessitating extensive

continued to make steady progress

in

the following

decade.

Table

1.

Comparison of number and proportion

jxroduction of various sized mines in

years

1

Japan proper

933 and 1940.

if

h

Development of the coal mining industry.

The

(1)

mines were, with
w exceptions, operated by a handful of large minn-i companies owned or controlled by the Zaibatzu;
liicf among them were Mitsui Mining Co., Mitsuindustry.

<liii(iure of the

large

1

)ishi
\>.

Mining Co., Hokkaido Colliery and Steamship
Sumitomo Mining Co.

(Mitsui controlled), and

riiiise

four alone accounted for 48.5 per cent of total

iniiluction in

A

1944 (Appendix Table

feature of Japanese coal mining

5).

was the great

lumber of veiT small mines producing from a few
iins to as much as 50,000 tons per year. These were
i.sually

independi'ntly operated

by small enterprisers

temporary loan financing by banks or disTheir operations were immediately delihiitors.
)cii(lrnt upon favorable market or subsidy condiidiis.
In this number are also undoubtedly some

iiiilcr

nines

which were actually not

in full operation, as

iidspecting pits were not invariably excluded.
It

is

noteworthy that

of

640 mines opened or

re-

two had an
'expected annual production" of more than 300,000
nns and only 22 were expected to jdeld between
50,000 and 300,000 tons per year (Appendix Table
;).
In 1932, there were 361 mines in operation in
apun proper. Of these only 24, or 6.6 per cent, had
annual output in excess of 300,000 tons, and they

ipened during the decade 1931-40, only

11

iroduced 53.0 per cent of the nation's total.

number

By

mines had nearly doubled,
vith the 45 largest mines accounting for 64.5 per
ent of the entire output for the year.
(2) Technical developments. Coal mining methods
Japan were extremely primitive until the early
|900s. By 1910, a few of the most modern mines
yere using some electricity for pumping and hauling,
lid were operating on the longwall principle. World
Var I, which boomed production to a level not
gain attained until 1934, spurred the adoption of
ome features of Western technology, and also comelled the Japanese to start the manufacture of many
ems of mine supply which formerly they had imorted. Although the end of that war temporarily
urtailed the demand foi- Japanese coal, the industry
940, the total

11

of

Il'roiluciion in

Size of annual production

thousands

of inelric Ions]

of

total

in fiscal

1940 was only 173 tons. This trend, in the face
major advances in technology in the large mines,
reflects the meagerness of Japan's resources and
reservoir of skilled mining labor, as well as the drive
for increased production at any cost. Each year
more and more low grade, ill-equipped and poorly
engineered mines were brought into production.
And each year the galleries of the high-grade mines
were pushed deeper and deeper. The pressure for
immediate production demanded sacrifice of sound
long-range development of such resources as were
available. Absence of this developmental groundwork was to prove one of the obstacles to achieving
greater prodaction during the war years.
(3) Japan's supply of coal mining labor. Coal mining has long been an unpopular occupation in Japan.
The mines are extremely hazardous because of the
usual presence of explosive gas and lack of safety
maintenance which would be considered essential by

in

veyors. Explosives were indispensable, but availahlr

of

in required quantity.

Volcanic

Occidental standards.

temperatures in
well

many mines

above 90 degrees;

in

of

Mine timbers and supplies nf
lumber were fairly plentiful in the coal field areas and
never became a critically short item.
All of the better mines were highly electrified, and
demand for heavy electrical equipment was great.
During the 1930s, the more important mines converted to use of specialized heavy equipment such
as cutters, picks, and drills, and the mines becaintmore dependent on washing and sorting installations
Most of this specialized equipment was manufactured by a handful of suppliers such as Hitachi,
Mitsubishi Denki, and Yasukawa Denki. Several n\
the larger mines had machinery plants at the colliery, as for example those at Miike, capable ot
major repairs and some fabrication. Repairs n
machinery for most mines, however, were done in
large part by scattered foundries and machine shop^
throughout the coal regions.
(5) The government's relation to coal mining bcfon
1940. Exploitation of Japan's underground mine ra
resources was subject to license and concession ol
the Imperial Government. Prospecting rights aiK
mining rights were issued by the Fuel Bureau of tin
Ministry of Commerce and Industry, which requin'(

hot springs raise

Kyushu and Honshu

Hokkaido mines,

sub-arctic

winter temperatures produce the opposite extreme

Wages

of discomfort.

in the

prewar period were

notoriously low.

As a consequence, turn-over of miners has normally
been very high. \Miile some 20 per cent of the underground workers could properly be termed permanent,
the turn-over rate of the remainder was as a rule
well over 100 per cent.

submission of periodic reports of

Prior to 1940, however, direct governmental con
trol of actual

Prior to 1940, most of this

who worked

in the

reserves.

inadequate level of general

skill is

the large mining interests,
of Coal

obvious.

became progressively more

the mines
tive

had become

known

h-^

as the Federatioi

Mine Owners, which had been

stabilization

established

ii

and control

of production.

In 1932

th(

Federation organized a subsidiary, the Showa Coa

which assumed a practically complete monopoly
and distribution of domestically produced am
imported coal. When a coal shortage appeared ii
1937, the government stepped in to fix prices am
regulate distribution, acting through the Showa Coa

critical as

Co.,

experienced miners were called into military service.
In 1939 the shortage of husky Japanese for work

regulation was effectc(

1921, the chief policies of which were directed to prici

resultant

After the beginning of the war in China in 1937,
the situation

Most important

through a government-sanctioned cartel formed

accumulate a few yen before returning to the
fields. Training to achieve proficiency in the usi^ of
mechanized equipment was variously considered to
to

The

largely

and supervisory measure,

incident to enabling operators to exploit the coa

mines only long enough

take from six months to two years.

production and distribution was

limited to various licensing

casual segment of the labor force was composed of

farmers

operations an(

pi-oduction.

of sale

in

so acute that "enforced collec-

immigration" of Korean contract laborers was

Company.
The increasing

begun.

Supply of mining materials and equipment. One
of the most critical factors in Japan's coal production
crisis late in the war was the shortage of steel
products, cement, and rubber. The industry was a
large u.ser of rolled steel shapes for props and mine
transportation facilities, and of steel cable. Cement
was an essential of efficient operation, and rubber
was necessary particularly for the many belt con(4)

inability of domestic coal produc-

tion to keep pace with Japan's industrial expansioi

became

really critical for the first time in 1939,

wher

abnormally low rainfall called for unusually higl
coal consumption in thermal electric power plants

To

enforce a stringent policy of control of prices

tc

consumers and to encourage maximum production.]
the government passed in 1939 the Coal Distribution;

12

Under

Liaw.

its

terms the Showa Coal Co. was

T.\BLK

2.

Coal produclion in Japan

japitalized half

by the government and

vas given a total

''

w

by the

monopoly over

sale

and distribution

Production and imports were purchased by

coal.

)f

half

This quasi-governmental agency

nining interests.

he company at prices based on cost-plus-bonus to
pur output; sales prices were frozen as of 1 April 1940.

By 1940

»

the government's policy of pressing for

had begun to be reflected in the
mines and decline in efficiency which was

'K'mmediat(^ output
ibuse of
liter

to result in a collapse of the nation's coal pro-

capacity.
Construction and repair were
heady being neglected in many of the mines as
iiatei'ials and skilled manpower were turned to
iiilitary and end-products uses.
Consumption of
teel for mining fell 18 per cent from 1936 to 1940,
ihile coal production increased 37 per cent.
The
umber of miners employed rose from 251,000 (all
luction

apanese)

vonans)

in

1938

in 1940.

to 338,000 (including 45,000
Despite the slighting of develop-

—

and maintenance work and with a larger prothe labor force engaged in actual digging
average annual output per miner fell from 193

lent

(irtion of

he

ms
c.

in

1938 to 173 tons in 1940.

Rapid

ivs.sion

grotvlh of production, 1931-40.

the production of coal in

1

The

de-

years of the early 1930s saw a definite slump

Japan proper.

Total

utput dropped from 34,258,000 tons in 1929 to a
iw

of

27,987,000

tons

in

1931.

Thereafter the

swamg back, and by 1936 domestic prouction had risen by 50 per cent to 41,803,000 tons,
"he outbreak of the China Incident in 1937 ushei-ed
inilulum

1

a period of rapid expansion for the coal mining

Domestic production was stepped up
by 1940 had reached an all-time high of
7,309,000 tons, a level more than twice that of 1931.
'he greatest gain took place in Hokkaido where
reduction jumped from 6,134,000 tons in 1931 to

idustry.

harply and

5,378,000 tons in 1940,

.

when

it

contributed 26.8

cent of the total output.

I'V

Imports

Vital dependence on impoHs. As previously noted,
imports were essential to the war economy of
ipan proper; the iron and steel industry was esa.

jal

dependent for coke on the higher grade
mined in Karafuto and North China,
ubstantial quantities of other types of coal were
iso needed to meet expanding industrial requireecially

lending coals

•

lents.

prnpi'r, hi/ islands, fisc/tl

years 19SI-J,0

;ransformcd in April 1940 into the Japan Coal Co.,
|ln

thousands of metric tons)

by the Japanese to increase production in those areas
met with considerable success during the years immediately following, and by 1940 the amount produced had risen by more than 60 per cent above the
1938 level to 51,659,000 tons, as shown in the
following table

Table

3.

Production of coal in Karafuio, Korea,

Manckukuo

and North China-Inner Mongolia, fiscal years 1938 and 1940.
[In

Area

thousands of metric tons)

IV

JAPANS COAL POSITION
I.

Goternmetit policy

and

controls

war planners. The (ioursc of
official Japanese policy toward coal production probliiiis (lurina; the years after 1937 was determined by
ihc (iptiniistic gambling attitude of the war planners.
They expected that ample supplies of coal would be
furthcoming from Karafuto, Manchukuo and North
Attitude of the

a.

xploitation of domestic coal resources.

1944 was the

full

and by then the
had deteriorated beyond remedy.

A
IS

I

the mines of

Japan proper had been

maximum

ms was the

md even
II

filling

wide

to pro-

of

A

chief function

was

to act as

labor.

TOSEI KAI was

personnel capable of expressing the industry's point
of view in counterbalance to the admittedly bureau-

until

was in fact never able to exercise a
on high economic policy, and became progressively more of a subordinate executive
agency for carrying out decisions of the Cabinet
Planning Board and Mobilization Bureau. Its president was occasionally consulted on policy, but the
promised authority never materialized. To what
extent this was due to the weakness of the TOSEI
KAI's staff is not entirely clear, but it is apparent
that few of its demands or recommendations were
heeded. The harmonious relations between the industry, the bureaucracy and the military which had
been the objective in establishing the TOSEI KAI
cratic ministries,

it

decisive influence

situa-

set as early

possibly obtainable under the

which could be expected,

demands for labor and
was explained that such a rate of

the mine operators'
It

and

Although the avowed purpose of the
that it .should be the policy-making
body for the industry, staffed by experienced mining

and

that contingent upon complete cooperation

iiatcrials.

—

paper

It set prices to

quotas for operators.

1938, despite the industry's protests that 60,000,000

nost favorable conditions

— on

efficient practices

supervisor in allocation and acquisition of materials

70,000,000-ton goal for annual coal production

iiini

was given

It

be paid individual producers under the cost-plus subsidy program, and

portent of Japan's weakness

n this basic material realized,
ion

Not

1940.

encourage

to

mote rationalization by mergers and pooling

and tended to ignore the realities of the
mining situation in Japan proper. That resulted in a
i)ii\enient avoidance of the drastic measures which
iloiic could have secured the maximum sustained
atr in

December
powers

facilities.

'hiua,

I

1941-45

could only be achieved at the expense of
maintenance and development, and by con•cntration on short-range exploitation of the richest
icams, resulting in an inevitable collapse of producinn capacity until the mines could be restored.
uiiiluction

inniuil

were never achieved.

Interested chiefly in reaching

immediate production quotas, the ministries pressed
farther the short-range policy of extreme exploitation
with the result that mines were flagrantly abused
and the quality of the coal deterio''ated to such an

Leaders in the mining industry voiced a persistent
officials in the war production agencies
government and the military lacked the
knowledge and experience necessary for practical

extent that production figures became misleading.

problems of the industry. This charge

products industries and the military forces, adequate

have been fully justified by the policies
government adopted or failed to adopt

measures to supply labor and materials for coal
mining were not adopted.
c.
Subsidy program. Government subsidies to
permit fixing of coal prices to consumers and to
encourage production had been begun in 1938, and
assumed increased importance through the war years.
Bonuses were paid in accordance with quotas apportioned by the TOSEI KAI. Operators submitted

omplaint that
if

the

olution of the

Warnings

ippears to
vhich the

i

uthority to

Coal Control association established.

iiajor

of

The second

step in extending centralized control over the

iiining
'oal

and equipment, and exercise
promote rationalization.

materials

abor,

b.

—

regard to such decisive matters as supply of

ft'ith

industry after the formation of the Japan

Co. in 1940 was the creation of the Coal Control

941.

mining engineers were passed over.

estimates of their costs to the

(SEKITAN T0SF:I KM) in November
The TOSEI KAI supplanted the former cartel-

months
months

ssociation

Mine Owners, and was
istablished as part of the "Economic New Order"
irogram formulated by the Konoye government in
ike

of the

In line with the general policy of

Federation of Coal

favoring end-

TOSEI KAI

for six-

periods; these estimates, revised after three
in light of actual operating costs,

formed the

basis of the cost-plus price established for each mine.

Until October 1943, price varied with the grade of
coal,

15

but thereafter that factor was eliminated, with

an

effect

on quality which became extremely serious
Japan Coal Co. to

T.\BLB

Coal production in Japan proper by

7.

fiscal years

despite policinji efforts of the

[In

maintain standards. Total subsidy paid to producers

Japan proper rose from ¥48,194,000

in

rli.tlr

1940-43

thousands of metric tons}

in the first

half of 1941 to ¥405,805,000 in the latter half of
.'\raount

1944, although during that period production declined

of total

(Appendix Table 19). The extent of
financial inducement given to spur production of the
('on\'eniently situated, but low-quality, lignite of

n
n
Amount p„„.„,
^"'^"^t .Amount
P"™'
„f.„..i Percent
,

of total

11.2 per cent

1940-

HMl

Honshu may be seen in the fact that the
average subsidy per ton of coal paid to those pro-

II

Ill

IV..

Table

It

21).

noteworthj^ that

is

1,973
1,855
1,752
1,815

7,344
6,452
7,054

Total

Hokkaido and

¥ 4.95 and ¥ 7.41 respectively (Appendix

1945:
I

July
August...

Table 20). ^A^len translated into subsidy' per million
calories, the variation is even more striking (Appendix

33,055
31,862
30,544
31,295

3,907
3,704
3,558
3,240

I

ducers in the latter half of 1943 was ¥10.06 while

Kjoishu was

-.

1942
1943
1944

eastern

that for the far better biuminous of

15,378
15,747
15.656
15,647

Total

—notwithSource: Compiled from data submitted by the Coal Control association (Sekit»
Tosei Kai), November 1945. .\ppendix Table 8.

standing the considerable increase in production costs

because of rising wages and black market prices
paid for some materials and equipment

—the

Although the

major

Army and

Nav^', as well as

Japanese mining companies found wartime produc-

planning boards, professed great concern over

tion highly profitable.

measures were taken t
counteract the movement of essential miners fror
the pits. Not only were skilled and unskilled minen
called into military service without deferment, bu
even specialist technicians were drafted for nop
specialist dutj'. A major obstacle to a realistic polici
of exemption was the tradition, particularly stron

2.

coal supph',

Japan's Wartime Coal Supply
a.

Decli7ie of do7nesHc production.

After reaching a

peak of 57,309,000 tons in 1940, coal production in
Japan proper slumped somewhat the following year

During the next two years the

to 55,602,000 tons.

.lapanese were able to maintain a
rate of production only .slightly

fairlj'

in militarist

mined

fell

by

Japan, that every

man

is first

of

all

i

By the end of 1942, an estimated 50,000 minei
had been taken by the Army alone, and this figm
increased by about 10,000 per year in 1943 and 1944
During these two years some 4,000 were discharge!

level.

In 1944, however, a sharp drop took place, and the
total coal

th

effective

warrior.

consistent

below the 1941

no

11 per cent to 49,335,000 tons.

This downward trend continued into 1945, as the
amount produced during the April-June quarter,

for various reasons, but the majority, preferring othe

when converted

work, did not return to the mines. In June 1944,

to

an annual

rate,

declined

to

Army

43,508,000 tons. Thereafter, a disastrous collapse
occurred.

issued orders for the release of

home islands
number was finally released during the las
months of the j'ear under orders to return

and

20,000,000 tons annually.

Data on production by
from April 1944 to July 1945
Hokkaido's coal output fell 27.6 per cent, Honshu's
54.8 per cent, and Kyushu's 43.8 per cent (Appendix
Table 8).
Causes of decline of -production.
b.
(1) Shortage

four

islands disclose that

mining.

but

it

finally,

in early

1945,

a

Furthermore, miners were free to leave the mine

more attractive and better-paid jobs in otlif
Various government measures controUin;
movement of workers had little effect. In 1939, th
Romu Teicho Law had instituted a requirement tha
workers be registered and carry an employment can
showing their occupation, and in 1940 the labo
adjustm(>nt law had applied further restrictions
the hiring and firing of labor.
Neither of thcsi
industries.

This
problem was by no means the result exclusively of
policy,

was halted, and

tocli

for

shortage of strong, experienced mining labor.

aggravated by

t

In latter 1944, further conscription of

conscription of miners was ended.

m ining labor.

war conditions or government

this

nicians

Ranking very high among
the causes of the decline in production in Japan
|)roper in the years from 1941 to 1945 was the critical

seriously-

tb

5,00

miners from troop units stationed in the

Production in July dropped to 2,712,000

tons and in August to 1,617,000 tons, or less than

of skilled coal

some

was

ti

ijoth.

16

materially restricted the movement of minors. Coal
mining wages were fixed by the wage control laws
(jf 1940-41 and subsequent regulations, and no increase
l)i'r

was permitted

until 1943,

cent rise was granted.

when a 20

to 30

These measures were

within the jurisdiction of the welfare ministry.

In

maintain an over-all stabilization, it resisted
pressure from the mine operators for higher mining

(irder to

wages and apparently did not appreciate the importiiuce of preserving the mining labor force intact.
Attempts of the operators to compensate by furnishing improved living conditions and food were
only partially effective.

During 1942 and 1943 a debate on the question

of

(hafting laborers to work in the mines raged in the

Tnjo cabinet. The premier and the welfare minister
opiiosed demands for more stringent compulsion
iticausc of fear of the general unrest which might
follow. The Fujiwara cabinet also sidestepped the
ss uc.

Meanwhile some relief had been obtained by the
employment of Korean contract labor, which, though
less efficient,

contributed importantly to production.

By Januaiy 1945 Koreans made up 32
Considerable

total labor force.

percent of the

difficulties

were also

experienced in the unwilhngness of the Koreans to

remain

The Army was

in a particular mine.

occa-

and in general
no major incident occurred until the end of the war.
Koreans were paid the standard wage scale for
Japanese miners, and supposedly given equal treatment. A much smaller number of Chinese and
prisoner of war labor was used in some of the mines.
By 1944 the coal supply situation had deteriorated
to such an extent that a more serious attempt to
freeze mining labor was made as coal was put on the
sionally called in to "maintain order",

of "essential" industries. Some dechne in turno\or resulted, but the mines had already lost most of
list

Even then

their efficient miners.

ferently enforced,
of

and

work continued,

of the military

in

losses to

some cases with the connivance

who would rob

for construction of airfields

By

this

time

also,

the law was indifmore attractive types

the mines to get labor

and other

installations.

the food production

arijiroached the critical stage

and

problem

agricultural labor

could no longer be recruited for the mines.

While drastic compulsory measures to supply
mining labor were not adopted, ageneral propaganda

campaign based on the patriotic appeal that "coal
is also in the front line" was launched.
This

mining
fell

rather

flat,

but a movement to

enlist students as

part-time workers succeeded in adding several thousands to the employment rolls.
Thus, while the total of those employed by the

mining industry increased during the war years, the
composition of the labor force changed radically.

With this went a drop in efficiency, as shown by
annual production per worker of 164 tons in 1941 and
119 tons during 1944.

Table

8.

Composilion of coal viiidng labor force in Japan
proper as of end of fiscal years, 193S-44

clparly dpiiionstratpd

by the exporionce of the thirteen

mines of the Mitsubishi Mining conipanj-, as analyzed
Their histoiy is particularly
in the following table.
Table

9.

striking in view of their position in a

ample

and
with materials and machinery
financial resources

suppliers.

Analysis of operalions of IS mines of MitstiMshi Mining Co., in 1940, producing 13.5 per cent of

Japan

proper, fiscal years 1940-43

combine with

their close affiliations

total coal

ontiml

in

time to cnnippiifsatr for the loss in

in

iiiiiiKHliatc

flic

which would be suffoird during the period
transfers. The most that was accomplished was a

iif

men

minor diversion of new materials and
I

II

'Iter

iiislancesof airattack directly

during the

luitii

final

weeks of

cikiI

Operations were halted for as long as

On

for the period

The two

31 July

1 August the surface installations of the three
Takashima mines of the Mitsubishi Mining company
(111
the small islands of Hashima and Futago, some
sr\i'n miles southwest of Nagasaki, were bombed.
X(i account of this attack has been found in any
:i\ailable Allied records.
These two raids destroyed
till'
powerhouse and damaged or destroyed many
other buildings.
Loss of power resulted in flooding
one pit so completely that there is no prospect
of its being restored.
Production at the other two
pits was fully stopped, and operations were not
(x]iected to be resumed for a minimum of five

months, with

at

full

minimum

capacity unlikely for a

Damage

to the installations

loss of

Spillover of a few 1,000

medium and

of

was assessed

in west-central

Kyushu.'

Here was the

of the

largest,

Japan, around which was centered a well-integrated

and metal refining complex
prime importance to the nation's war production.
The mines extend far under the sea, and are kept
from flooding only by continual pumping.
chemical, synthetic fuel,

Omuta was

riiuliary raids,
lo

an

,785.4

HE

(1)

year

200,000 tons in the August-December period and to

built-up

area,

1(J2,000 tons a

or 4.1 percent.

bombed

was destroyed. Surface

Annex B presents complete available

details

in the final quarter.

farther to about 63,000 tons per

Shipments
still

month; they then

ceased entirely.
All through the war, shipments from North
(2)
China-Inner Mongolia made up about 50 per cent of
the total coal imports. Since the very existence of the

day

17 days of June, dropped to a daily

27 July, a second raid of 124 B-29s

month

diu'ing the April-June quarter of 1945 declined

depended on coking coal from
made to maintain that vital supply line. Yet by 1944 deliveries
fron: North China-Inner Mongolia had skidded to
1,515,000 tons, as compared with 4,539,000 tons in
1942. The Army, which controlled most of the shipiron

the

and

steel industry

that area, back-breaking efforts were

city with 964.6 tons of IB from 14,500 feet.
This
time 2.05 square miles, or about 38 per cent, of the

'

rest of the

and the high pressure chemical plants
On 18 June, 116 B-29s dropped
IB from 8,000 feet, burning 0.217

average of 7,222 tons during the period 19-30 June.

built-up area

During the

the monthly average dropped sharply, falling to about

Production, which had averaged 9,643 tons per

On

Ship-

In the April-July period of 1944, monthly

rate of 5,544,000 tons.

Burning of power lines halted production at one pit
for 18 hours and for six hours at the other three.
first

Japan was the precipitous

subjected to two area in-

square mile of the

during the

of

imports averaged about 462,000 tons, or an annual

attack.

tons of

off

lowing significant facts

of

city of

Besides the falling

ments from all areas to the home islands, which had
risen to an all-time high of 10,123,000 tons in 1940,
declined to 9,585,000 tons in 1941 and to 8,748,000
the following year. During 1943 total imports fell by
31 per cent more to 6,029,000 tons, and in the following year slumped to 3,135,000 tons, a drop of 67 per
cent from the 1941 level. Detailed figures on wartime imports (Appcnidix' Table 30) disclose the fol-

and one of the most modern, coal developments in

The

a raid

drop in imports throughout the war years.

Miike mine at Omuta, on the eastern shore of Ariake

Bay

in imports.

fecting the coal position of

low-level targets, as the installations

was that

Drop

c.

offered excellent

of direct attack

bombs from

domestic production, an equally serious factor af-

wire crowded on the small area of the islands.

The second example

HE

minor damage to surface installations and a sliort interruption of power on 7 August.
The urban destruction from the Omuta attacks had
a large but indefinable effect on the production of the
mines. Operations were further harassed by the almost hourly alerts to which the community was
subject during the final days of the war, and by the
growing restlessness of the large foreign component
among the mine workers.

workable coal at 1,750,000 tons. Producmines had totalled 48,000 tons in

The mines

lb.

of 17 B-24s directed at the chemical plants cau.sed

tion of the three

June and 31,200 in July.

an

for

extended period.

¥12,000,000, loss of production at ¥10,000,000,

and

28 July-6 August.

raids resulted in putting an estimated 30

per cent of the galleries out of operation

and

one year.

pumping.
and

sulted.

on coal mines occurred,
hostilities.

for

five da.ys,

widespread flooding of galleries and e(iuipment reAverage daily production fell to 3,226 tons

Only two

miniixj.

on which the mines depended

lines

to the

mines.
Effects of air altuck an

(.'))

mines suffered scattered damage, but the most

important result was the burning of several power

|iin(liiction

installations of

on these attacks.

19

ping to and from the continent, urged the iron and
steel industrj' to use poorer coal from Manchukuo

which could move over the shorter, less exposed
Japan Sea lanes but that industrj^ in its desperation, preferred smaller quantities of the North China

—

coal.

The importance

(3)

of

Karafuto as a source of coal
when exports to Japan

declined steadily after 1941

Proper came to 3,310,000 tons, or one-third of total
During 1943 shipments

coal imports in that year.

from Karafuto dropped to 1,650,000 tons, but
represented 27 per cent of

all

coal imports.

still

Deliveries

up fairly well through July 1944; then they
dwindled away to a negligible figure in August and
September, and stopped entirely thereafter.
held

Although the Japanese managed to increase coal
in Korea and Manchukuo during the war
years, declines in Karafuto and North China-Inner
output

Mongolia brought

total production in the four areas

during 1944 to 5,700,000 tons under the 1941

total.

Production of coal in Karafuto, Koreji, Manchukuo
and North China-Inner Mongolia, fiscal years 1941 and

Table

10.

19UIln thousands of metric tons]

Area

(he

year— 1,473,000

Inns'
III

and

(3) net

toiis, (2) production— 57,309,000
imports -8,632,000 tons, ainountod

67,414,000 tons.

saw the beginning of

Th(> following; year, liowcvcr,
th(>

downward trend

wliich steadily accelerated during 1942-44
fell

precipitously in the final

months

in

supply

and then

of the war.

By

1944 the total supply had dropped to 55,572,000
Inns; in July 1945, while stocks
tuns,

had

risen to 4,036,000

production and net imports were eciuivalent to

an annual rate of only 32,544,000 tons.
'I'abi.e

11.

Sum/nary

of the coal supply posilioit
proper, fiscal years 1940-45
[In

Period

thousands of metric tons]

itt

Jujmti

capacity of the rear-Honshu ports and impatient with
the government's faihn-e to take any action, under-

took on his

own

initiative a

survey of the

facilities at

those ports and submitted a comprehensive report of

government. A translation of his
available in the survey files. He stated that,

tunnel was in operation,

rail shipments accounted for
than ten per cent of such coal movement. In
June 1945, rail shipments of such coal amounted to

less

54.1 per cent of the total.

his findings to the

report

is

T.\BLE

although his survey was submitted early in 1944,
more than a year elapsed before the government took

any steps

to correct the situation.

The

disastrous collapse in water transportation which

took place in the
ever,

result

in

final

large

months

The mine

strategic air action.

of the

war

did,

how-

part from highlj- successful
laying program and

the anti-shipping forays in the Moji-Shimonoseki
the Inland sea, and poi'ts on the Japan sea,
which were carried on with (n^er-increasing intensity

straits,

after JN'Iarch 1945, aided substantially in reducing

shipments from 825,000 tons in April to
Particularly hard hit by such
efforts were the coal shipments moving through the
total sea

464,000 tons in July.

Inland sea from K^iishu. Prior to 1945, such wartime

had held above a monthly level of 400,000
Yet during April and JNIay they dropped to
367,000 tons and 260,000 tons respectively and in
July sank to 189,000 tons. By that time, even the
important mdustrial center and shipping terminus of
Osaka was entirely dependent on the railwaj-s for its
deliveries
tons.

coal supplies
b.

importance of railway shipments.

Increasing

As the problems

of sea transportation multiplied, the

Japanese resorted more and more to the railway
system for delivery of the coal so urgently needed by
consumers in the industrial centers of Honshu. This

was made possible

chiefly

the opening of the

by two developments: (1)
tunnel in September

Kammon

1942, which provided the first direct rail connection
between Honshu and Kyu.shu and (2) the increase in
the number of special train ferries between Hakodate
;

in

southern

Hokkaido and Aomori

Honshu from seven
During the

fiscal

in 1941 to

in

northern

twelve in June 1945.

year 1941, of the 7,329,000 tons of

from Hokkaido to Honshu only 13,000
went by rail, and only 444,000 (by ferry across
Shimonoseki straits) of the 13,823,000 tons transported
from Kj'ushu, for a total of only 2.2 per cent of all
coal moved from those islands to Honshu. In the
fiscal year 1942, during half of which the Kanunon

coal shipped

thousands of metric tons]

From

it

shipping lanes until after the start of 1945.

Inler-islawl coal ^hiijincrds
fiscal years W^l-^S
[In

Bj- that time, of

proved impossible to assemble the necessary
machinery, and, when the war ended in August, no
improvement had vet been accomplished.
Allied air power did not reach the inter-island
course,

13.

194.3...
1944..-.
1945:
April.

to

Honsltu by

rail.

strikes in

July and August, by sinking the

oliininated the direct rail traffic

Kyushu

traffic suffered

rail ferries,

from Hokkaido; the

only indirectly as a result of

urban area attacks and general deterioration of the
I'ail system.

4.

Wartime

cousiimpt'iou pattern

Effects of the reduction in supply

a.

locdtion of transportation.

and

The paralyzing

the dis-

decline in

Japan's coal supply was clearly reflected in the war

By

1944, the 47,471,000

in that

year (excluding the

time consumption pattern.
tons of coal

consumed

quantity used at the mines) was 21 per cent below the
1941 level.

During each quarter of 1944 and the first
consumption fell steadily.

(luarter of 1945, the rate of

The completeness of the collapse in the coal supply
position in Japan proper which occurred in the final
iiidiiths of the war is clear from the fact that the
2,21)8,000 tons consumed in July 1945 represented
inly about half the quantity of coal used in June 1944
:in(l approximately one-third less than the amount
consumed in April 1945.
I

Table

14.

Coal consumed in Japan proper, excluding the

amount used

at the coal mines, fiscal years
[In

Year

thousands of metric tons)

WJfl-^H

Changes in pattern of industrial consum'ption
all major consumers, with the exception of
the railways and the industries manufacturing liquid
fuel and machinery, were using substantially less coal
c.

By

1944,

than they had in 1941
The following table sets forth
comparative data on the amounts of coal used during
1941 and 1944 by the eight consunier categories which
.

were the largest

Table

16.

in the latter year:

Comparison of

Japan

selected major consutners of coal in
proper, during fiscal years 1941 and 1944
[In thousands of metric tons]

Industry

The whole
fact,

1

war production was,

fabric of Japan's

stretched far tighter than most Allied strate-

had assumed, and the relationship

ists

of th(! coal

npply to the nation's war-making ability was

imports effectively canceled

(i;il

ion of the iron

lit

I

Cutting

than had generally been believed.

liisii-

factors;

ilicr

and

all

much
off

but a small

steel industry, regardless of

innumerable industries were geared to

and power, either directly or
imugh gas; much of the electric power supply was
('ii\cd from coal, especially in the dry season. Most
ii])iirtant, perhaps, was the almost total dependence
the railway system on coal for motive power, and,
turn, the dependence of the entire economy on
lat means of transportation for production, recuperation and for mobility of stocks in its industrial
use of coal for fuel

lie

Inter-island

movement

of coal to

Honshu by water
more than

routes had been reduced to only slightly

one-fourth of the 1942 volume, resulting in an acute

dependence' on railways.

way system

Thc^ character of the rail-

Japan proper and the fact that all coal
going by rail to Honshu had to funnel through the
Hakodate-Aomori rail ferries and the Kainmon tunin

nel

made this traffic highly vulnerable to Allied

A

concentrated campaign against Japan's sea and

rail

attack.

transportation system thus offered the logical

method

of further reducing her coal supply, with

resultant general paralysis of industrial activity

and

f

virtual immobilization of her remaining resources.

1

Had

manpower

id

reservoirs.

such a campaign been feasible operationally,
might well have resulted in an earlier and more
destructive blow to Japan's economy than could be
achieved with similar effort in attacks on enflit

products industries.

Direct attacks on coal production not feasible

.

Direct attacks on coal mining facilities would not

most

ivc jjrovided the
icli

r

a dislocation.

activity over

efficient

In the

Kyushu

final

method
months

of effecting
of the war,

did contribute to a drop in

damaging the power supply repumping operations at the Miike
Takashima fields and (2) undermining the morale

odaction by

(1)

ared for essential
id

id efficiency

ok

jjlace,

of the workers.

her production factors
iiveover,

many
tal

was already taking

its toll.

—

and destruction of the
would have required so pi-ecise an.

separate mines

—that any substantial reduction in coal output

that
stly

time those raids

Japan's coal production capacity involved

installations

t:u'k

By the

however, the cumulative efTect of the

method would

at best

have been a long and

undertaking.

Extreme vulnerability of coal transportation
Clearly the

implex was
flipping
I'd

most vulnerable target
its

transportation.

Bj'

in

Japan's coal

June 1945, the

shortage and the interference with sea lanes

already practically cut off

all

imports of

coal.

Appendix Table 1. Coal mined, and reserves remaining,
Japan proper, by fields and type

in

Appendix Table 2.-

Appendix Table

3.

-Conl minex opened and reopened in Japan proper,
fiscal years 1.931~44

..

bi/

districis

and by

size of experird uniniid

iirodnclion,

Appendix Table

5.
Coal production in Japan proper, by
major companies and associations of minor companies,

fiscal years

1931-44(In

thousands of metric tons]

1935

1941

1942

1943

1944

Major companies
Mitsui Mining Co.Mitsubishi Mining Co
H'ikkaido Tanko-kisen

5.504
3.873
3.059

Co

Sumitomo Mining Co

1.451
1.154

Ubekosan Co. (Okinoyama)
N'ittetsu Mining Co
Meiji Mining

1.263

1.450
1.302
1.S70

Co

Kaijima Coal Mine Co

Furukawa Mining Co
Nippon Mining Co
Joban Coal Mine Co
iso Mining Co
Kishima Coal Mine Co
Yubetsu Tanko-tetsudo Co

9.577
7.584
5.179
2.228

7,834
4.958
2.202
1.076
1.644
1,853

907
746

1.173
1.819
1.882
1.870
1.4S7
1,542

1.204
1.007
1.455

6.710
5.280
2.255
2.054
1.679
1,607
1,590
1,403
1.205
1.197
1.049

815
742

Toho Coal Mine Co
Koho Mining Co
Taisho Mining Co
Showa Denko Co
Taiheiyo Coal Mine Co
Dainihon Coal Mine Co
HigashimisoDie Coal Mine Co..
Iriyama Saltan Co
Total

Percentage of total production.
Associations of minor compani
t^Tosci

Kumiai), by

districts

Kita-kyushu
Nishi-kyushu

Yamaguchi
Tohoku

1.851

1.139
1.256

Hokkaido

Tobu_

--.

-

Seibu
Total

Grand

.

--

7.373

total...

27,987

Indicates data not

10.079

37.762

i

6.
Summary of the coal position in
proper, fiscal years 1931-4-5

Appendix Table

|1d

Year

thousands of metric tons)

Japan

rioN'Dix

9.
Production nf coal in Japan proper,
10-day periods, April-Seplemher t94n

Table

hi/

'

(In

thousands of metric tons)

1,104
1,158
1,210

nly, constituting

:

more than 90 percent

of the

Compiled by the Coal Control association (Sekitan Tosei Kai), November

\ppf;.\Dix Table 10.
Production of coking and non-coking
coal at principal mines in Hokkaido, fiscal years 1940-44
[In thousands of metric tons!

2,103
1.595
1,425

2,165
1,597
1,441

Ishibetsu

'onbetsu
Vlangi
ilkabiro

Toyozato
\kania
(vamiutaahinai.
tiarutori

•layachi
^'ubetsu
'ligashiboronai..

hakubetsu
I

rahora

Peppo
(Hhers

T„tal.

3,396

2,711

15,378

14,409

\ Ls" indicates that a partciular mine produces some coal of coking quahty; it does
an that the entire output of that mine, as represented by the data given, is coking

Source: Compiled by the Japan,
ekitan Remmei), November 1945.

Manchukuo, China Coal

federation (Nichi

Manshi

.Ai'PENDix Table 11.
Production of coking and non-coking
coal at principal mines in Honshu, fiscal years 1940-44

—
Appendix Table

13.
Daily coal production at Miike mines
during period of air attacks on Omida, Kyushu, June-

August

19Jf5.
lin metric tons]

Date

Appendix Table

year

15.

Analysis of changes in coal mining labor force, by type, monthly for fiscal years 1941-44

Appendix Table 17.
and acquired by all

Coal mining materiah required,
coal ynines in

Japan

allotted,

proper, fiscal years

1941-40 K

Required
Allotted..

Acquired.

Cement

(in

thousands of metric tons)

Required
Allotted.

Acquired

Required.
AllottedAcquired.

Required
Allotted..

Acquired.
Rare rubber

(in

metric tons)

Required.
Allotted-.

Acquired

'

"Required" is company demands after adjustment by Coal Control association in
with "estimated national supplies of materials."
"Alotted" is amount assigned under Mobilization bureau's periodic plans.
"Acquired" is amount actually received by mines.

line

Source: Compiled by the Coal Control association (Sekitan Tosei Kai), October 1945-

Appendix Table

18.^

Averq^pe price to consumers of

Japan

proper coal of average calorific value (6,000 calories), October
1940-September 1945.
Iln

Period

yen per metric ton)

Appendix Table

23.

Exports of coal from Japan proper,

(tenlinatinn, fiscal years 1940-4''>
[In thimsandfl of metric tons)

Year

bi/

AppKNDix Table 25.
of Japan

Coal supply position in the districts
proper, fiscal years l9Jfl-/iB

A rpEN i)ix Table 26.

Inter-island movement of coal

to

Honsh u,

by source and type of transportation, fiscal years 1.941-4-^
II n thousands of metric tons]

Year

Appendix Table

28.

Movement of

Honshu, by type of transportation,

coal

from Hokknido

fiscal years 1941-4-''

Iln thousands of metric tonsl

In

Appendix Table

30.

Coal imports into Japan proper, by

source, fiscal years

1939-45

[In thousands of metric tons)

Year

Appendix Table

31.

Coal stocks

Vi'iMONDix

Tabm-;

315.

Cntixiinipliim

iij

rani in Jiipan /iroper, by induslries, excluding conmimplion

I9S3-45
[In

Industry

thousands

of

metric tons]

hi/

cmil mines, fiscal years

9o=

f-

IcS'S^l-Sl

38

19
8:$

?SSuwo6££r"3i3mZ o <Z

39

Appendix Table

37.

Army

coal
[In

consmnption in Japan proper,
thousands of metric tons]

fiscal years

1940-45

^

IppENDix Table

40.

m

Jtipnn
Allocation of coal
years 1943-46

dislricls, fiscal
[In

thoUHands of metric tonsl

ANNEX A
Coal Position of Karafuto, Korea, Manchukuo, Formosa,
North China-Inner Mongolia, and Central China
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INTRODUCTION
On

15 June 1944, the strategic air assault against

tional difficulties.

Concurrently, a reevaluation

homeland got

strategic

bombing policy

under way. Approximately 67 of the B-29's of the
Twentieth Bomber Command from bases deep in
Central China flew 1,400 miles to drop 95 tons of

shift the

primary target system from the

the productive vitals of the Japanese

bombs over

the giant

Yawata works

of the

—

Japan

industries,

During the next three months
Allied plans to cripple the Japanese war potential by
the destruction of the coke ovens of the steel industry
continued to occupy the valiant, but painfully
small-scale efforts of our B-29 bomber force in China.
Bj' the fall of the year, the availability of new and
larger-scale bases in the Marianas permitted the
withdrawal of the China-based forces which had been
facing insurmountable supply problems and operacoke plants.

and the urban

Kamaishi

steel plants in

August 1945, the
objective of

any

Dependence on imports

list

of the chief industrial countries of the world in

ingot steel production, as
T.\BLE

1.

Major

steel

shown

in

production, 1937
IId millions of metric tons]

Country

Table

producers of the world,

1.

ingot

steel

From

of the

air raids.

that time

Wanishi and

Northern Japan

steel industiy

in July and

was not the primary

However, the incendiary

attacks against urban areas including industrial concentrations, rising to a crescendo in the summei'

1945, resulted in

some damage

to steel plants

a minor extent affected steel production.

THE STEEL INDUSTRY BEFORE THE WAR
Japan long ago recognized that its undeveloped
steel industry was the principal obstacle in the way
of realizing its ambition to become a major industrial
nation and to rate as a world military power. In
fact, as recently as 1937 it ranked near the foot of the

areas.

bombardment

imtil the naval

II

1.

steel in-

—because

by then a considerable cushion of
excess capacity was known to exist and for other
reasons to the airci'aft, oil and other end-product
dustry

Iron Manufacturing company, aiming at the vulnerable

of

resulted in the decision to

and

lif

to

The geographical

location of the steel industry

Japan proper reflects
imports and sea transport.
williin

this

dependency upon

Initially,

plants were

the largest supplier of iron ore.

raw materi-

its

located in relation to sources of domestic

—

The Kamaishi plant the first established in
was located close to the northern
Honshu iron mines; the Yawata plant (1901) was
located close to Kyushu coal, and the Wanishi
plant
completed during World War I was located
close to Hokkaido coal and iron ore. As the industry
iircw and imports became indispensable, new conic at rations sprang up in the seaports of Central
Honshu near to the steel-consuming centers of KobeOsaka, Nagoya, and Tokyo Bay.
The paucity of suitable domestic coking coal and
als.

Japan (1874)

—

—

—

iron ore, the
lilast

two most necessary raw materials for the
heavy Japanese reliance

furnace, account for the

on scrap instead of pig iron in the

was the usual practice

making

of steel.

prewar period to use
a .50-50 ratio of scrap to pig iron
or even higher in
the open hearth steel furnaces and almost all scrap in
the electric steel furnaces. However, as Japan was
It

in the

—

<till

in its infancy, so to speak, in the

amount

—

use of

the

steel,

from which
an annual supply of scrap could be obtained was
quite small. So, imports of scrap, which came mainly
from the United States, were essential.
Similarly Japan has always relied on foreign sources
tor most of its ferro-alloy ores. Although production
>f
domestic manganese, tungsten, chromium, and
molybdenum ores was increased markedly between
1931 and 1941 (Appendix Table 20), that was not
sufficient to provide for the country's expanding
needs. Accordingly, the prewar ferro-alloy requireMicnts of the Japanese steel industry could only be
Mici by substantial imports of molybdenum, nickel,
iinigsten, vanadium, chromium, cobalt, and manj:ancse ores and concentrates.
iiutstanding, or installed,

This lack of domestic
I

lie

Japanese

steel

of steel

raw materials, then, made

industry almost completely de-

modern

(lendent

upon water-borne imports.

military

terms this can be characterized as high

Milnerability to
2.

In

economic strangulation by blockade.

Sources oj raiv materials imports

The major prewar sources
or the steel industry in

of the bulk

raw materials

Japan proper are shown

and in Appendix Table 21
North China supplied almost

fable 3 below
ferro-alloys.

imported coking coal
1941.

in

for the
all

the

—96 per cent of the imports in

After the iron ore shipments from

by economic embargo
China (including Hainan Island) also became

the Philippines were stopped
in 1941,

Malaya and

Manchukuo, with

natural njsources under Japan(ss(; control and

(exploitation, had a growing steel industry of its own
and therefore was a noteworthy source of pig iron
and some ingot steel. The steel industry of Korea
was much less significant, but some pig iron and
increasing amounts of iron ore were provided to
Japan. The United States was the principal supplier
of scrap iron and steel to Japan before the war.

Table

3.

Major

sources of

raw material imports,

1937 and 19^1
[Expressed as percentage of total

i

fiscal years

through tax concessions, subsidies and tariff protection.
Later the government promoted cartels and
sponsored transportation important to the steel

These

dustry.

policies

[In millions of metric tons]

in-

succeeded in increasing ingot

production to 1,883,000 tons in 1931.

steel

'Manchurian Incident' in 1931,
Japan greatly accelerated the expansion of all heavy
industry, admittedly to provide the backbone of
Following the

national defense.

plans for expansion

All of the

emphasized two goals: (1) over-all expansion
ity

and production and

the Japanese

of capac-

self-sufficiency

(2)

sphere of influence.

First,

within
specific

action in the steel industry took place in the creation

by the government of the Japan Iron Manucompany by compelling the merger of the
seven leading concerns. This new steel giant was
originally 76 per cent owned by the government, and
in 1934

facturing

from

its

inception reflected the policy of the govern-

ment and acted

in its

name.

Second, the Iron Manufacturing Industry

Law

September 1937) provided for the licensing
iron and steel producers and for government direc-

(effective

of

tion of all expansion in the industry.

H.,

the

of

Military

Ministry, has

of steel

SATO,

of steel controls

War

as follows:

had hitherto been the

interest, the newly
law had as its primary object the rapid expaasion
producing capacity and the creation of a self-sustain-

fostering of

enacted

Colonel

Section of the

commented on that law

Whereas the puipose
active

Affairs

.

.

the industriahsts'

.

ing steel industry

.

.

.

entering

upon a period

of military

preparedness.

The primary production expansion plan, formally
approved in January 1939, was the Cabinet Planning
Board's embodiment of detailed plans for strengthening the critical industries.

In

it

the expansion of

was given top prioritj'. The period
covered by the plan was five years, from 1938 through
1942. Its scope is shown in Table 4. Pig iron capacity was to be more than tripled, ingot-steel capacity
was to be increased by 125 percent and finished-steel
capacity by 85 percent in Japan proper, Korea,
Manchukuo, and China.

steel capacity

T.\BLE 4. Five-year plan for the expansion of capacity of
Japanese iron and steel industry, fiscal years 193S-42
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Increases in production during this prewar period
were also substantial, although less spectacular than
capacity expansion. In relation to the level from
which they started, and considering the economic
pressures exercised by the United States and Great
Britain on the occasion of the Rome-Berlin-Tokyo

pact in 1940, the Japanese had

But they

still

made

great progress.

remained a minor industrial power

in

1941, with an ingot-steel production of 7,600,000 tons

compared to the United States output of 74,000,000
same year.
The stockpihng effort met with only fair success.
In June 1936 the government ordered the Yawata
plant of the Japan Iron Manufacturing company to

as

tons in the

accumulate a stockpile for the nation of 3,000,000
tons of 55 percent iron ore and 115,000 tons of

man-

normal requirements.
The manganese ore stockpiling order was carried out.
The iron ore stockpile, however, reached only 2,605,000
tons, and some of that had to be used before the
beginning of the war to make up deficiencies in the
supply from overseas. Stocks of scrap continued to
grow until the embargo of October 1940.
ganese ore over and above

T.\BLE

.5.

its

Stock-piles of iron ore ami scrap iron ami steel
proper, as of end of fiscal years 1937-44

Japan

(In thousands of metric tons]

Year

m

ycai's licforc Pearl Harbor (Appendix
shows liow heavily Japan was connnitting
sdcl to the effort to broaden her industrial base. In
lli:i7 about 44 per cent of all rolled ordinary steel
w.is devoted to the building of industrial facilities,
ilic manufacture of machinery and tools, and to
piiliiic works and construction.
In 1938 amounts of
Ill

productive

five

lie

I

15)

T^ilile

finding

sdiiiewhat, but

still

years (33

respectively).

The

is

indicated

decline

In 1941,

The

in

A sharp

1941 which

expansion program had been

had not yet come

into production.

large export item in 1937 (13 per cent of rolled

proper to the expansion of

newly acquired

territories,

facilities in

her old and

but by 1941 exports had

per cent and thereafter gradually
Approximately 50 per cent of exports
went to Manchukuo and North China.
fallen to

a considerable portion of the military allocainto the expansion of arsenals

—occurred

ordinary steel) reflected the contribution of Japan

China, for the

from 18 per cent in
19::7 to 37 per cent in 1940 and 49 per cent in 1941.
It must also be recognized, however, that during this

was going

was eight

completed, although the plants under con-

struction

military percentage increased

pri'iod

two per cent

in the steel industry's

indicate the accumulative pressure of the
in

—to

itself

continued in 1942, because deliveries to erection sites

nearlj'

arnuiment program and the war

industry

fact that its distrib-

per cent in 1939 and seven per cent in 1940.

immediate use was felt and
as plant expansion programs approached completion.
Similar comparisons of steel going to the armed
i\ic(>s

th(> steel

by the

utive share of total rolled orrlinary steel

])ressure for steel for

ticu

importance of

relative

as a consumer

a further drop to 24 per cent took place as

liciwcver,

and 37 per

into industrial facilities,

in 1940.

held at a high level (32 per cent)

and 31 per cent

one-

cent of that category was consumed by the military'

ami remained relatively constant for the next two

SI

way

its

approximately

further,

"manufactured goods" category was

ordinary steel going to those uses declined

Killed

ilir

facilities;

the

third of

eight

disappeared.

and

Ill

THE WAR PERIOD
war

Steel goes to

1.

T.^BLE

6.

Geographical
coke, iron

\W the end
liail

of 1941 the production expansion plan
been very nearly accomplished and had added

Mgiiificant capacity in all
-III!

Manchukuo and China, moreover, had

Kiirca,

a balanced

^ujiplied
II

II

of the

greater expan-

coke and pig iron facihties in Japan proper,

-imi in

\id('d

major departments

The proportionately

industry.

capacity,

which,

if

pro-

adequately

with raw materials, would have enabled pig

largely to

replace

previously essential scrap

However, the lack of balance as between
lapan proper and the mainland had been accentuated.
rill' steel-making and steel-rolling capacity was conentrated in Japan proper (89 and 91 per cent
cspectively in 1944) whereas only 59 per cent of the
lig iron capacity was located there (Table 6).
Full
ipcration of the steel furnaces required the moving
if the mainland surplus of pig iron
by sea to Japan
iiiports.

iiiipor.

\\'ithin

z<d

Japan proper the industry was character-

by a high

concentration

of

capacity

in

a

f'latively few large plants, with a considerable
lispersion of

remaining capacity in smaller plants.

of 1944
capacity

distribution

and

steel

metallurgical

in

growth
Production had increased along with the
to
capacity, but in a smaller degree. From 1937
than 80

more
1941 pig iron production had grown by
was only 17
per cent; but the output of ingot steel
had reper cent greater and finished steel output
that
meant
naturally
This
mained unchanged.
increased.
unused capacity in the industry had
at
Although pig iron production in 1941 continued
output
about 72 per cent of capacity, ingot steel
per cent of
dt-clined from 85 per cent in 1937 to 64

capacity in 1941.

plained.

end

Valley,

and Hainan Island

as substitute sources fm

This program also was successful at first,
guerrilla activity.
despite its hindrance by Chinese
were inIron ore imports from China and Hainan
2,500,OOC
creased from 1,175,000 tons in 1940 to over

ore.

the followtons in 1941 and to nearly 4,000,000 tons
however, tota
ing year. Despite those increases,
ton^
ore imports to Japan in 1941 fell 660,000
iron

substantial— and growingand
excess capacity, especially in the steel-making

The phenomenon

steel-finishing

from the Philippines and Malaya, accounting in 194n
between them
for 57 per cent of total ore imports
As a result, all-out efforts were immediately conYangtzr
centrated on developing Chma, mainly the

of

of the industry,

is

readily ex-

In the first place, the increased production
merely substituted for imported scrap

of pig iron

tons shorl
short of the 1940 peak and about 840,000
in 1942.

The raw

materials embargo was lifted by the sue
By mid-1942 there had beci

cess of Japanese arms.

the
brought under Japanese control most of

area:

United
which no longer could be obtained from the
to operStates and other foreign sources. Secondly,
would have
ate the enlarged industry- at capacity

—notably the Philippines and Malaya—upon whicl
material?
Japan had earlier relied so heavily for raw

close to
required imports of iron ore to Japan of
and
10,000,000 tons; yet in 1941 the Philippine
Malayan ores had been largely denied the Japanese,

ping requirements for

slightly
and they had only succeeded in bringing in
the
more than half of their requirements. Finally,
level of
tonnage of shipping required for any given

production had greatly increased as a result of
to a pig
the conversion from a high scrap process
in pig iron
iron process. To produce the equivalent
require from two
of one ton of imported scrap would

steel

coal imports.
to three tons of iron ore and coking
The significant feature of the "new" Japanese steel

on one
industry was that, in eradicating dependence
dependent
kind of import, it had become vastly more
the
on water-borne transportation itself and on
and
of much greater amounts of iron ore
availability

The planners
coal within Japan's sphere of influence.
had been unable to escape from their dilemma.

Almost at once

it

these gains. Im
it impossible to consolidate
(Appendi:
ports from the Philippines and Malaya
never reached even 200,000 tons in an;

make

Table

2)

war year, as compared with 3,259,800 tons

Attack on

raw materials and

coimtermeasiires

As Japan's economic adventure gained momenmaterials
tum, it was against her vulnerable raw
The
position that Allied sanctions were apphed.
United
the
by
enforced
belatedly
embargo
scrap
blow.
States in October 1940 was the first serious
had
This was the eventuality against which Japan
new
sought to prepare itself by the development of
In June 1941 Japanese troops
marched into French Indo-China. The United States
and the Allies retaliated with a complete economic
embargo which, among other things, deprived

pig iron capacity.

ores
Japanese blast furnaces of the superior iron

in 1940

steel pro
After 1942 the history of how Japanese
to a near
duction was whittled down and brought
almost wholl;
standstill at the time of surrender is

of
the account of the attack on the flow

raw material

The ultimate effect in raw material
noted tha
imports is shown in Table 7. It will be
embargoscrap imports— as a result of the 1940

via shipping.

shortage

had nearly stopped before the shipping
came acute. Pig iron receipts were little
saving
until 1945 because of the tremendous

bi'

affects
in ship

equivalent
ping which they represent over their

ii

raw materials.
T\BLE 7.— Coking

2.

developed, however, that the ship
military operations wouli

steel

imports

iron
coal, iron ore, pig iron, and scrap
to Japan proper, fiscal years WA1--V)
[In thousands of metric tons]

Year

nn

which occurred

riilty

iiiiiiicdiato crisis in

in

much of the labor could be unskilled
In practice, almost everything went wrong; the
furnaces were an anachronism in metallurgical his-

shipping croatod an ahnost

simpler and

tho steel inchistrj'.

At the time of the Guadalcanal relief operations

Xovember

III

1942, the authoriti(>s in

nized that the allocations of

Tokyo

tory. In relation to rated output and materials consumed, the small blast furnaces were actually far
less economical than largo furnaces.
Technologi-

recog-

merchant shipping de-

by the Army and Navy threatened the
production schedule. So, in January
the following Army-proposed transportation-

inaniled
jwhole

cally, the design

steel

1943,

;:ning countermeasures were put into effect with

been called for

\ai>'ing success:

was

(iwcr quality,

measure

iiis

cessfully.

Iron ore production in Japan proper, despite

a.

icarly

The success of
by a production rise from

to be expanded.

indicated

and

Mozan mines

in.

nmi 255,000 tons of 51 per cent concentrates in 1943
i>10,000 tons of 54 per cent concentrates in 1944.

Iron sands production at

(i^ical

research concerning

its

home and

iriiligible

e.

use in the manufacture

success of this countermeasure

is

evident

I

Itanium, narrowly restricted the use of that plenti-

source of iron.

The most conspicuous

liiiugh,
ffort.

failure in the

program,

was the much-heralded small blast furnace
In December 1942, the Cabinet council de-

to establish quickly about 160 small-type
mainly 20-ton) blast furnaces with a total rated

•idod

ajiacity of 1,000,000 tons

In this

way

f.

was

Coking-coal and iron-ore production in Hok-

however, that iron output decreased disastrously,
and even the quality of pig iron declined so that it

also to be mini-

was

resulting dispersal of production.

The advantages

in-

coke produced with local coal alone was so poor,

I

by the

the

industry on the island self-sufficient.

precious transportation

the danger from air raids

Manchukuo was

kaido were to be increased so as to

be conserved by shipping pig iron to Japan
list ad of the equivalent in raw materials which
M'ifihed from two to three times as much. Secondiiizcd

in northeast

make the steel
The Wanishi
plant of Japan Iron Manufacturing company did, in
fact, become nearly self-sufficient. The quality of

a year in China, Inner

vas to

iiily,

stepped-up use of coking coal from

plants there.

Mmigolia, Korea, and Formosa, near the sources of
:iw materials.

through their blast

chukuo and in Japan proper. The movements to
Anshan would be by rail, and the shipments to
Japan could be moved from Rashin and Seishin,
Korea, across the Japan Sea to Hokkaido and
northern Honshu. Imports to Japan did increase
from 5,000 tons in 1943 to 124,000 tons in 1944, still
a very small amount. But, a reduction in receipts at
Anshan after this shift negated the benefits and
operated as a limiting factor on production at the

were mined in 1942, some 430,000 tons in 1943
Mil 480,000 tons in 1944, despite the large deposits
it
hand. Difiicult-to-remove impurities, especially

d.

it

tended to replace North China water-borne shipments to steel mills both at Anshan in western Man-

(Ills

ul

A

Mishan deposits

fhe small increase in production; only 368,000

n

short; the

been abandoned.

techno-

sponge iron and pig iron was to be hastened. The

>f

was

Labor requirements were out of
reason; coke consumption was exorbitant.
As a result of tremendous efTort, 117 furnaces with
about 730,000 tons of annual capacity were installed
by the end of 1944, and in the peak quarter production reached 86,000 tons of pig iron. However, before the end of the war many of the small blast
furnaces, particularly in China and Formosa, had

Korea as it would require a minimum
if
transportation and could move across the relaivcly safe Japan Sea. This step was moderately
ucc(\ssfully; iron ore imports from Korea increased

c.

Hfe of the equipment

furnaces again).

lortheastern

II

would have

(they did so reluctantly, or they treated the iron as

Iron ore production was also to be expanded as
the low-grade

skill

the furnaces were to operate suc-

high-grade ore and passed

to better than 4,400,000 tons in 1944.

lajiidly as possible at

The

if

output was small and so poor in qualitj^ that no
Japanese steelmaker wanted to use the pig iron

its

2,800,000 tons in 1942 to over 3,600,000 tons

n 1943
h.

is

hardly surpassed early 18th century

occidental practice. In fact, unusual

in

large

part

Muroran armament
The necessity for

of the small blast furnace were

apposed to be that the furnaces could be massnanufactured with a minimum of scarce materials
"cause of the uncomplicated design; installation

to

unusable

at

the

neighboring

plant.

the foregoing countermeasures
economize on sea transport for the steel industry

was further high-lighted by shipping losses in 1943
owing to the extension of the submarine campaign
into the Yellow Sea. With the loss of the Marshalls

ould be rapidly accomplished because no heavy

quipment would be required; operation would be

69

and Gilberts

February 1944, the resultant increase
and in demands for merchant ships by

in

in ship losses

By

that time, however, practically

was

the military required that the line of sea transporta-

of shipping

raw materials be still further
shortened. The movement of coal from China by
rail through Manchukuo, Korea, and across the
Shimonoseki Straits was substituted for the precarious direct voyage. The capacity of the rail lines
soon proved insufficient to replace more than a part
of the water movements, and, as indicated in Table

chance of success. The

tion

7,

of

essential

coal imports further declined.

Ship sinkings in 1944

adding to the toll being taken by subwere beyond the most pessimistic expec-

carrier planes

marines

—

tations of the Japanese.

Fourteenth

Further, the raids of the

AF based in China on Yangtze River ship-

ping and the virtual isolation of Hainan Island accen-

tuated the precipitous
In

fall

raw material imports.
Japan

of

1944, moreover, receipts of pig iron in

no similar decline in production levels in Korea, Manchukuo, and China.
Late in the year, stocks of iron ore at the mines and
at loading points on the mainland had piled up so
that practically all further mining operations were
abandoned. The important Tayeh and Maanshan
iron districts on the Yangtze River ceased operations
after February 1945, by which time well over 1,000,000 tons of ore had accumulated at liver landings.
i)egan to decline, despite

3.

Too

little

and

too late

Early in 1945 the Japanese
took to

move a

in

considerable

desperation under-

amount

of iron

and

steel-making equipment to the sources of raw mate-

Manchukuo, Korea and North China. This
ilispersal was essentially intended to reduce the
rials in

Inirden on shipping rather than as protection against

bombing. The most important single effort was the
removal of the Osaka plant (steel-making and
rolling) of the Japan Iron Manufacturing company
to Seishin, Korea. The plant was completely dismantled in the spring of 1945. Part of the equipment
finallj- r(>ached Seishin; some of it was sunk on the
way, and at the end of the war crated pieceg of
machinery still remained at the old site. The Fuji
plants of the Japan Iron Manufacturing company

was likewise disassembled, and
it

be re-erected at Tangshan

site of

it

was intended that

Hopei Province, the

a small blast furnace plant. Other large items

were to be
ince

in

moved

to Tungpientao,

and Anshan (both

in

Tunghua Prov-

Manchukuo),

as well as to

Shihchingshan, near Pekin in North China.

Japamsi

of

and

attritinn

so severe that these plans stood

little

B-29 raids, in June ami
July 1944, against the Yawata works in Japan and
the Anshan works in Manchukuo had signalled the
beginning of the strategic bombing program. The
urban area raids, increasing in tempo rapidly aftir
March 1945, further aggravated the already had
situation. But the timing of their impact was tod
late to

—with Allied land-based and

all

officialdom sensed that the disruption

The

first

have a serious influence on the

effects of those raids will

steel industry.

be discussed

later, Imt

the continuing attack on the flow of raw materialto the islands of

Japan remained the most important

factor in throttling production.

The
poi'ts

and Korean
Shimonoseki Straits beginning in

air-borne mining of Japanese

and

of the

early April 1945 killed the hopes of the steel industry.

That was recognized in May when at the high-policy
level it was decided that only foodstuffs and salt
were thereafter to be imported from the mainland
Any further production was now dependent upon tin
insignificant stock piles of raw materials and domestit
|i reduction of low-grade iron ore and coal.
The combined results of all attempted coimteimeasures had been insufficient either to withhold
to offset the ever-accelerating decline in raw mate<ii

rials receipts.
Thus, total iron ore, which, if th(
Japanese had been willing to consume their en (in
stock pile in anj^ year, might have been available fm

blast furnace charges, declined as follows

—not

tak-

ing into account reduced iron content:

Table

8.
Supply of iron ore and requirements for capacili
operation of blast furnaces in Japan proper, fiscal ijear:

1940-45.
[In

thousands of metric tons]

ri'iluction in quality

ii(Mis

which

i-csultcd

from

made

unusable in blast furnaces.

Imports of coking coal

iiiucii

of the coke

had dwindled in 1944 to 41 per cent of the 1941
level

and

1945 to a rate of 14 per cent.

in

As has already been pointed out, Japan started
war one year before the completion of her
apacity expansion plan. But even at the 1941
talus of completion, shortages of raw materials had
iiailc some of this capacity surplus in relation to the
all' of production which Japan proper was able to
ujiiiort in 1941 on the available raw materials. For
he

xainple, the pig iron production rate in 1941, al-

hdugh 182 per cent of the 1937 rate, was only 72
)(i cent of rated capacity.
Ingot steel output in 1941
vas 117 per cent of the
11

111

11

1937 rate, but was only 64

cent of rated capacity.

1

-down

to

And

rolled steel produc-

89 per cent of the 1937 rate

line 49 per cent of rated capacity.
VI

—was

Despite

a

this,

n after the beginning of the war, capacity con-

inued to increase.

Thus, during the war, in Japan
coking capacity increased by 19 per cent, pig
run capacity by 7 per cent, ingot steel capacity by
n(i])cr

per cent, and rolling capacity

'7

by

nlvi'd.
Till! large expansion of ingot steel capacity is
cenunted for mostly by the doubling of electric steel
apacity, although additional open-hearths were in-

ailed in the big

Japan Iron Manufacturing com-

lany plants.

The new

marked the beginning of
December 1942 at the modern, high-

rolling capacity

relations in

peed plate mill at Hirohata, a significant addition to

inasmuch as steel plates were badly needed
expanding shipbuilding program.

aiiacity
ir

the

Outside of Japan proper additional increases in
resulted from the completion of the second

i]>acity

Anshan, Manchukuo, and the
mentioned construction of many small
last furnaces in Korea and China. The widely pubcized development at Tungpientao in Manchu111)
where there were supposed to be large deposits
high-grade iron ore and coking coal readily
ivailable
proved a great disappointment to the
[len-hearth plant at

leviously

t

—

apanese.

all

rich as thought.

As a

con-sef^uenci',

construction work there was allowed to lapse.

Th(\ production pattern of the iron

and steel inshown in (Jhart 2. The peak
was reached in 1943 when ingot steel climbed to a
level of 14 per cent higher, and finished steel 10 per
is

cent higher, than in 1941.

The emphasis on

the production of s|)ccial steel,

urgently needed by the aircraft and munitions industries,

is

reflected in

Chart

3.

Despite a decline in

from mid-1943, electric
furnace output was maintained at a high level until
total ingot steel production

the end.

As has been noted earlier, the flow of imported
raw materials was beginning to decrease early in
1943, and the high level of steel production was
maintained only by the rapid depletion of raw material stock piles.
Coke and pig i>'on production had
started to shde downward early in 1942. As shown
in Table 9, steel production rapidly declined after
1943 and by June of 1945 had been cut down to 25
per cent of its wartime peak.
Table

9.

steel

7 per cent.

Juch of this construction had been under way when
lie war started and was pushed to completion beausc the eternally optimistic Japanese for a long
line expected the raw materials problem
to be

1

deposits turned out to be scattered, difficult to

mine and not as

dustry during the war

Capacity versus production

4.

The

in-

cirasing use of doniestic coal

Metallurgical coke, pig iron, ingot steel, and finished
production, Japan proper, fiscal years 1941-46
[In thousands of metric tons]

Year
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3

domestic production wliich rose fronr 196,000 tons
in 1941 to 401,000 tons in 1944. As a consequence
of using

much

furnace capacity failed to keep up

and
with

Moreover, the shortage of ferromanganese, coming on top of the necessity to use
low-grade iron ores having a high sulphur content,
]iroduced incomplete de-sulphurization of steel.
Since about 1943, and growing increasingly worse
as the war progressed, the supply of ferro-silicon was
inadequate to meet demands in spite of the fact
that there was no shortage of siliceous materials.
Consuming more electric power than any other
ferro-alloy, the production of ferro-silicon was particularly affected by inadequate electric furnace

Table

10.

—

The production

of electrical sheets (essen-

manufacturing electrical machinery) was inadequate to meet requirements after 1941. As a result,
tial in

in

1943 the makers of electrical machinery were

unable to complete equipment that was indispensable to almost

all

industrical plants.

Although domestic production of ferro-chromium
increased by 50 per cent from 1941 to 1943, output
was not sufficient to meet the increased militaiy
demands. Japanese experts have estimated that only
90 per cent of the requirements could be met by
1942, and by 1943 only 60 per cent. Dwindling
tungsten imports from China, Burma, and Thailand,
and an increased need for high-speed, magnet, and
die steels brought about a shortage of about 35 per
cent in ferro-tungsten as early as 1942.

With

or no domestic production of molybsupplemented only by insignificant imports of concentrates from Manchukuo, Japan was
unable to meet its ferro-molybdenum needs by 1942,
and after that continued to experience a shortage of
about one-third of its requirements as existing stocks
were stretched out. A shortage of ferro-vanadimn
developed at about the same time because of the
complete lack of domestic vanadium ores and the
loss of American and Peruvian imports. Except for
a small amount of ore received from Mancluikuo in
1944, there were no imports after 1940.
Supplies of eveiy important ferro-alloy were short
of military requirements after the outbreak of the
war in 1941, and became worse as the war progressed. By August 1945, stocks on hand of the
various ferro-alloys were only from one to three
months' supply even on the basis of the low production rate of Januaiy-March 1945. The directors of

denum

little

ores,

the Special Steel Section of the Iron and Steel Con-

Per cent of require/nents of aUdi/ing

available in

moiuiting needs.

capacity.

estimated the relation of supplies

of

alloying elements to requirements as follows:

lower-grade ores, however, the quality

of the ferro-manganese produced deteriorated,
electric

trol association

Element

Japan

proper, fiscal years I9.!f0-J,5

eleimnlx

J^

companies were

citlicv

111(1

hr

German

\v:ir.

in

Germany throughout

scientists, facing

many of

average ash content of the metallurgical coke rose
from about 19.7 per cent in April 1945 to about
23 per cent two years later when the admixture of
Chinese coal had declined to nine per cent. The ratio
of coke consumed per ton of pit iron became greater
and thereby lowered smelting capacity. Using

same

the

had successfully overcome shortages of
by developing heat-treating to a high art; but
he Japanese had been unable to get the details of
liiisc techniques, or, when they infrequently did,
(luld not pul them into practice.

ilislaclcs,

illoys

problem

Tlie

was

•apacity

insufficient

partially

solved

electric

Yawata again
from

furnace

by an increase

during the years 1941-1944.

ajiacity

blast furnaces at

furnaces

oiiie

carbide

ilicon

production.

Plant engineers have testified that no particular
problems were encountered in the early part of the
war with respect to items of equipment formerly
obtained abroad, such as rolls, medium and large

ferro-

and

bearings,

Technical operating

1.

difficulties

In the early years of the

an example, that ratio increased
(Appendix Table 28).

carried further sulphur to the iron.

Yawata and Wanishi and

were converted to

as

1.0 in 1942 to 1.3 in 1945

B(>sides increasing slagging needs, the poorer coke

in

In addition,

(low-grade ferro-manganese) was pro-

pii'fieleisen
liiccd in

of

war no insurmountable
and .steel in-

less

rchnical obstacles confronted the ii-on

by

individual works were frequently

ever,

il(

hindered seriously by shortages of

Id

by abnormal operating interruptions.
equipment, high pressure greases and

raw materials were available in quantities
quate for normal operating practises. In fact, as
ciiiisiderable amount of new capacity first came
operation during those years, productive

effi-

ipal result

was

to increase rejections

A\'ithout Philippine,
vc after

summer

the

Malayan

and sulphur content (especially pyrite
and with lower iron content were perforce
The effect was (1) greatly to increase slagging

awata slag produced per ton of iron rose from
kg in April 1944 to 1230 kg a year later) and

iilphur

heats.

laiiganese.

aiian, silicon

ings
(2)

— 47-

furnaces with pro-

much

as 50-60 per cent

by

life

of lin-

late 1944,

extended open-hearth furnace cycles from around
war to 13-15
(3)

sharply increased heat con-

of ingot produced.'

Numerous
down equip-

ment, and the lack of usable qualities of refractories
nullified a great deal of the otherwise available excess

production.

capacity.

Electrodes for electric steel furnaces likewise declined in quality early in the war, but

if

701212

steel

refractory failui-es resulted which shut

domestic coals which are weaker in caking
iwcr and higher in ash. At Yawata, for instance.
I

as

sumption per ton

Although the Japanese have always operated with
•latively poor coke by U.S. standards, the loss of
orth China coking coal forced the substitution of
Idler grade Manchukuoan coals and the greater
-'

by

hours per heat, and

by Febru-

1945 the average had risen to 2.15 per cent and

iirnial steel

1944, however, the coin€iding of greater

burdens on the

8 hours on the average early in the

content of pig averaged 0.92 per cent

.\ugust to 4.95 per cent, an intolerable level for

>

—

gressively poorer refractories (1) cut the

and

iron,

April 1944 (already a high figure), but

1

ly

By

refining

because of the shortage of
At Hirohata, the largest new plant in

the

in

The

—

of 1944, however, ores with

o skyrocket the residual quantities of silicon

steel

and prefabricated linings ceased.
At first because of excess capacity this occasioned
no serious inconveniences, although the necessity for
more frequent shutdowns of furnaces, both iron and
steel, and the increased amounts of impurities transmitted to the molten metal affected the efficient flow
of materials and increased the number of rejected

or Yangtze Valley

•in

t

and

critical until 1943.

deteriorated markedly after imports of western re-

•i|uirements in the blast furnaces (for instance, at

i

become

fractory materials

lesser rate.

ifihcr silicon

-

hand

bearing seals, valves, and

quantities needed were usually available, but quality

inters)
scd.

Electrical
oils,

Essential refractories troubled the iron
plants, but did not

Evidence of this is found in
lie fact that during 1941-43 ingot-steel production
nnased to its highest level while the quantity of

much

items and

stated to have caused noticeable production losses.

and the subse-

ucnt supply of scrap.

ilivcred products increased at a

many

other unpredictable parts and supplies have been

Specifications for finished steel were stifmeasurably during the period, but the prin-

1941.

irc

ni'd

1944,

tools, acetylene, leather for

reached higher levels than had prevailed be-

iiiicy

ac-

How-

durable and accurate, substitute parts.

ii-ny;

I

hand

Supplies on

lubricants.

counted for normal requirements, and in most cases
Japanese manufacturers produced satisfactory, if

no serious

for instance, approximately 1,505,000 kilo-calories were required per ton of ingot steel in
1944.
By March 1945 the figure had
risen to 2,671,000 and by August to 3,406,000 kilo-calories.
I

At Hirohata,

May

75

shortage developed until later.
get electrodes

had

of the electric steel furnaces,

became

By

1944, inability to

drastically curtailed the operation

and by April 1945 they
Thereafter,

virtually impossible to obtain.

a number of electric steel plants were completely
shut down.

In the later phase of the war, operating problems
which previously had arisen only sporadically, began
to

become more frequent, more

and

severe,

to con-

The

verge upon the steel mills simultaneously.

cushion of excess capacity in good operating condition

was gradually used up

The

solution of one set of problems no longer cleared

in

meeting these

crises.

the road for normal production; instead a vicious

was usually set into operation. For example,
raw materials shortages brought lower ratios of pro-

circle

duction to capacity for blast furnaces which, in turn,
required longer refining periods in the steel furnaces

with

consequent

greater

poorer quality refractories.

wear

on

progressively

The lower-grade and

less

uniform steel then imposed unusual strains upon
rolling mill equipment already suffering from less
accurate bearings and poorer lubricants.
7.

Labor

difficulties

Another problem which the industry faced and
which became increasingly acute as the war progressed was an inadequate labor force. This problem
existed despite a sharp increase in

on the payrolls of the
inefficiency of

new

number

steel plants,

workers.

The

of persons

because of the
table

following

covers only ordinary rolled steel workers, but

it

pro-

vides a fair index

Table

11.

Ordinary

output per worker,

Year

and index of annual
proper, calendar years 1941-44

rolled sleet workers,

Japan

in

ilccisni

had usually

iiidiislry

(lie

nine per cent in the winter with

and

the spring

111

nased

Ml
.\li

Beginning

fall.

in

1942 the rate

At the Japan Steel
removed from bombing, the

far

of 10 per cent in

lilt

in April 1945.

October 1944 rose to 13 per

In urban areas the rate

iirnlated with the incendiary raids.

company

Kawasaki had a

in

jump

.lanuary 1945

II

Snijoya, Osaka,

to

closely

Japan

Steel

to 52 per cent during the

Kobe and

The

pay

i-aids

general

was

increase

comFor example, the

in steel plants as

aicd to the general inflation.

average wage was that paid to workers over
cars old which rose from ¥5.03 per day in 1941 to
50 in 1945, for an average 11.9 hour work day.

itilii'st
>

I)

7

;iiies

\

were supplemented with welfare payments of
and bonuses varying from 20 to

out 10 per cent

I

per cent; but compared with the black market

1)11

at;vs for

laborers

and the wages paid on military

ml public projects, up to

¥

30 a day, the incentive
the laborer to absent himself from the steel job
ito which he had been frozen was high.
Another
II

by which absenteeism was explained was the
unrest due to the tide of war and an

lusc

iicial social

ttciidant "spiritual relaxation."

conflict

As the supplies of

steel fell below the increasing
and plans of the nation, the controls over the
luduction and distribution of steel became the

of bitter conflict.

uliiiiet

Over-all planning, in the

Planning Board, had been dominated by

Army and Navy. But

II

the actual administration

under the Ministry of Commerce and
idustry and the Iron and Steel Control Association,
III been left to the industrialists.
plans,

till'

rill'
i:i

planning was invariably overly optimistic and
production

1)

tisfy

all

the

fell

short

promises.

it

was impossible

Hungiy

for

steel,

to

the

services pressed hard for special considerathrough the system. Achieving only a measure
-iifcess, they operated outside of the system and

iiitil
iii>

itli

cts

private stocks of raw materials

and direct conwith producers, particularly the producers of

:ecial Steel.

in

Munitions Ministry, a move long urged by both
From then on planning and top adminis-

services.

tration for the entire steel industi-y

Army-Navy dominated, but

was under an

unified control system,

which supplanted both the Planning Board and the
Ministry of Commerce and Industry. But the basic
problem not enough steel to go around remaincid

—

—

unsolved; and the military lacked the
ciualifications

technical

which were essential to the task.

—

planning.
9. Steel

consumption pattern during the

war

The peak year for steel distribution within Japan
proper was fiscal 1943 when 5,376,000 tons, excluding exports, were accounted for.

amount

Thereafter

the

consumers declined
sharply. The rate of decline was less sharp, however,
than the drop in the production rate due to the
drawing out of a limited stock of finished steel. The
following condensed table indicates the extent to
which available steel was channeled toward military
of

delivered to

steel

Table

12.

Finished

steel distribution,

years, 19^2-45

I (Is

ji ct

was resolved

supplies.

Administrative conflicts

.

Ilie

This increased control over the administrative;

hioughout the war, however, has been attributed
the Japanese to a number of causes. One of
rate of

194.'.

military through the formation of the

machinery gave the militarists amounts of steel in
excess of their planned shares and the immediate
war-making strength of Japan was increased. But
the victory was costly the long-range war potential
of the nation was fast deteriorating. And by 1945
frequent and severe breakdowns in the industrial
plant caused many crises which had to be met
by special allotments and make-shift emergency

be expected.

was the low

tlie

be cited in

A

licsc

In Ndvenibcr

favor of

the other urban areas.

Vhsenteeism at the time of the urban
latuvally

is

rate of 10 per cent

Similar examples could

raids.

Vjiil

llian

ocnt increase

occurred.

rises

Muroran,

:iir

Till;!'

less

liccii

])('r

at about one per cent a year until 1944,

sharp

11

Wiiiks at

one

Ila thousands of metric tons]

Category

Japan

proper, fiscal

liveries

were of special

per cent of

made

of the

The success of the attack on the movement of
water-borne raw materials caused ingot steel produc-

of steel delivered

merchant ship-building indicate the extent

fruitless effort

sinkings.

10. Production tvithout imports

146,800 tons or 20

i.e.,

The amounts

46 per cent in 1944.
for

—

steel

special steel in 1943, 536,500 tons or

all

of the

tion to skid to a rate of about 325,000 tons monthly

to i-estore tonnages lost via

in March 1945. To that decline the air bombing of
Japan and the naval bombardment of Wanishi and
Kamaishi added an unmeasurable impetus. It is of

Despite allotments that rose to 28 per cent

whole

however, a shortage of

steel

for reducing the projected

mer-

in 1944,

was a major reason

interest therefore to speculate

chant ship-building program that year from 2,550,000 GRT to 1,996,000 GRT, and in 1945 to 517,000
GRT. Shortages of steel throughout the war denied
the shipyards sufficient stocks to permit prefabrica-

production would have fallen

shortages of plate thicker than 10

mm, and by

left free

made

economy. Only the
itself

it

may

it

islands hafi

Japan had ben

could with domestic luw
to increase

it.-

in 1944.

The

quality of ore

had deteriorated and

wa;

not completely substitutable for the higher grach
imported ores. At an average Fe content of 45 pc-

would have supported a pig iroi
production of about 2,000,000 tons annually.
In the last stages of the war, however, general-us(

metals and the steel

cent, domestic ores

be attributed to the

facilities for sintering

what

if

production of iron ore, iron sands, and pyrite sinter.from about 1,500,000 tons in 1941 to 4,400,000 ton;

avoided substantial reduction in 1943.

In the case of the latter,

expansion of

light

to produce

level to whicli

home

During the war Japan had been able

low

available only at the expense of all other parts

industiy

the

materials.

qualitj' plates which cracked under cold bending,
and performed badly in electric welding.
The amounts furnished the military forces were

of the

on the

not been subjected to attack and

Production was also hampered by aggravated

tion.-

if

coal

and concentrating

and coking

rather than ore.

the low-grade ores which the industry was being

coal were the real limiting factor

The Wanishi

plant in Hokkaido wa

the only self-sufficient plant, using local ore and coal

forced to use.

But even at Wanishi the reduction in efficiency causi
by inferior raw materials was responsible for brint^in;
i

Other industries without
in

many

steel's

high priority were

cases short even for adequate maintenance.

This induced a series of maintenance

crises,

production in the

such as

those stated to have occurred in petroleum drilling in
the

autumn of

1944, in synthetic fuels

the winter of 1944-45,
1945.

Those

crises

and

and

if

at

all,

Army and Navy

by

Electric steel

coal during

in nitric acid in

were met,

first

quarter of 1945

down

4i

to

per cent of the war time peak quarter.

making was falling rapidly owing
and open-hearth produc

t'

the shortage of electrodes,

February

tion

was declining

noted.

special allot-

The

for the various reasons previous!;

scrap stockpile had by then largely

dis

the indicated civihan allowances. Finally, a special

appeared, and, with the limitations of transport am
handling facilities (and the administrative malfunc

"machineiy emergency" category was placed

tioning demonstrated during the last of the war),

ments

of steel

from

quotas added to

in the

unlikely that the Japanese would have alleviated

national allocations plan in 1945, providing a pool for
repairs of vital

by

air raids or

by cannibalizing

their idle industria

it seems un
hkely that an annual ingot steel production of nion

plant. Therefore, all factors considered,

Ministry as emergencies arose.

TOYODA,

i

thi

shortage by collecting the low-quality scrap createc

machinery and specially allotted by
Bureau of the Munitions

regional offices of the Steel

Admiral

it

ex-Munitions Minister, stated

than 1,500,000 tons could have been maintained
the absence of unports of raw materials, even withou
air attacks. And the quality of the steel output wouk
have been quite unsatisfactory for manj' purposes
ii

an interview that the allocations formula during
the late period of the war was "50 per cent Army,
in

50 per cent Navy".

IV

EFFECTS OF ALLIED
1.

Steel as a direct target

The

selected as the

steel industry is of special interest in

analysis of the

war against Japan because

ATTACKS

it

first

target system to be attacked wlui

the air war finally advanced to the Japanese home-

any
was

land, the specific target in the system being the

78

suj)-

pdsodly critical coking plants. Because of the difficulty

was

(if

supplying the B-29s based in China,

III

launch a total of only five comparatively light raids

against steel plants from

June

to

it

September

possible

of 1944.

The Marianas became available for operations in late
1944. At that time, other industries were made the
systems because a re-evalua-

highest-pi'iority target

tion of intelligence led to

the conclusion that there

was a substantial cu.shion of excess capacity in the
slid industry which would have to be destroyed before
production would be affected.

71 planes with 112 tons of

bombs. The

latter

was a

daylight attack.

Only five 500-lb bombs fell within the works on the
June night raid and production was not materially
affected; the only damage was of a slight nature to
one boiler plant. The results of the August daylight
raid were much more gratifying. More than 200
bombs, 500-lb size, were counted by the Japanese
within the plant limits. Both of the two coke-oven
areas were hit, one by 22 bombs, the other bj^ five
bombs. Of a total of eight batteries, all in operation,
two received direct hits; accessory equipment was
also damaged. Pig-iron facilities received 39 hits
although the blast furnaces were not directly dam-

September 1944 to March of 1945 the
had a breathing spell. But in March the
incendiary assault on lu'ban areas began indirectly to
affect the steel plants in those areas. Also some plants
suffered damage during this period from these fire
raids and from the spillage of bombs aimed at nearby
targets. The last phase of the attack before the war
ended was the heav^' naval bombardment of the
important steel targets in Northern Honshu and
Hokkaido during July and August 1945. These plants

pletely repaired within one week.

were operating at the highest level of capacity

ovens and some machinery, the rest of the damaged

From

late

MiH-\ industry'

Ja]ian because of the

in

raw

proximitj' of domestic

materials.

Japan proper
modern Hirohata plant of
the Japan Iron Manufacturing company which was
situated far from any urban concentrations
suffered
some degree of bomb or shell damage during the war.
Out of a total of 327 primary and secondary steel
plants, 103 were hit by one or more naval shells, and
HEs or IBs dropped by aircraft. However, as far as
All of the

important

steel plants in

with the exception of the

—

aged. Steel-making facilities received

11

hits;

;

plant

rail lines in

and watermains

A

101 places, power cables in 18 places
in

36 places.

majority of the damaged

facilities

Except

were comfor the coke

were back in operation within a month.
Because there was excess coking capacity as a result
installations

of coal shortages, the Japanese decided not to rebuild

the badly

damaged coke

battery, but instead ingeni-

ously bricked up the seven destroyed ovens in the
center of the affected battery, connected the two ends

and

successfully operated the

undamaged ovens on

either side.

Production at the Yawata Works during the period
and after the two raids is shown in Table 13.

before

the steel plants were concerned,

attacks were on a large scale.

160,000 tons of

bombs

none of the air raid
B-29s dropped a total of

of all kinds throughout the

war; only 771 tons were specifically aimed at iron and

—

550 tons in Manchukuo and 221 tons
Japan proper. The effect of these various types of
attacks can best be demonstrated bj' a consideration
of some of the specific plants which were damaged.
steel targets
in

2.

Direct attacks

The Yawata works. The first target of the B-29
Japan was the Yawata works of the
Japan Iron Manufacturing company in Northern
Kyushu, the largest steel plant in Japan. On the
'night of 15-16 June 1944, China-based bombers
a.

offensive against

I

about 67 planes

—carried

95 tons of bombs to be

directed against the coke-oven
1

30,000 feet over the target.

installations

Two months

!20 August, a second, high-level raid

from
on

later,

was made by

the

by-product plants 42 and the power plants nine. The
remaining bombs sank 23 vessels in the harbor, cut

13.
Production at Yawata Plant, Japan Iron
Manufacturing Company, June-December 1944

Table

Iln thousands of metric tons)

rather than a permanent

loss, for in

October,

Novem-

and December, through the use of raw materials
not consumed in the previous quarter, production
ber,

exceeded the allotted quotas

in

almost

all

depart-

ments by an amount greater than the estimated
losses during the previous two months. This was possible, of course, because of the existence of unused

The two open-hearth

steel

works and

of the

all

Immediately before the raid, five of the 17 t>atcoke ovens in the plant were either closed

teries of

down
thus

or under repairs; the
left eight

damage

to four batteries

One

available for operation.

No

raid so that five remained available.

of

could be obtained concerning the immediate

all

products.

b Shoiva Steel works. The second target to be attacked was the large plant of the Manchukuo Iron

Manufacturing company at Anshan, Manchukuo
(known until January 1945 as the Showa Steel works).
Three raids on 29 July, 8 September and 26 Septem-

—

ber 1944

— were directed against

best results achieved

by

this plant

aerial attack

with the

on any

steel

of the

nine blast fiu'naces had been under repairs before

capacity.

December production represented the climax
the recovery, and thereafter there were declines in

rollini!

mills escaped direct hits.

tin

evidence
effects

on the operation of the plant or as to what was doin
to shut the plant down or minimize damage (no pcisonel who were present at the raid were found in
Japan), but available

company

officials

operations were at once curtailed.

stated that

Damage

to

l,()(i(i

meters of gas mains, 887 meters of feed-water ami
drainage pipe and to 4,500 meters of

rail lines pre-

vented more than nominal use of the

unaffectcil

portions of the plant for several days.

target.

The Anshan plant differed from the Yawata plant
bombing objective in one important respect.
Most of the raw materials required to operate the
Anshan Works at capacity were locally available or
as a

accessible

by

rail,

and, as was to be expected, at the

time of the raid the plant was operating at a high
level of capacity with good prospects for continuing
to do so; it stood to become increasingly important
as a supplier of pig iron to Japan, as production there

declined
in fiscal

.

The plant was second in size only to Yawata

1943

it

had produced 22 per cent

of the total

pig iron turned out in Japan, ]\Ianchukuo,

and China combined.

A

effect of those raids is

accuracy

—

Korea

detailed assessment of the

presented because bombing

in the first raid particularly

—was

(51 per cent)

of the plant, including 25 duds.

fell

within the limits

The nvunber

of per-

sons killed in the raid was 129.

The

distribution of the effective

bombs was

as

follows
No. of bombs

Coke ovens (primaiy

target), 4 batteries hit

16

Cojil wa.shing plant

Blast furnace plant

Transportation

Unaccounted
Total

—3 furnaces hit

f acilitie.s. ,_

for

16

2S

By-products plant

32

92
28
212

and some parts

in condition to

of the by-product plant were

operate again within a week. The

fiuii

coke batteries, however, were out of operation

for

minimum

bl:isi

of 53

days.

One

of the

damaged

,i

furnaces was repaired in nine days, another in 11 ami
the third in 21 days.

The two

coal washing plants

were out until the middle of August.
Monthly data for the principal products', as shown
in Table 14, indicate that this raid had a sharp impact

on

all

major departments,

falling

most heavily on

open-hearth works and least heavily on the

tin

enki

output.
T.\BLE

14.

Itidex uf post-raid production

ill

works, July 1944-'^iO'rch 1945

good

and the plant was an economically vulnerable target.
(1) First raid. On 29 July approximately 90 B-29s
were sent against Anshan with the coke oven area as
the primary target within the large compound. A
total of 468 500-lb bombs were dropped over the
target area from approximately 30,000 feet. Of that

number 237 bombs

Repair of the damaged installations was j^romptly
started,

[July pre-raid rate taken as 100]

Month

the

Shnwa >

(Toditod with roducing the rato of produotion

lie

in

blast furnaces.

111'

I

Second raid. A heavier high-level raid was
staged on 8 September. Some 21 6 tons of bombs were
(hopped; 605 hits were counted by the Japanese, of
which 29S bombs (49 per cent) fell within the plant
(2)

limits,

mated.

I

although only 252 bombs (41 per cent) detThe pattern of hits was as follows:
/Vo. of

kc (ivens (primary target.) 9 batteries hit

'.

I

50

wa-shing plant-

8

Wast furnace plant

4

Rolling mills
|'r:i

bmnhs

71

H\ -(iroducts plant
('I'.il

third raid did not interrupt the recovery of produc-

(14th

72
32

(inaocounted for

<

)pi

252

ration at the time of the raid. It

is

damage in this raid was minor comCoke production in Septemirr improved substantially over August and continued
improve until December. All of the damaged bateries were restored by 29 September (including those
lit earlier) and some as soon as 14 September.

crude

The

and immediately after the raid
off blast and could not be
started up again for varying periods owing to damage
water mains (1,870 meters), gas mains (2,320
iieters), railroads (4,000 meters) and some of the
(lowing engines, boilers, and electrical equipment.
)nly one furnace could resume production at once,
n the fact that during

Table

taken

IK I

the others were out for 6 to 25 days.

Both
v(

'>

washing plants were hit again, but
by the 12th and 26th of the month. The
-products plant suffered more seriously, with some
IV

of the coal

repaired

inits

out until 15 October. In addition, the large bar

was hit, but repaired by 15 September, and the
•Jo. 2 blooming mill was knocked out until 10 October.
5oth crude steel and rolled steel production improved
omewhat during September.

aill

Third mid. A third raid by the same Air Force
staged on 26 September, in which 217 tons of

(3)

/as

at one

was reached

in all categories

except

steel.

total actual loss of production attributable to

15.

Production losses due
works
[In

(I

1

hand

result of lack of

However, the loss of production through November
was in all probability caused very largely, if not
entirely, by the damage done in the air strikes. Those
losses may be computed as follows:

slightly

The reason for that seems to lie
damage done to the furnace area, but
all

As a

because of the intervention of the foregoing factors.

urther that month.

he furnaces were

supplies on

the three air raids cannot be precisely determined

Pig iron production, however, unlike coke, did not

the minor

Anshan which reduced

rate of production

laicd with the first raid.

lot in

sabotage and an unusually

the exhaustion of coal reserves

coking operations had to be curtailed with
consequent effects on the other departments. When
coal could be obtained again, almost the full pre-raid

fable 14 that the

fell

(c)

coal,

evident from

((•over during September, but instead

air attacks,

point to less than 5,000 tons.

the nine coke batteries hit only four were in

)f

capacity in late 1944 as a result of Allied

AF)

severe winter, and
at

Total

of the

(4) Losses of production.

rail lines'

15

asportation facilities

any

major departments.
Table 14 shows that the
recovery in production which commenced in September continued through November, but that in the
following three months it fell off badly again in all
categories except rolled steel, and even that dropped
sharply in Decem})er. The reasons attributed by
company officials for this development were (a) a
heavy increase after 1943 in the use of North China
coking coals and reliance upon rail transport for its
delivery, (b) serious disruption of the North China
tion in

ombs were dropped over the target area. Accuracy
was very poor, for the company
•ported that only 29 bombs fell within its premises,
f which five failed to detonate.
No damage of conquence was done. As may be seen in Table 16, the
n this occasion

81

to

air raids at

thousands of metric tons)

Showa

Steel

limited their effect

on the

steel industry.

A

very few

attacks had touched the steel industry before

March

1945, and thereafter, when the weight of the attack
became substantial, declining production as a result
of the attack on shipping had already resulted in idle

capacity throughout the entire industry.

An example
raids

is

of the

more

successful results of fire

the case of the Tsukiji plant of the Daido

company, located in Nagoya. It was directly
damaged by three attacks delivered against that area.
On 18 December 1944, 170 IBs and four 250-lb HEs
Steel

burned or destroyed one of three melting shops,
wooden storehouses and offices aggregating 20,120
feet. One of the plant's ten electric furnaces
was ruined. On 17 ]\Iarch 1945, 12 IBs burned out
3,100 square feet of wooden store houses. On 17 May
the most serious incident occurred, when about 1,480
IBs destroyed buildings totalling 418,281 square feet
of floorspace, including two melting shops, four heat
treating shops, two forging shops, three machine
shops, the boiler room and repair shop. After the last
raid, the melting shops were repaired and operable by
21 June, and one machine shop and two heat treating
shops were operable by 16 July. The rest of the damage was unrepaired at the end of the war.
Production was declining at the Tsukiji plant

square

throughout the period of the

number

fire

raids because of a

of external factors. Therefore,

it is difficult

to isolate the production loss resulting
raids.

from the air
Receipts of water-borne raw materials were

rapidly decreasing; 28 forging

hammers and

presses

been removed to be installed elsewhere; an earthquake on 7 December 1944 had destroyed 30 per cent
liad

and caused breaks in the water
mains that hampered operations for the rest of the
war. Frequent changes in specifications for finished
products by the military had also reduced efficiency.
As this particular Daido plant was producing special
steel to be used in aircraft and in other critical military
equipment, it is not surprising that in November
of the boiler capacity

1944, before the first attack, it was operating at about
90 per cent of existing capacity. The decline in the
planned production and in actual production of
ingot steel

is

shown

in

Table

15.

The Japanese

attributed the failure to meet production schedules
in largest part to the direct effect of air-raid alarms

and damage. The lowering of planned production,
which dropped 53 per cent from November 1944 to
April 1945, is principally explained by the factors
other than bombing enumerated above.
The unspecified "other" in Table 16 is largely a
reflection of increased labor absenteeism,

which sky-

Table

16.
Production hst due to air raids and other
Tsukiji plant, Daido Steel company, Nov. 1944-Aug.

Month

coi/sr,
19.'/,

at

70 per cent, but no offoct upon production was

departments had been
want of materials since August 1044.

acliicvod inasimich as these

shut
5.

down

for

Naval bombardment

attacks

The notable exceptions in 1945

to the ran ihatcrials

Kamaishi and
Japan Iron Manufacturing

starvation in steel plants were the
\^anishi plants of the

company. Because of their location in northei-ii
Honshu and in Hokkaido, they were both close to the
best iron ore and coking coal deposits which Japan
jiroper possessed and more accessible to those North
China and Manchukuo raw materials which could be
shipped across the relativelj' safe Japan Sea from

Korean ports.
The Kamaishi plant was located near the Kamai.shi
iron ore mines. Therefore, onlj^ coal had to be brought
As a government policy, shipments of
in by water.
Mishan coking coal from Manchukuo and from

niirth eastern

—

but at
North China to Kamaishi were maintained
until almost the end of the war,
and mixed with nearby Hokkaido coal. As a result,
production of coke, pig iron, ingot steel and rolled
jiroducts was at a higher ratio to capacity than in the
a declining rate

—

industry in general.

The Wanishi

Hokkaido

plant, as part of the

self-

program, had been thrown entirely upon
the coking coal and ore mined on that island. The
local coal was the best available coking coal in Japan,

sufficiency

still much inferior to imported coking coal.
Although both iron ore and coal were available in

liiit

adequate quantities for near-capacity operation, the
reduction in quality of the coal and

its effect

on the

coke ovens had greatly reduced the efficiency of operation

and caused a drop

in

both the quality and the

quantity of coke production. However, the Wanishi

was fairly important in the last stages of the
war because, although production in the rest of the
country was dropping precipitously, the chances were
that the level of production at Wanishi could have
been maintained. Production at the two northern
plants compared with the national average in June
plant

1945,

the

attacks, as

month
shown

before
in

Table

the naval

bombardment

17.

Table

17.
Ratio of production to capacity at the Kamaishi
and Wanishi plants of Japan Iron Manufacturing compajiy
compared to the national average, June 1945.
(Expressed aa percentage of capacity]

all

four of the coke batteries at the plant were incapac-

through damage to
accessories. The total production loss which would
have resulted from this attaclv is estimated to be equal
at

itated,

to about

two and one-half months' production at

pre-attaclv rate.
in

temporarily,

least

Damage

tlie

to other parts of the plant

that attack was less significant.

The bombardment on

9 August was mucli more
than the first and caused heavy damage
throughout the plant. In that attack all three of the

effective

plant's blast furnaces received

heavy damage; pro-

duction in those furnaces was expected to be negligibk^
during the six months following. Recovery plans

contemplated repair of damage to two of the three

quality raw materials

had by December 1944

a full-scale air attack could for the

—

been mounted against the industry reduced ingotproduction to 43 per cent of rated capacity. The

had been to create a cushion of capacity which
must destroy before it could more than
dela.y prodviction by requiring its reorientation. A
comparison of 1944 rated capacity in iron and steel
plants located in Japan proper with capacity at the
war's end shows that the total loss in capacity due tn
all factors, including (a) bombing and naval gunfire,
(b) lower labor and raw material efficiency, and (o
voluntary dismantling, was relatively slight.
effect

Allied attack

T,\BLE

18.

Annual

rated capacity, before

Japan proper

capacity was expected to be the hmiting factor on

[In thousands of metric tons]

More

injured one was repaired before September.

damage

two other batteries was expected
be repaired within seven to nine months. How-

serious
to

to

ever, rapid cooling after the attack of the fourth

battery, with consequent serious shrinkage, caused

leaks which destroyed

its usefulness; repair was conand the minimum replacement
time was estimated at 18 months by company

sidered impossible,

engineers.

The

total pig-iron production loss resulting

from

bombardments of Kamaishi would have been
equal to at least eight, and probably ten months production at the pre-attack rate if the war had continued.
the two

Recapitulation oj aerial

6.

As the only

and naval

attacks

direct air attacks against the steel

industrj' occurred before experience with the opera-

tional problems of the

B-29 had been gained and at a

time when tactics called for bombing from 30,000

more — as compared to the later 15,000
or
—too much could not be expected in the way of

feet or
less

feet

concrete results. Nevertheless, the attack against the

Showa works in Manchukuo demonstrated that direct
hits with HE bombs can cripple a steel plant and under
certain conditions seriously curtail production.

The strategic bombing of the steel industry in
Japan proper was relatively insignificant in its effects
on the industrj' as compared to the effects achieved
by the attack against shipping. Deprivation of good-^

— when

time have

steel

furnaces within six to eight months; thereafter coking
production. Of the four coke-oven batteries, the least

first

and

after attack,

VULNERABILITY OF STEEL INDUSTRY TO AIR ATTACK
1(

self-evident that the

i.s

ini'nt

machinery and

used in iron and steel manufacturing

production because of the existence of ade((uatc

etiuiiiis

facilities

little

undoubtedh^ the lack of spare parts would have
prevented rapid recovery. The necessity for cannibalizing installed equipment to meet scheduled new
construction on the mainland and elsewhere in Japan,
of which there were many instances, testifies to the
dearth of extra equipment and machinery.
On-the-spot study of damage from IB at steel

damage from bombs, except
The major units are massive
withstand great strains; fires and explo-

stisceptiblc to physical

the heaviest types.

(if

:md built to

normal operational hazards and equipment

sions are

and trained personnel are usually available to combat
such emergencies. There are, nevertheless, many
vital points in a steel plant which can be severely
damaged by direct hits. The coke ovens, the aiming

plants indicated that this type of attack

on Japan, are among the
more vulnerable installations. These are constructed
with fragile refractory silica bricks which must be
precisely fitted together to make the ovens air and
1)1

the

lint for

eas-tight.

number
II

A

first air

direct

of the

will destroy

attacks.

Only

as

electric furnaces

and wiring showed any considerable
In Japan the
unusual shortage of stocks from which to replace
burned transformers prolonged the effects of such
electric cables

susceptibilitj^

may

damage may

relatively

with their dependence upon transformer stations and

nder a number of adjacent ovens inoperable by

misaligning the oven walls. Further

HE

compared with

a substantial

ovens in a coke battery and

is

ineffectual with respect to productive facilities

raids

HE hit

idle

elsewhere for using the limited raw materials,

to incendiary attack.

attacks. Further, in a

also

number

of plants a high inci-

ciimpany. However, direct hits on operating ovens do

dence of unpredictable dividends from fire bombs was
noted. In one case, the Tobata works of the Japan
Iron Manufacturing company, an entire hot and cold,
continuous strip-mill installation was put out of

nut necessarily require the rebuilding of a battery

action for several

caused by uncontrolled or rapid cooling of intact

lie
(

i\cns

—as was seen at the old section of the works at

\\'anishi

and Kawasaki Works

«hen rapid cooling
strated at Yawata.

Damage

is

of

prevented

Japan

—as

Steel

Tube

tor

—

is

effects of

two incen-

The plant was from two to three miles away
from the target on that occasion, the urban area of
Yawata.
One factor concerning economic vulnerability
which is pointed up by an inspection of the Japanese
industry is that the difference between rated capacity
and production is not an accurate measure of the
cushion of capacity. Many Japanese facilities were
motors.

to plant transportation systems

—gas and

water mains, steam and air pipes, rail lines, cranes
and conveyors, which are all highly susceptible to
attack

months by the

diary hits on the electrical control panels of the main

was demon-

.,

surprisingly effective in closing steel plants

short periods and compares favorably with

dam-

age to the productive facilities.

The time required for recuperating from bomb
damage depends in largest part on the availability of
repair parts and stand-by equipment. Contrary to
the situation in Germany, in the case of the Japanese
industry there was a serious shortage of necessary

idle before the

1945 attacks began, but not so

many

would be indicated by the low rate of production.
For the poor raw materials then available had so

as

spares.

reduced processing efficiency as to require the full use
of a piece of equipment to turn out less production

bring

than

And although the Japanese did not try to
many of the damaged installations back into

its

rated capacity.

VI

CONCLUSIONS
1. Significance
industry

and

characteristics of the steel

despite a rapid,

successfullj^ carried out,

Yet Japan attempted

expan-

Japan ap-

proached Pearl Harbor with a capacity to produce
less than one-eighth the capacity of her

It is axiomatic that a nation without an assured
and abundant .source of iron and steel cannot wage
iiiodern warfare against a strong adversary for any

length of time.

and

sion of her steel industry in 1937—41,

crude steel of

opponents. Moreover, Japan's steel industry had a
significant

just that, for

85

economic vulnerability that

nullified the

—

increases in capacity the unavoidable reliance on
water-borne transportation for the quantities of
coking coal, iron ores, pig iron, and alloying metals

required for the production of steel at home.

The Japanese planners had hoped,
overcome the serious raw material

of course, to

deficiencj'

by using

the resources of Korea, JNIanchukuo and China which

could only be fully exploited

if

the sea lanes to the

continent were secure. Failing in that respect, the
disparity between capacitj'

and production could

only grow worse and worse; Japan's steel industrjcould be
2.

—and was—starved to death.

steel

Success of the attack

A drop

from a peak production

in

Japan proper

of

7,800,000 tons of ingot steel in 1943 to an estimated
rate of less than 1,500,000 tons annually at the time

phenomenal success of
Through military conquests the

of the surrender signifies the

the over-all attack.

Japanese had brought essential raw materials under
their direct control, but their struggles to safeguard
the

movement

had been
in

of these materials over the water lanes

in vain.

intensified,

Strategy of the attack

The

3.

Even

before the attack was greatly

however, their best efforts never resulted

an annual output of more than 10 percent

of the

top wartime production of the United States.

industry received the brunt

and minor

of three

Although

steel as a basic material is usually

deep

in

from a

the industrial economy, in Japan stockpiles were

The first, and most important, was the attack
on the flow of raw materials to Japan proper which
began with the prewar embargoes. The submarine,
plane, surface ship and
finally
mining warfare
against shipping, by which the blockade screws were

small and pipelines were never filled up, so that the
sharp declines in steel output were reflected in end-

different kinds of attack

effects

fourth.

—

—

applied during the war, continued the assault against

raw materials imports. By early 1945, complete success was assured as far as the steel industry was
concerned, as all imports except food and salt had
been completely stopped.
The second form of attack began
the small-scale

bombing

in

June 194-1 with
on the two

raids bj' B-29s

The direct attacks
terminated in September. It had become evident that
the success of the attack on raw materials was
largest

Japanese

steel

plants.

product output without

down even more
.\ppENDix Table

fire raids, was not directed
any specific steel targets, but steel production
was somewhat affected. A number of the smaller,

though important, plants were located
trial

in the indus-

concentration targets and hits upon these plants,

upon employees, caused
in efficiency. But the
meagerness of the supply of raw materials by early
1945 when the fire raids became severe had shut
down many of those plants and greatly curtailed the
as well as the general effects

production delays and drops

—

—

operations of others.

The

last

industry'

blow

—was

—and

the coup de grace for the

the naval

bombardment

of the

Ka-

Northern Honshu and the Wanishi
plant in Hokkaido. With raw material imports completely shut off, these two plants had been able to
operate at a higher level than the rest of the industry
because of their proximity to domestic iron ore and
inaishi plant in

coking coal deposits.

1.

last

rapidly than actually occurred.
Coking-coal imports

to

Japan

source, fiscal years 19Jfi-45
[Expressed as percentage of total imports]

further to reduce production.
third attack, the

In the

duction in Japan proper would have been chopped

proper which would have had to be destroyed in order

The

lag.

and the quality of production made steel the majoi
limiting factor with respect to most of the tools of war
Until almost the end, the flow of pig iron from the
mainland was important. If air raids against the blastfurnace plants in Manchukuo and Korea could havf
been continued in 1944, those imports would almost
certainly have been greatly reduced, and steel pro-

creating a rising cushion of excess capacity in Japan

against

much time

stages of the war, the declines in both the quantitj

Year

proper,

bt

Appendix Table

2.

Iron-ore imports

to

Japan

proper,

btj

(Expressed as percentage of total imports]

Vi-ar

and Quarter

source, fiscal years 1931~J^3

Appendix Table

3.

Iron-ore irrodadion by

,\Dix

Table

3.

Iron-ore produciion by tnine,

Japan
[In

11

irroper,

Korea, Manchukuo, andChinaj fi^ad years 1031-/^6

thousauds of metric tons)

— Continued

—

Appendix Table
suppli/ in

4.

ore, iron sands, and pyrite sinters
proper, fiscal years 1931-4-5

Iron

Japan

Appkndix Table

5.

Metallurgical coke production by plants,
[Id

Japan

proper,

thousaoda of nietric tons]

Korea and MartchukuOt

fiscal years

1931-4S

Appendix Table

7.

Pig-iron and iron production by plant,
[In

Japan

proper, Korea,

Manchukuo and China,

fiscal years

1934~4

thousands of metric tons]

Japan proper
Yawata, Kyushu
Wanishi, Hokkaido.
Kawasaki, Honshu

Co
Co
Tube Co
Iron Mfg. Co
Iron Mfg. Co
Nakayama Steel Co. _

Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan

Iron Mfg.
Iron Mfg.
Steel

Araagasaki Iron Mfg. Co._.
Asano Heavy Industry Co..
Japan Steel Tube Co

Kotobuki Steel Co
Other companies (non-bla

-

furnace)

_

Honshu
Kamaishi, Honshu
Hirohata,

Osaka, Honshu.
Amagasaki, Honshu. .
Kohura, Kyushu
Tsurumi, Honshu
Azumi Otsu, Honshu.,

L.

Total.

Japan Iron Mfg. Co.
Japan Iron Mfg. Co.

chukuo Iron Mfg. Co

Chii

Lungye

1

Iron

Works

ongoHa Ind. Co-_
North China Iron WorksNorth China Iron Works.

Nakayama
North
North
Japan
Japan

Steel

Co

China Iron Works.
China Iron Works,
Steel

Tube Co

Iron Mfg.

Co

Hsuanhua, Inner Mongolia.
Hsuanhua, Inner MongoUa
Shihchingshan, Hopei
Tangshan, Hopei
Tientsin, Hopei
Taijuan, Shansi,.
Yangchuan, Shansi
Tsingtao, Shantung

Maanshan, Anwhei

,

Total

Grand

total..

r

more

of the constituent figurt

Includes sponge iron (luppe), charcoal pig iron, and elfectric pig
blast furnace plants at Kenjiho and Seishin are not
8.000 tons.
' Production data on the Tayeh Iron work, Tayeh, Hopei Province

lilable.

'

^The small

Source: Compiled from reports to

USSBS by

individual plants,

luded.
is

not

November

Only annual production
lable.

1945.

It

is

figures for the fiscal year 1943 are available: Kenjiho, 20,000 tons; Seishi

beHeved to have discontinued operations in

Japan Iron Mfg. Co. gathered data on China.

92

late 1943 an a result of

damage from

air attac

I'l'iNDix

Tablk

7.

Pig-iron and iron prod ttcl ion

bij

plant,

Japan

proper, Korea,

(In tlioutitiiids ui metric tuiiu]

Company

M anchukao and China, fiscal

f/ears J.934-4o

— Con.

Appendix Table

9.

Ingol-sieel production by type,
[In

Japan

proper^ Korea,

thousands of metric tonsl

and Manchtikuo,

fiscal yearsy

1931-45

1
1

Appendix Table 11. Rolled-steel products, annual capacity,
Japan proper, Korea, and Manchukuo, fiscal years 19ST,
mi, 19U.
[In

Vear

i/apan proper

Hokkaido

Houshu

Kyushu

-

Total
Total
Total

KoTea

Qrand
Grand
Grand

total.
totaltotal-

thousands of metric tons)

Appendix Table

12.

Finished

steel

production,

Japan

proper, Korea,

[In thousands of metric tons]

Year and

qiia,rtt?i*

and Manchukuo,

fiscal years

19SI-35

—Continued

—

Appendix Table 13. Rolled steel production, by
Japan proper, fiscal years 1935-45
[In thousands of metric tons]

Year and
quarter

product,

Appendix Table

14.

Finished
^

steel distribution,
(In

Japan

proper^ fiscal years, 1937-45

thousands of metric tons]

—Continued

Ait oNDix Table 16. Finished sleel, balance of supply and
demand in Japan proper, fiscal years 1932~46

Appendix Table

21.

Imports of ferro-alloy

ores, concentrates,

and metals

[In metric tons]

hij

source and

ti/pe,

Japan

proper, fiscal years 19S1

Year

Appendix Table

23.

Production of ferro-alloys, Korea, Manchukuo, and Formosa, fiscal years 1931-J,o
[Id metric tons]

Ferrotungsten

1932..
1933..
1934..
1935..
1936.-

429
1,844
1,127
4,078
3,933
4,561
7,382
7,389

19371938..
1939..
1940.
1941..
1942..
1943 -.
1944.
1945'.

19
1,080
1,449
1,900
2,010
3,436
4,321

Da Indicates data Dot
'

ai

First quarter.

Source: Compiled by

Irt

I

and

.Steel

Control

(Tekko Tosei Kai) from data

.\ppEXDix Table 24.

of the

Bureau

of Mines, Ministry of

Commerce and

Imports of ferro-alloys, Japan proper,
fiscal years 1935-44 '

Industry,

November

1945.
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ALUMINUM
I

INTRODUCTION
The

iiiipdrtancc of tlic

aluminum industry

as a basic material in that

lies in

it

had a single-end use

finds a

with virtually no available substitutes. Strategically, therefore, the aluminum industry may be con-

variety of other uses in suitable alloys whore light-

sidered an integral stage in the process of producing

its

ahsoluto indispcnsability for the production of

During wartime, as

aircraft.

in peacetime,

it

ness of weight combined with strength, resistance to

aircraft.

and

Evaluation of Japanese planning of the
rate of expansion of aluminum output

corrosion,

or electrical conductivity arc desirable

scale

qualities.

When

as well as evaluation of the target priority of the in-

its

supply

thi-eatened, however,

is

practically all uses other than in aircraft find avail-

able substitutes.

During the

with Japan, when almost

all

delivered to aircraft channels,

final

dusti-y for

year of the war

Allied air attack

—must,

therefore,

be

considered in the light of the scale, rate of expansion,

ahuiiinum was being
aluminum was unique

and target importance

of the general aircraft produc-

tion system.

II

DEVELOPMENT OF THE JAPANESE ALUMINUM INDUSTRY BEFORE THE WAR
1.

Experinietits ivith domestic resources

The aluminum

industry, in contrast to most other

non-ferrous industries in Japan,
origin,

all

is

of very recent

plants having been constructed within

the war with the
two entrants into the
field, the Showa and Sumitomo interests, began by
exploiting "domestic" sources of alumina, depending
chiefly on alunite imported from southern Korea.
By 1936 four plants were in operation producing

8

years

of

the

beginning of

United States. In 1933 the

Table

Year

1.

first

Alumirw, and aluminum capacity in Japan proper,
Korea, and Formosa, fiscal years 1935-45 '

Table

2.

Japan

Summary of alumina and aluminum production in
proper, Korea, and Formosa, fiscal years 19SS-45
[In metric tons]

Such expanded production could not long

bauxite supply was sufficient for less than 7 months.

output.

While a I'ute of aluminum supply of 70,000 tons
(lues not appear sizable in terms of the requirements

he maintained without securing quickly the .sources

modern war,

(il

it

was

The critical weakaluminum position at the beginthe war, therefore^, was the threat of not

of bauxite in the southern areas.

ness in the Japanese

sufficient for existing Jajjanese

Planned expansion of airhowever, required a corresponding,
hut somewhat preceding, expansion of alumiiumi
imIcs of plane production.

ning of

iiaft production,

iu^iuiring in tim(> assun^l access to those arenas for

(he supply of her vital bauxite requirements.

IV

INTRODUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF WARTIME CONTROLS
1

.

Control organizations

and Junctions

at the average of these costs to companies present-

—

ing purchase certificates
chiefly fabricators.
Later,
however, costs rose so rapidly that subsidies were

With the opening of the war the development of
government controls over the aluminum industry

resorted to in the form of sale of

followed closely the pattern in related industries.

The

particularly close relation of

costs, the

nesium to the aircraft industry made both these
metals of special interest.

In the

field of

control

by

2.

governmental and ciuasi-governmental bodies, therefore, they were adminstered by organizations devoted
During the first 2
specifically to the light metals.
years of the war, general over-all planning of the
light

aluminum

ingot

(on a sliding scale based on quality) at prices below

aluminum and mag-

government making up the

difTerence.

Control of secondary aliiminutn

Secondary aluminum production from "new" and
"old" scrap was routed through different channels.
"old" scrap, after collection and
was purchased by the Imperial Light
Metals Control Co. and distributed by allocation
Directly usable

metals production and distribution program

remelting,

was established within the Cabinet Planning Board.
Administration of the established program at the
government level was performed by the Light Metals
bureau of the Ministiy of Commerce and Industry.
As an intermediary between the government and
operating companies, there was established a quasigovernmental body, the Light Metals Control Association (KEIKINZOKU TOSEI KAI), composed

certificate to authorized

consumers.

"New"

scrap,

and processing wastage, largely
within the aircraft industry, was collected and returned to the three major fabricating companies:
Sumitomo, Furukawa and Kobe Steel for rechannelling within the industry. This large segment of
that

is,

cutting

—

total supply (the loss ratio in processing fabricated

field.

shapes was estimated, to be as high as 45 per cent)

Originally operating as a voluntaiy association of

was not subject to direct allocation control, though
some effort was made late in the war to take into

of

representatives

of

all

producers in the

membership was made mandatory and powers made explicit in September 1942.
The organization became the agency for immediate

principal producers,

control

account the flow of such metal in distributing primary aluminum. As will be noted below, when the
supply of primary ingot declined precipitously toward the end of 1944 (Appendix Table 9), processing

over such matters as production quotas,

standardization and rationalization, dissemination

wastage became the chief source of aluminum for the
aircraft pipeline. The lack of control together with

of technical information, allocation of construction

and maintenance materials, and forecasts of future
production. Since the organization was not sanctioned by law to perform market functions, the Imperial

Light Metals Control Co.

portant supply category was held by Army and Nav>'
authorities niake difficult any exact statistical meas-

(TEIKOKU KEI-

KINZOKU TOSEI IvABUSHIKI KAISHA)
established as a subsidiary.

the secrecy with which quantative data on this im-

The

was

ure of contribution to supply.

Indeed,

officials of

the government in charge of planning and control of

latter functioned

which they,

primarily as a purchase

aluminum have

channelling

themselves, were not informed on the magnitud(> of

and sales organization for
aluminum and magnesium production
into allocation categories and as an instrument for
governmental subsidies. Early in the war the company bought aluminum ingot at the calculated costs
of

production of individual firms and, in turn, sold

insisted

on the extent

to

—a factor which

admittedly
There is some
testimony that despite the appearance of complete
mobilization toward the end of the war of aluminum

this

supply component

vitiated effective over-all planning.

it

119

for aircraft usf" in official distribution data (TaVjle 4),

sub-allotted in turn

substantial quantities of metal were allowed to leak

aircraft.

out of fabricating plants into a varii^ty of prohibited

ment

of the

uses.

tion

of

In

by those agencies

November

to producers of

of 1943, with the establish-

Munitions Ministry

the productive effort

for better coordina-

and more vigorous

prosecution of the war, a separate department was
3.

Control oj allocations to aircraft

Throughout the

first

two years

of the

war

aircraft

was controlled individually by each branch.

Aircraft requirements for light metals were inckuled,
llierefoi-e, in

— the Air Ordnance Bureau

(KOKU REIKI SOKYOKU)— for

production for the separate branch(>s of the armed
forces

up within the Ministry

set

allotments to the Ai'my and Navj', and

'

)

category.

THE PERIOD OF WARTIME EXPANSION (DECEMBER 1941-MAY
1.

Expansion of plant capacity

to be pressed vigorously' to provide for the

expanding

By constructing

requirements of aircraft production.

and expanding almost all existing
facilities, alumina capacity in Japan prop(>r, Koica
and Formosa was increased from 195,000 tons per
year at the outbreak of the war to 373,000 tons in
June 1944. Bj' June 1945 capacity had reached
419,000 tons, or more than double the figui'e at the
additional plants

Aluminum

reduction capacity

was similarly expanded; from 107,000 tons

minum

per j-ear in

December

before

the surrender.

The

lack

of

balance between alumina and aluminum reduction
capacity before the end of the war

(it

requires roughly

two tons of alumina for one ton of alumimun) is
accounted for by the inclusion in alumina capacity
of both converted shale-processing capacity and
capacity of remaining Bayer-process equipment,
while in

some instances reduction

facilities

aln>ady

begun were not completed due to the failure of
alumina supply. Capacity data for alumina and

aluminum plants
detail, in

2.

are presented in Tat)lc

Appendix Tables 4 and

1

and, in

5.

Expansion of bauxite imports

The increased processing capacity was accompanied
by corresponding
partial

proper,

efforts

to

obtain the necessary

As a result of the British-Dutch
embargo on raw material exports to Japan
Japanese imports of bauxite had fallen to

bauxite supplies.

3).

Japanese subjugation of the southtiii

imports could be expanded to 450,000 tons during
1942, a quantity in excess of that for anj^ previous
year.

Impoits were further increased

total of 820,000 tons.

imported

in the single

at-

in 1943 td a

As much as 115,000 tons were
peak month of December, anJ

bauxite stocks regained for the

first

time their

level

the beginning of the war.

T.\BLE
in

3.

Japan

of alu-

183,000 tons- by June 1944. After that, damage to
Formosa plants reduced capacity to 160,000
shortly

(Table

area was rapid enough, however, so that bauxite

1941, capacit.y reached

the two

tons

1944)

147,000 tons in 1941, the lowest point since 1937

With the opening of hostilities, expansion of the
aluminum industry, begun before the war, continued

beginning of the war.

the joint plan-

and administration of aircraft production.
Within the Bureau the Light Metals Section of tlir
Materials Branch took over direct control of allocation of light metals within the newly e.stablished "I

ning

Year

Imporin and slocks uf bauxite and aluminous slmliand Formosa, fiscal years 193o-4-'i

proper, Korea,

rapidly to total 152,0()() tons in 1943, with

:i

planned

during the last ciuartcr of 170,0()0 Ions (Taljlc
and Appendix Table 18). Availabk^ information on

are available are in close relation to allotted cjuantities,

allotment program

may

ratr

))arti(;ularly for aircraft, the

4

be considered a fair indication of actual distribution.

such plans indicates that they can be considered
as

neither

anticipated

absolute

requirements for

aluminum, nor as preliminary goals for desired production, but rather as planned screened allocations
of quantities actually expected to be forthcoming for
ihr

ix'rtincnt

l'>iiiiiates

period,

estimated at

were made for a period of a year through
down by quarters), but were

iccstimated by quarter thereafter. Quantities included

planned

under

allocations

comprised

production

Korea and Formosa plus refrom Manchukuo. The unexported portion of

within Japan proper,
ceipts

Manchukuoan production (roughly half) provided
aluminum for the Kwantung Army (about 2,400 tons
per year) and for other uses, chief!}' electrical, as
determined bj' the Manchukuoan government. While
realized production in Japan proper, Korea and
l-onnosa, plus imports from Manchukuo, in 1942
loiali'd

105,000 tons, about 90 per cent of the plan,

new supply followed planned quantities more
in

closely

1943, reaching 144,000 tons, or 95 per cent of the

goal

3). At the peak of May 1944,
Japan proper, Korea and Formosa reached

(Appendix Table

plants in

an annual rate of aluminum production of 180,000
tons, or very close to maximum capacity (Appendix

Table

9).

An

additional 8,000 tons

was being pro-

duced in Manchukuo (Appendix Table
4.

10).

aluminum

Distribution oj

Quarterly allotments of primary aluminum

to

under the distribution program
of the Imperial Light Metals Control company are
presented in Appendix Table 19. Distribution of
allocation categories

secondary aluminum ("old" scrap only)
in

Appendix Table

20. It

of

aluminum,

despite

expanding aircraft

requirements, was relatively easy. In 1942, of total
allotments of primary ingot, only 61 per cent was to

be channelled into aircraft uses, as indicated

in

Table 4.

beginning.

its

(though broken

194;i

Dui'ing this period of rising production, the general
suj)])!}'

is

presented

should be noted that the

former are not actual distribution data, but the
authorized pattern of the distributing organization.
Since the totals of.such allotments approximate fairly
closely the total available new supply of primary
aluminum, and since such actual distribution data as

Table

4.
Planned
primary aluminum
1942-45

new supply and allotment of
allocation categories, fiscal years

total
to

expanding aluminum production. By the end of
June 1944, however, the situation was deteriorating
rapidly. Although stocks of 176,000 tons still existed,
the}' were being exhausted, having been depleted by
120,000 tons in the preceding two quarters. As a

Japan proper, supplemented by over 100,000 tons
ever, that the

government had delayed taking

c.
Production, imports, and stocks of shale. Thi
North China shale-producing areas were develo))i(;

support the bauxite position, partial success was
when more than 90,000 tons were

to produce

adequate quantities of shale, but

attained in August,

quantities were

imported, but only 20 per cent of this quantity arrived

and harbors, owing

September. After the invasion of the Philippines
bauxite imports were sporadic, and stocks of any
appreciable magnitude disappeared after October.

inadequate handling

in

left

stocked at the mines,

Very

in ronrersion plans.

Japan proper and Korea, a

the war

earl}' in

Tsingtao and

sizeable increase

high rate of utilization per unit of output.

May

their aluminum industry, based as it was on the
maintenance of the long supply lines to the south.
The need for steps toward securing adequate capacity based on materials within the Inner Zone was
pressed in many quarter's. But, as pointed out by
Chief Director Yoshida, Ichiio of the Light Metals
Control association, "the very favorable turn of

the same rate, after which shipping losses

all

government authorities and business
cated with great joy, so that
of the process-conversion

all

of

problems

the

summer

by

The plan for convcraion to aluminous shale. By
1942, however, a committee composed of
industrial and research specialists was appointed by
the prime minister to investigate Japan's aluminum
b.

up the

was

was begam, following the general pattern

above recommendations.
alumina capacity

to

th(!

Japanese planners. Aluminous shale

be electrolyzed directly

in

aluminum

reduct

i<

>n

70-80 per

put through the normal Bayer process, appearing as
alumina, and finally electrolyzed again to produce
virgin ingot. That cumbersome and wasteful process

was put

into effect and was continued in 1945, in part
economize on the use of soda ash. While aluminum
produced in this manner was found satisfactory, tiie
method was highly wasteful of synthetic cryolite and
to

in

of the

was expected

thffi-

The crude product, as well as various
types of scrap aluminum, or "dross", was then to he

used huge quantities of electric power. In total, about
6,000 tons of crude metal were produced in the fiist

By February' 1945 converted

of 335,000 tons

to th(

cent aluminum.

1943. At that time an attempt at large-scale conversion

officials

plants, producing a low-grade metal of

(Shantung

until late

because of the greater

industry

peration to

(but never put into operation), no steps were

Japan

and even opposition

phm by

The delay in conversion, accompanied by fallini;
aluminum production, suggested a method of des-

Province, North China) of a 20,000 ton alumina

in

to be considerable inertia

production of "clinker".

by construction of new plants and transfer of plants
from Japan; and (4) the use of converted cement
plants in Japan for production of aluminous clinker,
in turn to bc^ proces.sed by alumina plants. Except for

taken for acttial conversion

financial aid in absorbing the necessary costs, nm
government-financed construction, there appeaici

and higher costs in the necessary processes
Three cement plants were converted to use tluii
heavy crushing equipment and rotary kilns in th(

aluminous .shale production facilities in North China;
(2) complete conversion of existing Bayer plants to
the use of the aluminous materials from North China
and Japan; (3) expansion of continental production

f)lant

Difficul-

culty

danger of Japan's current position, the committee
recommended the following: (1) the expansion of

Changtien

cc in-

were encountered in shortages of construct ioi
materials, machinery, and labor supply. Moreover
since the order for conversion was not accompaniei

December

at

The physical

ties

in

construction

pla7its.

longer period than had been contemplated.

of 1942."

Ix'ginning

Conversion of Bayer

d.

version of Bayer plants, however, required a mucl

forgetful

position. In its report of July 1943, pointing

effectix'i'h

August 1945 stocks of aluminous shale in Japan wen
relatively unimportant (Appendix Table 16).

circles intoxi-

in

Alumimnb

1945 at aboul

deprived Japan of even this source of supply. H>

Army, Navy,

them were

\i

compensate for the decline in bauxite supplies, paiticularly in view of Japanese technical difficulties and
shale imports continued through

made

(>\ci

but entirely inadequate

3),

the Japanese were aware of the precarious position of

events at the beginning of war

Cliin-

wangtao. In 1944, 147,000 tons were imported inn

2. Utilizatiou oj alternative aliimhioiis materials

Delay

large

rail hi'iuU

to the shipping shortage and
facilities at

previous levels (Table

a.

cdu-

crete steps until too late.

result of special efforts to mobilize all possible shipping
to

di

the continent. It appears definitely established, Imw-

stage of the process (Appendix Table 11).

in
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Technical diJficuU/es

r.

iti

operation.

Addiiifr to (lie

witc delayed,
governmental and industrial
ilia, and hindered in execution by a variety of
shdilages, further delays were encountered in reachpiiililcms of physical conversion, wiiich

as

noted above,

Viy

ill!

desired rates of output because of unforeseen

iiiii

iccliuical difficulties.

The lime-soda process had been
means for extracting alumina

as the standard

iliiiscn

shale (a variety of other processes indicated in

t'ldiii

Appendix Table 6 were used on

lesser scales in process-

lut;

both shale and local alunite) largely because of

tin

success of the process at the

Koi'ca Light
iiiininiizing
iiii;

Konan

plant of the

Metals company and the possibility of

constructional problems through employ-

No

e(|uipment of cement plants.

time was avail-

experiment with other processes or extensive
While the alumina content of
tiial in pilot plants.
sliale, 50-58 piTcent, was as high as that of bauxite,
its silica content, averaging 17-20 percent and more,
alilc For

was al)0ut three times as high. Typical analysis data
uu the composition of aluminous shale and the resulting
i

j

i

aluminous clinker are presented

Table

17.

In practice, the high

silica

in

shale resulted in difficulties of separation

which were never fully worked out.

'nical

Appendix

content of the

and handling

Japanese tech-

experts expressed the opinion that, while the

was suitable where highly capable technical
and maintain controls, it could not be handled adequately by the staff
[actually respfinsible for its establishment. In due
(time it was believed the difficidties could be overcome, but conversion was begun too late.
f.
Consumption of limited resources. Not only was
proc(>ss

[expcnts were available to establish
I

there a delay in achieving a satisfactory scale of output, but the

production actually accomplished was

wasteful of the highly limited resources.
5 a

comparison

materials used

is

In Table

provided between actual raw

and quantities which the Japanese

Industrial Research Laboratory expected that Jap-

anese industry, under industrial conditions, would
require per ton of alumina.

Table 5.

Comparismi belween expected and ac
alumina production, per

of raw materials in

of abnost 360,000 tons, production

fell

precipitously

and almost steadily to the end of the war. Since
alumina stocks were little in excess of working inventories, decline in alumina production was paralleled
by an equivalent decline in the production of primary
ingot. From a peak rate of 180,000 tons per year in
]\Iay 1944, the latter declined to a rate of 85,000 tons

By June

per year in December.

1945 aluminum

is

no information available that aluminum,

in

quantitative sense, at any point hindered airciat

production within the period of the war.
the quantity of

aluminum was ample

realized levels of plane

for

But whil
more tha

production, the declinin

aluminum, in part due to high secondai
utilization, must have had a significant effect d
practicable levels and quality of aircraft output
qualit}' of

production in these areas had fallen to an annual rate
18,000 tons, supplemented by 8,000 tons in
Manchukuo. Alumina, the limiting factor, was being
produced in Japan and Korea in 13 plants 11 in
Japan and two in Korea. Six of these plants all in
Japan accounted for 82 per cent of this limited
output. As noted above, the decline was primarily
caused by the exhaustion of bauxite supplies, a situation which could not be compensated for by recoveiy
from aluminous shale, local alunite, and clay within
of

—
—

—

the Inner Zone.

5.

The decline

in quality of

alumiuiim and

i.

alloys
a.

Declining purity of primary aluminum.

1"!

quality of primary ingot during the early years of

war was acceptably
]\Iines,

tl

Data from the Bureau
Commerce and Industiy, ind

high.

Ministry of

i

cate average purity during this period between 99

and 99.5 per cent, a standard of attainment confii im
by analyses provided by individual companies. Vi\
when bauxite became critical and was replaced
other materials, there was a marked effect on il
1

Effects oj decline in primary ingot production

4.

Aluminum

quality of the product.

Changes in

a.

the distribution pattern.

of the rapid decline in

aluminum output,

As a

result

the existing

supply was more completelj' mobilized for aircraft

As indicated

use.

the

first

ingot

in

Appendix Table

19,

while during

quarter of 1944 about 83 per cent of primary

was

allotted to the

"D"

categorj', the percent-

age had risen to 89 per cent in the second quarter,

and to virtually 100 per cent by the end of the

The

restricted the percentage

allocation to aircraft of

tJic

i

i

n

war 98 per cent was the usual grade, with son
ceftt or below (Append
Table 21). The use of drosses and scrap in prodiu
alumina aggravated the tendency, and some of tl
"primary" metal made from drosses was pooiei

of the

output falling to 97 per

ii

quality than scrap ingot.

The

j^ear.

greater weight of early allotments, however,

purity began

dip under 99.0 per cent late in 1944, and by

decrease in purity attending raw mateiia
the quality of ingot alununn

difficulties is reflected in

Quantities of primaiy ingot, despite closer control,

sand castings as reported
several foundries. The Katada plant of Sunnion
Metals Industries, for example, reported recei\
aluminum ingot of 99.3 per cent purity in Jamiar

were not alone sufficient for expected levels of aircraft output (ingot had to be supplied from 4.5 to

periods as indicated in table

total allotments for the year to
b.

89 (Table

4).

Increased proportion of secondary utilization.

purchased for use

in

1

ii

1944.

Thereafter

it

reported decreasing purity

fi

6.

6 months before fly-away time). Resort had to be

made, therefore, to increasing quantities of processing
scrap.

In the second quarter of

ingot constituted 75-78 per cent of

fiscal

aluminum

6.

Decreasing purity of aluminum receirerl
foundry, Sumitomo Metals Industries

bi/

Knim

enter-

ing the aircraft pipe line, a fairly normal relationship
as

T.\BLE

1944 virgin

compared with British and American experience.

Thereafter the position deteriorated rapidly.

During

Before February 1944
February-April 1944.
.\pril-December 1944
December 1944-July 1945.
.August 1945

the third quarter the percentage of virgin varied

between 30 and
ingot

50.

was the source

By

the fourth quarter virgin

of only 20 per cent of available

supply, scrap accounting for fully 80 per cent.
c.

Source: Plant data submitted by
Materials division, November 1945.

Absence of quantitative shortage.

By

of

utilizing

Industries to

USSBS,

Bx-

Die casting plants experienced similar down gradin
raw material. Available data from die castiU;

plants indicate normal

— shortly

such means to extend the available supply of primary

per cent

aluminum, Japan was able successfully to supply the
requirements for actual aircraft production. There

largely thereafter.
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Sumitomo Metals

purity of

aluminum

—

99,

before the war, gratlually decnas

ing to 98.0 per cent

by August 1943. Scrap was

u.^c

of sucli lower

The use

^I'lul''

aluiiiinutii iicccssiirily

adversely the efficiency of production,

,ffects

and the strength and toughness
Although castings of the strength

luality of castings,

the product.

if

,nd

other vital parts.

Dedining qualiUi of aluminum alloys. The deprimary akuninum, in addition to
he quality deterioration due to increasing scrap
atios, resulted, moreover, in the break-down of close

line in purity of

composition in specifications for aluminum

(GIJUTSUIN),

long, after

and

mpurity

It is

limit.

;hey are so

is made to
Where such limits

attempt

set

aluminum from

aircraft plants or

In

range of alloying elements is much broader
comparable American specifications, and
imounts of several specific impurities are not conIt is probable that these "wartime
trolled at all.
jiluminum" casting specifications were prepared
<iniply to describe the scrap used, as the mechanical
iioperties of castings made in accordance with them
be unpredictable.

niiipcjsitions is
iiifis

in

The range

of permissible

too wide to attempt to use such cast-

any but unimportant applications;

their

head

treatment might or might not be effective, and production difficulties would certainly be expected.

far as those for castings.

Although

Japanese wrought alloys were similar to American in

nominal composition,
control

of

of

of the

war was

in the pipeline or diluted

It is evident, therefore, that the

6.

The Japanese alumhiuni
war

position at the

end

oj the

As a

result of the operation of factors

preceding

sections

—chiefly

noted in

exhaustion of bauxite

and cessation of aluminous shale shipments
Japan proper by the end of the war the Japanese
were left to rely for succeeding akuninum supply
upon the following:
The
Local alunite and alii)n-day deposits.
a.
former, in Japan, are of very low grade, and while a
small quantity of alumina had been produced from

supplies

—

to

it

is

unlikely

that such materials

could have provided any significant quantities of

aluminimi.

Development

of

alum-stone deposits by the

large scale mining of

Army had

been started,

provided

even

period

before

but while research in methods of treatment had gone

position.

As the

forward, no practical utilization of these ores had

impurities,

in

the

aluminum

less

primary ingot declined and the proportion

scrap increased, impurities increased, and specifi-

cations

it is

by the end

specifications

deterioration in Japan's
quality of

probable that most of such aluminum

planes, but

such resources,

Specifications for wrought aluminum alloys were not

downgraded as

downgraded

these

production in another six months' time.

in

\v(i\ild

to

from wrecked

)lanes, the
:.han

made

Japanese aluminum supply position was more unfavorable than purely quantitative data suggest.
Qualitative deterioration could have demoralized

an over-all

pecifications developed particularly for the use of
jcrap

not determinable from available data to what

with purer grades.

are established,

wide as to be practically meaningless.

of produc-

specifications were actually incorporated in finished

Principal inpurities are given liberal maxilittle

which pressure for maintenance

extent the materials

and are presented in Appendix Tables 22 and 23.
Examination of aluminum castings specifications
articularly points up the breakdown of quality

na,

ques-

tion forced the acceptance of off-grade material.

1944,

;ontrols.

When

the average, but inspectors could reject for only so

alloys

November

in

introduced with the scrap used.

if

that mechanical properties were 10 per cent less on

and wrought products were selected from
Japanese Aeronautical Specifications," is.sucd by the
Institute

made on

is

tioned closely on this point, the Japanese admitted

or castings

Technical

zinc— are

and

tensile strength, hardness, elongation).

While Japanese statements on harmful effects
,f contamination were vague, the evidence found in
omposition and analysis data is conclusive. Repre-

lUoys.

aluminum

silicon,

Such a relaxation of (}uality control could not hav(^
any effect other than the production of wi'ought
])roducts of inferior strength and inferior results in
the heat treating process. Apparently an attempt
was made to compensate for higher zinc and iron by
a reduction in the magnesium content, but this
would affect mechanical prop(;rties (yield strength,

b.

sentative specifications of principal

Furthermore, no limitation

be very harmful

ngine crankcases, cylinder heads, cylinder blocks,

'ontrol of

principal
striking.

tolerance of the

larger

iron,

magnesium,

v.(>]}]vf,

— and the
impurities —

other impurities, such as tin and lead, which might

soundness required for aircraft are not satisfac-

ory when protiuced from aluminum of this cjuality,
he Katada plant was nevertheless casting airplane

in'd

(dements

alloying

priiici|)al

and manganese

tiie

been made by the end of the war.
b.

The output

of

Korea and Manchukuo. Korean
in June was at an annual rate

aluminum production

were broadened.

Progressive broadening of the ranges of the three
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slightly in excess of 4,000 tons per year,

but was

rapidly because of transportation

falling

material

difficulties.

and raw

working

Manchukuoan production was

al.out 8,000 tons per year,

but of declining quality.
was being used in

Manchukuoan production
fn ni

in lieu of

copper imports

of 1945.

Available stocks of ingot, secondary metal, fabri-

and aluminum

icork-in-process

in

Stocks

plants.

in

iniust

—

—

roughly 50 per cent as late as the April-June cjuarter

c.

aircraft

and the secondai-y aluminum

have been declining significantly since processint;
wastage is a function of aircraft output. It is intimated that at the end of the war the principal stuck
of aluminum
about 50,000 tons was in the finni
of semi-fabricated and fabricated shapes in the hamlof fabricating and aircraft plants.
Much of thi^
was of high secondaiy origin, as noted above.

Japan proper, the exported portion averaging

cated shapes,

in

while not precisely determinable,

available,

large proportion of the latter

.\

inventories

ingot form were small,

and

VII

EFFECTS OF STRATEGIC
1

.

Table

Ejects of direct attack

BOMBING
Alumina and aluminum

7.

plants

damaged by

ilii

attack
a.

No

concerted attack on the aluminum industry

was attempted. The total weight of bombs directed
specifically against alumina and aluminum plants by
the Fifth and Twentieth Air Forces was only 236 tons
directed against four targets. Of this total, 197 tons
or 83 per cent, was dropped in four raids against the
integrated alumina-aluminum plant at Takao. Additional tonnage may have been directed against
specific targets in the industry by naval carrier forces,
but tonnages involved would have been small. In
addition to the raids directed at the four specific
targets (of

which one did not

some damage

Position before attack^

Relative importance

Percentage
of total

capacity

Hachinoe..
.Niihama '_
Iwate
Kawasaki.,

to the industry occurred as the result

attacks by naval carrier forces against port areas or

raids,

^

10 June 7.31 Julv. 2 .August
loJulv----..24 July
10 .\ueust
15.\pril
12 October 44
_
\ 1 7, 18, 24 February; 1 March

reduction
plants

Takao'.-..

urban area

raids,

production

Aluminum
Kambara-Niihama '..
Koriyama-

from other

Percentage
contribution
to total

1

hit the target area)

damage as a result of
naval bombardment, and low level

of spillovers

'

Karenko.--

23.30 July
24 July
12 April
,12 October 44.
(17, IS.
12, 14

24 Februarv:
October 44

1

March

targets of opportunity.
b.

A

complete tabulation of plants attacked

industi-y,

with brief assessment of damage,

in the

•

hit

is

pre-

^

sented in Appendix Table

2.

Selected data on the

^
^

relative position of the six

alumina and

five

aluminum

Base period before attack taken in each case as calendar month preceding tir-r
except for Takao plant, where position before second series of attacks is al^i
Total pertains to Japan proper, Korea, and Formosa.
Less than 0.5 per cent.
Integrated alumina-aluminum plants.
All dates pertain to 1945, except where otherwise specified.

f

:

-

,

-

Source: .Appendix Table

2.

reduction plants which suffered attack are presented
in

Table

damag(> was suffered in June, July and Au^us
1945, when the industry was operating at about

all

7.

1'.

From

the data of Table 7

it is

t'vident that plants

contributing about 50 per cent of alumina and 54 per

aluminum reduction capacity before attack
were subjected to some damage. These plants, before

cent of

attack, were contributing about 45 per cent of total
I)roduction of alumina in

Japan

pr(j])er,

Korea, and

and about 38 per cent of aluminum output.
I'lxcept for the minor attack on the Takao plant in
October 1944, no plant was operating, at the time of
attack, at more than one-third of capacity. Except
l-'orniosa,

for the

raids

on

Formosa attacks and two small naval

air

insignificant or inoperative plants in April,
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per cent of capacity and was rapidly running out o
available supplies of aluminous materials.
of the

dominant

siiortage of basic

restriction of production

raw materials,

it

Because!

imposed

b}

nuist be concludec

that the chief effect of air attack, to the extent pro(hiction was interrupted (Appendix Table 2), was tc
extend consumption of raw materials over a longei

period.
c.

The precedence in time, antl relativi> weight
Formosa plants make them deserving

attacks on

oi
of

comment. Both the integrated aluniinaaluminum plant at Takao and the aluminum reduc-|
jiarticular

lidii

In

first

attacked

tiy

rocket-

attack on Karenko two days

With the
the Karenko

aluminum

was demolished, and the men of thv general
iflairs section of the Japan Aluminum company have
li'ivnt regard for our aerial marksmanship.
But the
[ilant transformers had been destroyed by a typhoon
August, and since all electric power was bought
lidin the Taiwan Electric Power company, the plant
lia<l ])von inoperative since that time.
It was impossible to replace either the transformers or mercury
uc rectifier. In the absence of bombing or transI'dniier damage the plant would have been forced to
plant

down

made

shortly, for with declining

2.

ary 1945, red
the plant

blockade and the shipping short-

much

of th(^

preceding analysis.

The

and declining trend of bauxite imports. The
attempt to shift to aluminous shale provided only
small supplies of aluminum, and these quantities
proved temporary as the blockade pinched off imports
of aluminous shale. In the aluminum industry, at
rising

alumina capacity. By
bombings in Febru-

AF

at 28 per cent of its

and

quantity of aliuninum produced followed closely the

bottom,

mud was being utilized exclusively, and

was operating

effects of the

evident in

of attack the

'rating at 60 per cent of its

blockade,

age on the decline of the aluminum industry are

ii'fj

ipi

in

Indirect effects of hombivg,

The

Effects of the October attack on the Takao
were stated to be quite light. Bauxite stocks at
plant had disappeared early in 1944, and by the

the time of the decisive Fifth

to possible

fr)r

transportation shortages

il

I

on plans

effected.

main recovery of alumina had been
iVdiii red mud (residual aluminum-bearing silicates
the Bayer process), supplemented by such quantiof bauxite as arrived sporadically. At the time of
this first attack the plant had been reduced to
I

With reference

case.

The government had i.ssued
January 1945 to move the Takao plant,
beginning in June, but no concrete plans had been
considered either before or after the bombing. By
March, the situation had so deteriorated that company officials were made aware that non(^ of the
necessary shipping would be forthcoming. In the
comparable case of the company's Kurosaki plant,
which was to be moved to Manchukuo, partial dismantling had begun, but, because of absence of
shipping, the war ended before the transfer could be

iilaiit

fiiiie

any

little difference.

a directive

alumina proKurosaki and
Takao plants), it would shortly have had little on
winch to operate. Any aluminum which it would
liini' produced after the period of attack would have
tircn no net gain, for with alumina the restricted
factor, such production would have been offset by
less output elsewhere.

rh(-

in

removal of the plant
to the continent, company oflScials were certain it

luction at its sources of supply (the

<1.

of the plant at this time halted

it

effects of the attack

111

•liise

operations, but

is not likely the plant could have
continued to produce any significant quantities of

all

latei'.

salvo the nierciny arc rectifier of

Bombing

cai)acity.

naval planes on 12 October 1944, followed by a

-;iiiiila.r

lirst

Kaivnko were

plant at

iiif;

these

factors

factors affecting other

and/or indirect

alumina

were

decisive.

Additional

raw materials through blockade;

air attack

have been nqted above.

VIII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
and aluminum reduction capacity in Japan proper,
Korea and Formosa and to import sufficient bauxite
to make possible expanded aluminum production and

Japan's bauxite position at the beginning of the

I

war was precarious. Stock

piles of

250,000 tons were

than nine months at the existing
and for less than seven months at

a fairly easy position in aluminum supply.

the realized rate of production during the period

rising aircraft production, the doubling of

jsufficient for less

rate of utilization,

following

December

1941.

ingot

She was able to secure her

production

(from

71,000

tons

1943) plus imports from

in

Despite
primary
1941

to

Manchukuo

position,

141,000 tons

in

450,000 tons, a quantity in excess of that for any

provided a supply sufficient to permit allotment of
more than one-third of such ingot in 1942, and as

previous year.

much

as 28 per cent in 1943, to other than aircraft

uses.

With production during

however, by subjugating the southern area
time to step up bauxit(> imports during 1942 to

During the
the

first

two and one-half years

of the war,

Japanese were able sufficiently to expand alumina

in

this period

running

close to operational capacity, the sizeable segment of
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total supply allotted to other

as bauxite stocks or in the

was derived from secondary sources. Scia]
this magnitude together with declinini;
purity of primary aluminum resulted in the breakdown of close composition control of aluminum alloy;:
for cast and wrought products, in turn attended by
severe production difficulties and deterioration
quality of product. Much of this aluminum by thi
end of the war was in the form of fabricated sh;t]ir
and work-in-process, and probably the full effects u,
quality depreciation had not yet been felt by tin

than aircraft uses indi-

cates no great attempt to conserve

aluminum

pipeline

either

form of ingot or other

shapes for aircraft use in future periods, though the
gravity of the shipping position was becoming apparent.

Full restriction of

accomplished only late

aluminum to aircraft use was
in 1944 when the new supply

\v.

was already dwindling rapidly.
The most salient factor in the rapid decline in
aluminum production in Japan proper, Korea and
Formosa from an annual rate of 180,000 tons in
May 1944 to a rate of 18,000 tons at the end of June
1945, was the sea-air blockade which severed connecData on
tion with southern bauxite resources.
bauxite imports and stocks clearly suggest that until
the end of 1943 the Japanese were able to import

aircraft industry.

Although quantities

of June 1944, however, the situation

By

as noted above,

sufficient to

produ(('(

aluminum

maintain

sup]:)ly ai

from direct attack on

air

aircial

plants and efforts at dispersal within the industiy

The

the end

was deteriorating

declining

new

supply, thus, had not significantly

affected aircraft output

By

by the

close of the war.

the end of the war the Japanese could

lia\i

counted on the continued supply of primary aluminuii
for aircraft from Japan proper and Korea iilu:
receipts

from Manchukuo at a rate not greatly

ii

excess of 10,000 tons per year, providing that prodnc

Korea and Manchukuo was not interrupt!
by bombing or occupation. It is likely, however, tha
the existence of supplies of aluminum in fabricaiii
form plus secondary aluminum in the aircraft ]ii|ir
line, and small ciuantities of virgin metal would lia\

disappeared after October.

tion in

The attempt at conversion of Bayer process ahunina
North China aluminous
it was begim too

shale proved ineffective because (a)
late, (b)

was

craft output resulting

Although stocks of 176,000 tons still existed,
they were falling precipitously, having been depleted
by 120,000 tons in the preceding two quarters. After
the invasion of the Philippines, bauxite imports were
sporadic, and stocks of any appreciable magnitude

to utilization of

new aluminum

a level adequate for the actual reduced rate of

rapidly.

facilities

of

declined rapidly, the resort to secondary

ejiough bauxite to maintain fairly consistent stocks,
despite the expanding rate of utilization.

of

ratios

the Japanese ran into unexpected technical

operating under the new processes, and
by the time significant converted operational
capacity had been established the sea and air forces
had cut off the supply of aluminous shale. The total
quantity of alumina produced during 1944 in Japan
proper and Korea from non-bauxitic soiu'ces, including aliuninous shale, alunite, alum-clay and scrap,
was only 35,000 tons, the equivalent of about 17,000
tons of aluminum.
As a result of the decline in primary ingot produc-

i

difficulties in

permitted maintenance of existing levels of aircraf

(c)

output for several months, providing that

tion,

The

bombing on the alumiuun
am
cutting off of necessary materials, was minor. Ni
concerted attack on the industry was attempted, am
such direct damage as was suffered by the industry
except for the attacks on Formosa plants (which wen
effect of strategic

industry, except as contributing to blockade

inoperative or suffering seriously from lack of baux-

the Japanese were forced to rely to an increasing

degree on secondary, or scrap

quality

deterioration would not have demoralized production

ite),

alumimmi from proc-

occurred

in

June, July and August of 1965, whcr

the industry was already operating at 12 per cent

issing wastage

and other sources, until by 1945 fully
MO per cent of the aluminum entering the aircraft

capacity or less and was rapidly running out of
able aluminous materials.
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us-

MAGNESIUM
I

STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE OF MAGNESIUM
Magnosiuni
ill

weight of

is

unique

common

in

two ways:

metals, and

with a brilliant white light.

makes
kinds:

it is tiic

a desirable metal for airborne devices of

it

landing

liiiiisings,

wheels,

and other pyrotechnical dean indispensable constituent of
duralumin-type alloys used almost exclusively in the
manufacture of aircraft. For some pyrotechnical
devices and for dural there are no substitutes. For
lightweight parts aluminum can be used with some
for flares, incendiaries,

lightest

burns intensely
The former property

vices.

it

instrimient

all

and
parts and

brackets

camera mounts, automatic pilot
The latter property makes it valuable

It

is

also

increase in weight.

similar items.

II

BACKGROUND AND PREWAR POSITION
1.

Developmetit oj capacity

and production

The metallic magnesium industry, like that of
aluminum in Japan, is of very recent origin; hence its
prewar history is characterized by rapid expansion,
which carried on into the period of the war. The first
Japanese plant, that of the Riken Metal Manufac-

was constructed in 1933 at Ube,
As indicated in Table 8,
while capacity was almost tripled from 1935 to 1941

turing companj',

Yamaguchi
-the

Prefecture.

number of plants increasing
by almost 600 per cent.

increased

to eight

—output

Six of the eight

Korea
and Formosa (Appendix Table 25). As a result of
such expansion, the Japanese supply situation had
changed from early dependence upon imports for
their small magnesium requirements to a slight and
temporary surplus l)y 1940 which was disposed of by
export. By the beginning of the war, therefore, Japan
had developed a magnesium industry capable of
producing niore than was required for immediate
plants were in Japan proper, with one each in

consumption.
Table

S.

— Magnesium

proper, Korea,

1

capacity and -production in Japan
Manchukuo and Formosa, fiscal years 19S5-4S

company

Ogu, Tokyo,

at

in 1937.

Magnesia and

charcoal were crushed, mixed and fused in an electric

Chlorine gas was blown through, and the

furnace.

anhydrous magnesium chloride thus formed was electrolyzed, forming metallic magnesium and chlorine.
the earbothermic, or Hansgirg
.\ third process

—

was

first

company

used in 1938 by the Nichitsu Magnesium
at Konan, Korea. This method involves

the high temperature reduction of magnesite with
cai'bon,

magnesium powThe magnesium
subsequently recrystallized and then

and rapid condensation

fif

der in a stream of reducing gas.
pt)wder

is

melted and poured into ingot.

Many

difficulties

were

experienced in the use of this process at the Permanent(^

magnesium plant

plant

seemed

in California.

The Nichitsu
was the

to be reasonably successful, but

Didy plant to use this process.

A breakdown
utilizing

total

indicating the

output produced by each

Table

9.

number

of

plants

each process together with the percentage

Magnesiu

is

provided

in

Table

of
0.

Ri/w

3.

iiiiiterial

I)cfiiiili\('

pioduction

supplies

reasons for
in

of sea

tlic

(Icclinc in

.hipan proper cannot

but available evidence tends to

place greatest stress

on shortages of raw materials.

— mag—had to be imported

principal magnesium-bearing materials

I'll!'

magnesia, and bitter brine

lusite,

almost exclusively from the continent.
also largely

Ordinary

salt,

imported, was important as a source of

and as a constituent of the fused chloride
The statistics on
the final electrolysis.
imports and stocks of magnesite and magnesia are
IK
conclusive because both were u.sed in larger quantiiies as refractory materials.
Data on imports and
slocks of brine are fragmentary. However, officials
the Bureau of Mines, Ministry of Commerce and
Inilustry and the Light Metals Control association

rliliirin(>

used

botii

magnesium and

In 1941, using sea water, the Riken M<'tal

Manufacturing cijiupany at Ube began work on what
was called the magnesium hydrate method. Production from this process was first reported in July 1942.
By the end of 1944, production from sea water comprised 30 per cent of Riken's monthly magnesi\im
output of 40 tons. During the first quarter of 1945
Riken produced 83 tons of which 24 tons (29 p(;r cent)
were produced from sea water. Owing to the character of the evidence, the p(>rforniance at the Riken
plant is far from conclusive that the industry would
have been better off had it adopted the sea water
process in the first instance, although that would be
the normal expectancy in view of the raw material

^ivcn with

b(>

coiiiplctc iissuraiicc,

water as a soui'ce of

chlorine.

iiiiigncsiuiu

in

it

troubles encountered.

III

Ki:iKINZOKU TOSEI KAI)
e,

were definite

that shortages of these materials

ipiiiion

magnesia, brine and

salt

5.

in the

— magne-

Data on stocks of magnesium ingot are meager.
The Light Metals Control association reported magnesium stocks on hand as of 31 August 1945 as only

—were the most impor-

tant factors contributing to the decline in

magnesium

Limited data available from individual

production.

producers particularly stress the shortage of

Stocks

41 tons.

salt.

tion
4.

Limited use

of sea

water

Since allocation data indicate the distribu-

of

produced,

quantities
is

it

closely

approximating

those

probable that only working stocks

were maintained and that the metal was used as fast

Because of the difficulties experienced in securing
and salt, experimentation was begun in the use

as

brine

it

was produced.

IV

DISTRIBUTION OF MAGNESIUM
The

the period of

trend

is

irtcreasing

quantities were used for pyrotechnics,

all

channels (Appendix Table 29).
in

tained about 1.5 per cent magnesium.

magnesium was fairly simple,
magnesium available during
the war being directed into aircraft

distribution of

about 90 per cent of

Some

cally the only indirect military

in

finally to 94.9 in the first

1943 to 90.3

in

1944,

"getters," organic synthesis, and the
There was always enough magnesium for alloying and pyrotechnics, the minimum essential uses. If
more magnesium had been available, it could have
been substituted for aluminum in many components
like.

but also for airborne equipment and for

aluminum. Alloying- requirements
probably amounted to almost 1,500 tons per year
during the war, as both duralumin and the zincbearing aluminum alloys used by the Japanese conalloying

uses

vacuum tube

and

quarter of 1945. Quantities

allocated to aircraft provided not only for direct uses
in planes,

civilian

allowed during the war were the comparatively small
quantities required for photographic flash bulbs,

slight increase

noticeable, the percentage so allocated

from 87.2

and

Only small
and practi-

with

of aircraft manufacture, but such .substitutions, as

noted below, would have been limited by qualitative
factors.

QUALITY OF JAPANESE MAGNESIUM
purity than

Analyses of magnesium output from two of the
leading Japanese producers

show a lower standard

per cent.

of

131

minimum American

standards of 99.8

Particular diflficulty in maintaining stand-

ards was encountered during 1944 and 1945 as raw

became

materials

short

increasingly

cent each, and in special grades of wrought products

and castings to as low as .002 per cent. Such quality
would be virtually impossible with the usual grade <if
Japanese magnesium ingot.
With the use of magnesium so definitely limited \nthe supply, the quahty was probably good enoush,
especially as an alloying agent in aluminum allci>-;
and for pyrotechnics. For aircraft landing whr( 1and other castings in engines and instruments it w;is
also adequate. If, however, supplies had been sufficient to extend its use as a substitute for aluminum,
higher quality would have been necessaiy. It i-

(Appendix

Table 30).
Specifications for Japanese

the
t

same lack

magnesium

alloys

show

of appreciation for quality apparent in

he analyses of the piu'e magnesium Typical examples
.

taken from "Japanese Aeronautical Specifications,"
November 1944, provide only nominal composition
ranges.

Similar

Furukawa

specifications

published

by

the

Electric company- supply impurity limits

usually of 1.0 per cent, but sometimes 0.5 or 1.5 per
cent (Appendix Table 31).
s]5ecific

impurities

No

mention

made

of

apparent,

and are usually

are harmful to corrosion resistance
liinitccl

is

—copper, nickel, and iron—which

by American specifications

therefore,

both from quantitative ami
Japan was not ready

c|ualitative considerations, that

for full exploitation of the use of

to .03 or .05 ]irr

magnesium.

VI

EFFECTS OF STRATEGIC
No

aluminum plant during February and

concerted attack was directed against the Jap-

anese magnesium industry.
indicates that probably

was the

all

(Appendix Table

Information available

damage

tion

March

It

may

be concluded that the magnesium industry

properly was not selected for heavier or more sustained attack. At the end of 1944 about half of
Japanese magnesium capacity was situated on the

continent with more favorable access to raw materials.

During the March-April quarter
was producing 60 per cent

tinent

of

1945 the con-

of total Japanese

output of 4,000 tons per year. Even total destruction
of capacity in Japan proper and Formosa would have

— contributing only 2 per cent of total produc-

—was

early

Before attack, however, the

production.

Details of

and resulting damage are jjresented in
Appendix Table 2. Of the four plants subjected to
damage in Japan proper, representing 38 per cent of
total capacity and contributing 23 per cent to total
production before attack, only one had been damaged
by April 1945. All other- damage in Japan proper
occurred in late June, July, and August when production was already declining. No plant was operating
at more than 30 per cent of capacity, and only one
attacks

plant

2).

plant was operating at but 30 per cent of capacity
and producing only 4 per cent of the total Japanese

in the industry

result of urban' area or naval carrier attacks,

or incidental to attacks on other plants.

BOMBING

ample production for meeting essential requirements for alloying, pyrotechnics and minor special
uses, particularly since reduced primary aluminum
production had by June cut alloying requirements to
left

put out of production for an extended

period before the end of the war, the stoppage being
due to labor shortage resulting from destruction of
housing. None of the plants in Japan proper suffered
damage to criticallj' necessary equipment. The single
Formosa plant at Takao ceased production in February 1945. While no specific additional data on the
plant are available, the stoppage was probably
caused by the series of Fifth AF attacks on the Takao

than 500 tons per year. The surplus over mininuun requirements could have been used to substitute
for aluminum, but such excess would have been
negligible in relation to total aluminum requirements,
and could not have justified attack from the standl^oint of affecting aluminum supply.
less
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COPPER
THE STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE OF COPPER
Thf

strategic

principal uses

linportauce of copper

—as

an

lies

electrical conductor,

in

and

brass.

quate

in supply,

ductivity

of

of

its us(> in bearings and in other castwhere non-corrosive properties are required are
not yet abundant. Cartridge brass absorbs enormous
amounts of copper in wartime, and the substitution
of steel has generally proven unsatisfactory because
of the technical difficulties involved and the physical
properties of steel which normally produce an inferior

Substitutes for
ings

no other metal approaches the con-

copper.

Aluminum, the only other

substitute, has 58 per cent of the conductivity of

copper, but because of

its

great importance and

extensive use in aircraft

it is

generally not available

in sufficient quantity to be freely

The physical and
make it important as

a war economy.

the pi'imary metal used in brass and bronze castings.

and in cartridge
silver, which is inade-

bi-onze castings

With the exception

in

chemical properties of copper

basic constituent, together with other non-ferrous

metals, in brass

copper

for

its

as the

and

used as a substitute

less reliable cartridge case.

II

COPPER SUPPLY POSITION IN JAPAN BEFORE PEARL HARBOR
Copper production in Japan proper

1.

Mine

a.

principally

any uniform

of

Copper ore in Japan is mined
by seven companies which own the 15

production.

the three
plants,

Mines are located on each of the four
main islands. With the exception of two mines
brought into production in 1942 and 1944, all others
had been developed prior to 1935 and many were
producing during World War I.i Data prioi- to 1940,
while incomplete, are sufficient to indicate that mine
production from 1935 to 1941 had been fairly constant, although some shifts in the relative importance
of individual mines had occurred. Mine production
during that period ran between 73,000 and 77,000
production.

ranges, but

in

Capacity.

reasonably certain that by 1940

statements of industry

officials

and Bureau

of

Mines

experts to the effect that capacity for some years had

been

in excess of that

needed to handle both locally

mined and imported ores.
(2) Production. Data on
are

incomplete prior to

blister

1940.

copper production
Production

from

domestic and imported ores in 1940 and 1941, however,

1937 and the

c.

in

was approximately 92,000 tons annually.
Refinery capacity and production.

Electrolytic

produced principally by eight companies
owning nine refineries. These account for over
95 per cent of total production.
Again capacity -figures are incom(1) Capacity.
plete, but they show the entry of two new plants since
copper

Complete data on smelter capacity

could not be obtained in Japan owing to the absence
nless otben*-ise indicated, are fiscal.

is

in-

copper annually depending upon the quality of raw
materials used. This estimate is substantiated by

1940.
(1)

it

Estimates of total

made only within broad

capacity to produce 130,000-150,000 tons of blister

three were producing blister copper prior to 1935; one

Miyako) started production

plants mentioned above, two older

smelters located in Japan proper had developed plant

and production. Thirteen
smelters owned by nine companies were engaged in
smelting cypper ore and ore concentrates. All but
(at

new

1938 and 1939 respectively.

capacity

remaining two (at Yokkaiichi and Kumitomo)

was

Hitachi and Naoshima, were enlarged in

dustry capacity can be

tons of copper content annually.
Smelter

It

crease in capacity resulting from the establishment of

largest mines, accounting for 70 per cent of total

b.

basis for rating capacity.

ascertainable, however, that in addition to the in-

Metric tons are used throughout.

133

is

namely,

19.":!o,

Miyako

at

capacities

—Osaka

in the

the period 1940-41.

in

in

1937 and at Yokkaiichi

In addition, two plants expanded their

1940.

in

is

were produced, according to a report presented

Capacity appears to have

the 86th Diet session.

single

substantiated

also

in that

year as large as

its re-

estimated as approximately 147,000 tons

b(>

for years prior to

1940 are

and 1941 approxiand 103,000 tons of electrolytic

not fully available, but in 1940

108,000

copper were produced.
Scrap production.

Figures are availal)le

collection of old scrap, 1940-41.

fcjr

b.

Blister copper.

amounted

to approximately 27,000 tons of coppercontent annually. Roughly equivalent to 25 per cent
of annual production of refined copper in the

period, old scrap

was an important source

same

of copper

Chinnampo smelter in Korea. These reached a
in 1940 when nearly 8,000 metric tons were scni

to the Saganoseki refinery in Kjaishu.

indication

that

Korea may

also

Copper prodtictioti

may
a.

sketchy nature but such as are available and
be of interest have been recorded here.

Copper was produced in Formosa
war on a small scale, but no records of the

Formosa.

before the

amounts existed in Japan.
1).
Korea. Data on this area are nearly as inadeHowever, the Japan
(luate as that for Formosa.
.M ining

Company has submitted blister copper produc(Appendix Table 38) for its Chinnampo

tion figures
.-iinelter.

By

1940 output hat! reached an annual peak

of about 8,000 tons of blister copper.

No

information

was available on production of other Korean installations for this period, though it is highly probable
that the Chinnampo smelter was not the only vnv in
operation. All output of the Chinnampo smelter was
shipped immediately to the Saganoseki refinery in
Kyushu.
c.

MnnrluiJcito.

ploiting
u])

In

Manchukuoan

1937 a five-year plan for exnatural resourc(>s was drawn

by the Japanese government.

A

copper industry

There

is

souk

copper produced

have been imported,

tnit

no

in

statistics

Japan's imports of elec-

copper were largely from the United States

in the period 1935-41.

Chile,

from 1939 to 1941, was

an increasingly important source.
of

Japan upon imports

T.\BLE

Year

in these areas are of a

blister

Electrolytic copper.

trolytic

in Japanese-controlled

Data on jopper produced

other

are available.

to Japan.

areas outside Japan proper

The only reported imports df
Japan Mining company frmn

peak

e.

for direct

Most importani

blister are those of the

These include only

and copper alloy scrap suitable
use by foundries and rolling mills and

"i

pines and Formosa.

that portion of copper

\-ery

Japan proper

Ore and ore concentrate.

11,670 tons of copper content.

its

Data

Production.

mately

a.

Total capacity for 1941 can

aimually.

2.

to

suppliers were South America, Canada, the Philip-

had a capacity

d.

Imports of copper

In all probability the
important plant for which data are not avail-

copper annually.

jjorted 1943 capacity.

(2)

3.

capacity in 1941 of 135,000 tons elec-

minimum

then

(d

Import data for 193
40 are not available, but in 1941, copper ore and oiv
concentrate imports amounted to a minimum nl

trolytic

able

tin

in excess of that

assertion

a

In 1941,

initiated at that time.

year of the plan, 538 tons of electrolytic coppii

period 1939-40, and Nikko

needed during 1935^1; this
by statements of
industry and government officials. Incomplete data
(Appendix Table 33) show what may be regarded as

been

was among those
final

11.

is

The dependence

illustrated in

Table

11.

Production and imports of refined copper, Japan
proper, fiscal years 1937-41

Exports

4.

Summary

6.

oj the

Japanese copper supply

posi-

tion at the outbreak oj the war.

Japanese exports of copper have never been large.
Figures obtained from the Bureau of Taxation,
Ministry of Finance, (Appendix Table 44) indicate,

Two

notewortliy

however, that annual exports of shapes and manufactured products totalled about 18,000 tons in 19:^5 and

factoi-.s

affected Japan's copjjer

the outbreak of the war.

Ijosition at

First,

depend-

ence upon imports of refined metal was high and
primary sources were outside of her control. But,
secondly domestic production was founded principally

declined gradually to less than 5,000 tons in 1941.

,

Exports were primarily of shapes, as manufactured
products never amounted to more than 350 tons in

Among

any one year.
for

importance.

tiierefoi-e

relatively

in ail

likeli-

Navy

Consumption
Because almost

air attacks,

all

months earlier when the war began were no doubt
approximately the same. Confronted with this situation, Japan could follow three courses of action, and

records had been destroyed by

information on consumption could not be

furnished by the pertinent non-ferrous metals organ-

the vigorous prosecution of

Furthermore, the inadequacj' of available

izations.

necessary to a successful war

data relating to domestic production, imports and
stockpiles

makes

it

can only be said that, since

Consequently,

minimum

ore
it

stockpiles are

ascertainable, consumption of copper in
to the outbreak of

Japan prior
the war was something less than

industry.

capture and exploit

enemy

Phihppines.

COPPER SUPPLY DURING THE WAR

Harbor, Japan's dependence upon imports of refined
copper had progressively increased, as previously

The embargoes applied

noted.

in

1941 almost com-

pletely cut off this source of supply.

Thereafter

copper imports were of negligible proportions as

shown

in

Table

12.

Table

12.

ImporUi of copper into Japan proper,

1942-44
[In metric tons)

Year

fiscal years-

them would be
First, she

could

Secondly, she could
resources, such as the

Thirdly, she could develop further her

resources.

Ill

Imports

of

and ore concentrates and her newly established

Manchukuo copper

own mine

available annual supplies.

In the several years immediately preceding Pearl

all

effort.

develop further her Formosa and China sources of

impossible to arrive at accurate

estimates of pre-war consumption.

1.

was

production would,

Metals Distribution company, the Army and the
are estimated to have been about 105,000
tons at the end of March 1942. Those on hand four

Indies.
5.

and

inadequate to meet the expanded requirements of wartime, but large imports in the last few
years had permitted the accumulation of sizable
stockpiles. Stocks of electrolytic ingot held by the

Exports were largely to
Manchukuo, China, India and the Netherlands East
in

ores

Home

liood, be

contribu-

Wire cable and sheet

tion declined to 50 per cent.

were next

its

tlomestic

invulnerable.

accounted

total exports, wire

roughly 65 per cent until 1941 when

on

Table

13.

Copper mine production, Japan proper,
years 1941-44

jlxcnl

pill

was not as marked

in

the

citse of (lie I'cfiiicrics.

lliiwcvcr, in 194;^ production steadily incicascd,

and

August was well over 10,000 tons per niontli. This
\vxf\ was maintained until July of the following year,
wilh the peak month of 11,700 tons in March 1944.
I'ldin July 1944 on the trend declined rapidly, chiefly
cause of the decline in available scrap and blister,
bul accentuated by shortage of electric power and
h\

111

transportation difficulties which delayed delivery of
blister

anodes and acids necessary to the refinery
Subsidiary difficulties were the inability to

pidcess.

iiKiintain plants
Iv tining
a

properly and the loss of skilled labor.

capacity

—

like

smelting capacity

— was

not

limiting factor on output, as the figures available

indicate

it

to

have been

handle more

sufficient to

than 150,000 tons of electrolytic copper annually at
till'

end

T.SBI.E

of the last quarter of 1944.
copper production in Jiipan proper,
monthly, fiscal years 194^-44

16.- -Electrolytic

'

{la metric tons]

Month

were reported to total less than 5,000 tons, most
which was for Japanese use overseas.

prewar period, had been relatively small
almost disappeared and over the entire war period
i'ven in the

of

IV

WARTIME USE OF COPPER
1.

Collection Control

\\"arth)ie controls

Kaisha)
Prior to 1938 copper and other non-ferrous metal
industries were not under direct government control,

the industries themselves had set up
"cooperative" societies. Under the impetus of the

although

Chinese Incident,

in

November

1938, government-

sponsored control societies were organized for each
metal and a governm(^nt decree was issued ordering
sold
all refinery output and all imported metal to be

through the appropriate association.
In October 1940, the desire to provide a single
coordinating body to deal with all phases of the
non-ferrous metal and mineral industries was satisfied
and
in part by the establishment of the Japan Metal

Mineral association (Nippon Kinzoku Kogyo Rengo
Kai). This organization was privately supported
by all the leading companies, but was not endowed
with powers of governmental control. Its purpose

was to deal with such problems as production, distribution, labor, and techniques common to the
Following the outbreak of war, it was
industries.
superseded on 18 December 1941 by the present
Mining Control association (Kozan Tosei Kai)

which apparently absorbed both the ideas and the
personnel of the private association. Endowed with

Mining Control association, the
Metals Distribution Control association and the
Metals Collection Control association, all of which
carried out the directives of the Ministry of Muni-

The Mining Control association collected
estimated production statistics for mines, smelters
and refineries for the purpose of planning transportation needs and for furnishing to the Munitions
tions.

Ministry data for the supply

categories.

the Mining Control

association.

were made up through combining the requests of
each control association, which in turn had coordi-

company and plant members
within the Army and Navy
was made as each branch saw fit. The suballocation
of the amount going to the indirect military and

nated the needs of all

category,

allocations,

Two

the only freely

Distribution Control

Every ton of imported or domestically produced
metal was sold to this company and stored in its
Delivery from the warehouses was
warehouses.
made only upon the presentation by the claimant of

and was

In addition to those agencies dealing principally
primaiy metal production and distribution,

an authorization-of-purchase chit issued by the Min-

with

ing Control association.

several companies were organized in 1938 to control

The

control

company

also

served as an instrument for the payment of government subsidies to n^fineries. While early in the war

each secondary metal and in July 1942 these were
con.solidated with similar organizations in iron and

The new organization was

company was

assigned the function of handling the receipt and
distribution of all the nonferrous refined metals,

renamed the Metals Distribution Control company
(Kinzoku Haikyu Tosei Kaisha).

steel.

circulated sub-

was made by the Munitions Ministry.

The Metals

to minimize the power of the
shareholders (the principal non-ferrous metal producers), it was reorganized as an agency to carry out

its

actvial distribution

civilian

sub-

move

the directives of the Munitions Ministry

Allocations were n-vised quarterly on the

more exact knowledge of the total supply
The Army and the Navy each made totally arbitrary demands and refused to furnish the government with any details of the use to which allocations
were put. The indirect military and civilian demands

company (Nippon Kinzoku Haikyu

years later, in a

The Munitions

basis of a

the control societies set up
f)f 1942
1938 were combined to form the Japan Metals

sidiary' of

side.

Ministry on the basis of that knowledge made over-all
allocations for the next fiscal year to the Army
Navy, indirect military and civilian and other general

In February

distributing

to encourage scrap

organizations, the

it

Kaisha), which operated as the

was

to provide a single channel through

which scrap metal could be distributed to users
It is thus apparent that wartime controls over nonferrous metals were centered ultimately in three

The

Distiibution

and

collection

enterprise.

in

Its function

scrap metals.

was established to act as an
intermediary between the government and private

authoritative powers,

company (Kinzoku Kaishu Tosesii
its members dealers m

and included as

calked the Metals

the

138

company paid each

refinery

on the basis

of

its

|i:iilieular

necessary

li(("ime
1

,1

cost of production,

ccinsuniers at a price based

In

—because

of rising costs

— to

es-

a fixed price to consumers, and the government

ilish

1

and then sold tlic mclal
on average cost, it later

up the difference in purchase and sale price to
company.
Secondary metal, unrefined, was distributed and
-nil! by the Metal Collection Control company diin; lie
I

I

lie

nil

foundries or rolling mills.

ly to

ii'i'i

(if

scrap which was refined for this

The small portion
company was done

but passed at once by purchase into
hands of Metals Distribution Control association.
Refined copper was handled in the manner described
a toll basis,

the

However, as previously noted, one serious
hak existed in the control system. Scrap collected
by the Army and Navy was frequently sent to
ntineries in substantial quantities where it was
refined on a toll basis and returned to the services
(liii'ctly.
These quantities, despite orders to the
alidve.

(•(intrary,

were excluded from refinery production

submitted to the Mining Control association.

fitiures

Xi ither did this refined copper enter Metals Distributiiiii

Control company's records except when occa-

by repayment

.siuned

in

kind of a former "loan" to

the services.
2.

Distribution

The
in

and
shown

principal claimants for copper supplies

the proportion of total allocations to each are

Table

17.

The extent

to

which Japan planned to

channel her refined copper to meet military require-

ments

is clear.

Table

17.

Planned

allocations of refined copper,

fiscal years

194^-44

cable to 1942 accounts for the use of copper allocated
to indirect military

and

Per cent

Use

Electric wire

Copper

Finally the

Metals Industries Control association

submitted the following as the annual amounts

civilian uses:

pipe, sheet, bar, etc

Other (including castings)

copper used in

all wire:

1941

— 13,600 tons;

57
26

16,600 tons; 1943—17,700 tons; and

17

tons.

of

1942—

1944— 19,20C

ATTEMPTS TO ALLEVIATE THE COPPER SHORTAGE BY SUBSTITUTION
Chief shortages were

reflected in the production of wire cable

in sheet

Army had made

Army

arsenals indicate thai

considerable progress in

By

of steel as a copper substitute.

its use

the outbreak

oi

manufacand bronze

substituted with considerable tech-

further substitutions in cartridge cases, and on the

Several attempts were

to substitute other materials in the

ture of these products

and

also in brass

castings.

Aluminum was

the

were being widely produced and
used without adverse effects. Manufacturing methods
had been perfected for small calibre steel cartridge
cases of all makes. Research was progressing or

brass for cartridge cases.

made

and

available from

Data

Copper gave the Japanese more concern than any
of the other non-ferrous metals.

the

war

steel fuzes

nical success in wire cable.

use of mild steel for clips and holders.

per cent saving of copper.

Japanese were capable of substituting steel cases foi
several types of field guns, ranging in calibre from

According to estimates
of the Bureau of Mines, in 1942-43 this effected a 20
Figures supplied by the

Metals Industries Control association of the amount
1940 1 ,075
of aluminum used in wire are as follows
tons; 1941—5,098 tons; 1942—3,650 tons; 1943—
3,457 tons and 1944 2,028 tons. It is apparent,

37mm

however, that the tonnage of copper saved in. this
maimer was not great. Aluminum was not sub-

steel cartridge cases

:

—

—

stituted for copper wire used in radio, radar,

to

105mm. Continued

and

iron

and

were used as copper substitutes for certain parts used

steel cartridge cases

in

tridge cases for use in aircraft guns.

were never satisfactorily developed.
In addition to the use of steel alone, brass-coated

were widely used in small arms;
Japanese Army research reports for 1945 state that
it had been found possible to use low-grade copper
and zinc for cartridge cases, and studies had beenf

Later, stainless

Transition within the

Navy

to

I
of their use in 7 cm A A ammunition.
Both Army and Navy research departments had
studied the use of sintered iron for rotating bands on
projectiles. Army reports state that these had been
applied to 47 mm. and 75 mm. shells, but that the
effect of their use on the durability of gun barrels had
not been tested. Survey personnel observed a con-

made

was under way among the cases
;

was substituted for copper were those
used in the 25 mm
and the 12 cm high-angle gun.
Captain YOSHIDA, H., attached to the Bureau of
Militaiy Affairs, Navy Department, in discussing
this question, stated that the substitutes were useable, but far from completely satisfactory. This was
partly due to the poor quality of steel available, and
by the end of the war substitution had reached a rate
in

which

Steel cases fot

cartridges used in completely automatic weapons

ordnance parts, especially copper-

steel cartridge cases

oi

and on the improve-

methods for their manufacture. Research.
uncompleted at the war's end, was directed toward methods of producing satisfactory steel car^
still

was used

ir

established.

steel for cartridge cases

nacnt of

alloy torpedo parts.

was

Research continued on the use of various types

and wire for these purposes was parUsed with partial success for a time,
aluminum itself became short in 1944 and substitution was discontinued.
Research was pushed on the possibility of substitution of steel for copper by the Navy Technical
department. First, carbon steel and stainless steel

steel

tests

guns steel cases were very satisfactory. Also in that
year a method for mass production of Connection

ticularly short.

shipbuilding and engineering.

and

the following year led to the conclusion that for some

range-finders

in

research

In 1942 the

steel

MG

siderable quantity of shells equipped with iron ro-

tating bands stored in arsenals, but

few had been used.

of only 2-3 per cent.
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it

appears that

VI

THE EFFECT OF AIR ATTACKS ON THE COPPER SMELTERS AND REFINERIES
planned or sustained air attack was made
th(! copper smelting and refining industry.
A.s a result of aircraft bombing targets of opportunity five attacks were made against two copper reHueries by aircraft of the Fifth and Twentieth Air

No

against

I'lirces,
till'

I

I

two

involving a total of only 28 tons of
refineries.

he raids against one of the refineries.
111'

It

bombs on

Hits were scored during four of
In addition,

industry suffered hits on 11 other occasions as a

suit of spillage

during raids against other installa-

urban area raids, and in general-area attacks
on port and harbor facilities by Navy carrier planes.
)ne refinery was slightly damaged by naval bombardment.
Appendix Table 2 tabulates the attacks and indicates the more important damage done on f>ach
occasion. Table 19 summarizes the position in the
industry of refineries and smelters damaged as a
tiiins,

(

result of direct attacks.

Table 19.—

such raids could have been restored during the war
only with great difficulty, and perhaps not at all.

The degree

sizable.

Working inventories

inconseciuential in size.

which air-raid damage would have
been reflected in reduced output of finished goods and
the time at which it would have become effective
would depend largely upon the severity of the raids
and the existing level of copper stocks, working
inventories, and goods in process.
Copper ingot
stocks in the hands of the Metals Distribution Control companj'. Army and Navy were probably no
larger than 40,000 tons in January 1945 and by the
end of the war had been further reduced to about
30,000 tons, nearly all held by the Navy. Such
stocks, however, are equal to 30 to 40 per cent of
reported 1944 production. No data are available on
stocks of ingot or work in process in the hands of
fabricators, but because of the general shortages of
supply, it is unlikely that they could have been

also

were no douKi

It is estimated,

howev(

i,

that the copper pipe line in Japan contained quantities

to

sufficient

to lead the production of finished end-

products by five months on the average.

On the basis of the foregoing, it accordingly appears
that even had 100 per cent of Japan's capacity to

produce electrolytic copper been destroyed

in Januar\'

and neither replaced nor repaired, stocks <if
metal available plus the existing pipe line would have
1945,

enabled her to produce finished goods for nearly
year at a rate at least as high as that

made

a

possible

by the level of output of refined copper at the beginniu ^
of the period.

It

may

be concluded, therefore,

tliat

destruction of refining capacity would not have been
reflected in a substantial further weakening of tlic
Japanese position before January 1946; thus copper
refineries and smelters were not strategic targets.
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LEAD
STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE OF LEAD
Lead
iiKidcrn

lias certain iiniqiu'

industry;

its

and irreplaceable uses

case for zinc

in

high ductility, low melting

the

and corrosive resistant properties make it both
(':isy to fabricate and desirable for pipe, sheet and
III hie sheatliing, and essential in chemical processing.
li
has an important and large consumption in sulpoint

])h\u'ic

disclosed that

were far from complete for both

tin,

war

many

search

Persistent

periods.

of the records relating to the

industry in the offices of the Bureau of Mines,

Ministry of Commerce and Industry, had been burned
in the

The low melting point
makes them the most adaptable

acid storage batteries.

l(>ad-tin alloys

(if

and

prewar and

Tokyo

fires

and that a

similar proportion of

industry records throughout Japan had been burned.

Information was therefore gained from both govern-

Other significant uses of lead are as a
basic constitutent (with copper, tin or antimony) of

snider metal.

ment and
personal

alloy anti-friction bearings, as the core of bullets, as

and from the

industry'

files

of various officials.

recollections

and

Every

has

effort

common

been made to verify and check the data and they are

metal, as a concentrated weight in such forms as

believed to be as complete as possible under the

suljmarine ballast.

circumstances, but

i\pe-metal, and since lead

Data obtainable

in

is

the heaviest

Japan on

lead, as

was

it

should be noted that there are

some elements and some time periods

also the

missing.

II

PRE-PEARL

HARBOR LEAD POSITION
In Manchukuo the first five-year plan, initiated in
1937 and to have been completed in 1941, realized a
four-fold increase in lead production which was made

Domestic resources

1.

Japan possesses some lead-bearing ore deposits
and has actively worked them for many years. They
have always been insufficient, however, to provide
more than a small part of total requirements so that
dependence on imports has been high. No important
mines have been opened for a long period, and the
older workings have little potentiality for more
.intensive exploitation.

on the mainland
2.

in

and

Manchukuo

pos-

processing

By

facilities.

late 1941

sessed at least 5,000 tons of smelting and refining
capacity, as partial completion of a plan for a larger

balanced capacity.
Japan's total capacity of about 50,000 tons, not

Additional resources existed

taking into consideration the small and independent
resources of Manchukuo, but including Korea, was

Korea and Manchukuo.

considerably larger than required by the development of domestic resources of ore. It was, in fact,

Capacity

By

possible through the expansion of lead mines

between 1935 and
Japan had a capacity
that was well balanced between smelters and refineries
and was adequate to handle the greatest quantity of
raw materials that would be available. That balance
depended on the inclusion of the smelting capacity
(about 13,000 tons) of Korea, however, for, assuming
that at least part of the Takehara refinery was in
operation at that time, Japan proper had refining
capacity of around 50,000 tons and smelting capacity
tripling refinery capacity

35 per cent greater than the highest wartime producMoreover,
tion rate of crude and refined lead.
capacity would have fallen little short of meeting the

1941, at the outbreak of war,

highest rate of consumption of lead.
3.

Production

Mine production

in

Japan proper

in 1941

Table 53).

of only 36,000 tons.'

Because of

this

inadequate

domestic production, for some years
I

was only

about 15,000 tons, or 28 per cent of the average
annual consumption during the war (Appendix

Metric tons of metal content are used throughout unless otherwise noted.

necessary for Japan

References to years are to the Japanese fiscal year.
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(1) to

make

it

rate

of

had been

use of home-island

smelter capacity and refining capacity by
importing concentrates, (2) to make use of domestic
excess refining capacity by importing crude lead

excess

and
4.

(3) to

import refined metal for direct use.

Japan's

Table

Imports
Year

Japan had resorted to all three practices; small
amounts of concentrates were imported from Manchukuo and Korea, and the Japan Mining company
brought crude metal smelted in its plant at Chinnampo, Korea, to its refinery at Saganoseki, Kyushu.
During both 1940 and 1941, more than 10,000 tons of
crude metal were brought by this route to Japan.
But the third form of importing was the principal
source of lead. Up to the outbreak of war refined
metal imports from Canada, the United States and

gave Japan the bulk of what she needed
In the three year period 1939-40-41,
Japan imported 271,000 tons of refined lead. This
large amount was obtained despite decreasing availa-

]\Iexico

(Table 20).

bihty of metal in 1940 and 1941 and the increasing
restrictions on exports that became effective in the

United States, Great Britain, Canada and Australia.
effect of the embargoes, however, was cushioned

The
in

1940-41 by the fact that Japan was able to obtain

96,000 tons from Mexico and Burma.
5.

Dependence on imports

By comparing
crude and

Japanese imports of concentrates,
metal with the total receipts,

refined

prewar

dependence

on

imports

clearly

appears.
20.

Imports of lead ingot into Japan proper, by country
of origin, fiscal years 1939-41

annual rate of about 10,000 tons on the basis of the
his(

few months of the war (Tal)le 22). The fact

thiit

1943 the output of crude lead exceeded ingot
production is exphiined on the grounds that part of
in

tiic

crude lead was not refined that year, but was sold

for direct

|'\BLE 22.
proper,

consumption.
Production of crude and refined lead in Japan
of crude lead from Korea, fiscal years

and imports

1943-45.
(In metric tons)

Year

drawn down

4. Stocks

stockpiling of lead

was

steadily in the course of the

entirely in the

Without the 71,000 tons of lead imported before
and consumed during the war, Japan would have
found herself in a situation of desperate scarcity.

;

IV

THE WAR PERIOD USE
1.

Administrative controls

Lead, both before and during the war, was subject
to the same controls as other non-ferrous metals.
Details of the control system have been given in the
section

2.

on copper.

Distribution

Consumption data for lead for the full
war could not be obtained in Japan
because of the destruction of records. Consumption
over the period 1 April 1942 to 15 August 1945, however, is known to have aggregated about 185,500 tons.
Of that amount, as indicated above, 71,000 tons were
drav\ii from stocks, and the remaining 114,500 tons
represented the sum of production and imports.
Allocations for the same period are not fully availa.

General.

period of the

able, but
1

they can be tabulated for the period from

July 1942 to 31

March

1945.

A summary

major consumer categories
shown in Table 24.
tions to

Table

24.

to principal consumer
July 1942-31 March 194-5

-Allocations of lead
1

of alloca-

for that period

is

categories,

war years

to a level of 29,000 tons at the date of surrender.

form of
ingot concentrate and crude metal supplies were not
more than operating inventories. The stock of
100,000 tons with which Japan began the war was

The

THE EFFECTS OF STRATEGIC ATTACK
1

Direct

damage

reserves and, at least, could

—

—

addition, th(;y might have
of concentrates

—

produced

Korean lead was,

moved

all

of the

moved

the 14,000

In
tons

during the occupation.

immune

of course, virtually

t<i

shipping difficulties until near the very end,

—

to

hav<',

30,000 tons captured instead of only 11,000 tons.

Only two lead plants were subjected to air attack'riie first
the Saganoseki, Kyushu, refinery was
undamaged, although the associated copper plant
the Hosokura smelter
there did suffer. The second
and refinery in northeastern Japan, which accountefl
f(ir 22 per cent of refinery capacity
was not hit until
Partial
tiie carrier-based sweep of 10 August 1945.
production was soon restored, and Japanese engineers
estimated that only 40 days would have been required

3.

If

lead bad beeu attacked earlier

Considering Japan's lead supply position,

it is

clear

that at no time was the industrj^ worthwhile as an

complete repairs.

objective of strategic air attack.

Stocks of lead, plus

that already in the pipeline, would have protracted
2.

Attack by blockade

the period before the effect would have been

supjily

was the

maximum

felt at

more than nine months from the
completion of a successful campaign. Japan could
have meanwhile instituted more effective rationing

The most important influence on Japan's decreasing

its

air-sea severance of shipping lanes to

Burma. Had transportation been no
problem, Japan could have tapped the Burmese
lead sources in

to

of the remaining supply of refined lead.

VI

CONCLUSIONS

—

Japan's wartime lead position like that of tin
was not as tight as copper, but was tighter than zinc.
Lead supplies for the Navy's submarine program was
the chief concern of the responsible officials, but there
is no evidence that lack of lead at any time actually
interfered with the operation of the underwater fleet.

.

At least in lead, Japanese planning before the war
had been carried out to the point of safeguarding the
nation's requirements for a long war.

The

po.sition

could have been even further bulwarked by a modest
application of shipping to get
fall
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more

stock of lead out of Burma.

of the large wind-

ZINC
STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE OF ZINC
A

can be, and generally is, processed directly from
concentrates rather than from the metal.
As was the case with the other non-ferrous metals,
statistics on zinc for the prewar and war periods

widely used metal in peacetime, zinc has certain

war uses that make

it

very nearly indispensable.

It

alloyed with copper to form various brasses and

is

bronzes, the most important of which

is

cartridge

found in Japan were lamentably incomplete. The
offices of the Bureau of Mines, the Mining Control

Despite Japan's considerable success in sub-

brass.

and cartridge cases, by far the
largest part continued to have to be made of brass.
Zinc's notable anti-corrosion and galvanic properties
make it the most effective protective coating for
stituting steel in shell

steel,

accounts for

while the latter property

exclusive use in dry

as die castings,

alloy with

HAIKYU

it

out several times.

zinc has important non-metallic uses

incorporated as a

filler in

files

it is

and

recollections of

were all burned
data were obtained came

numerous

officials.

It

should

not available, although

series of statistics are

it

is

beheved that a fair and accurate over-all view of the
zinc position can be presented.

widely

For those applications

used as a white pigment.

What

be noted that data for some time periods and certain

—as zinc oxide

rubber, and

(KINZOKU
organizations

from industry and government and from the personal

contributes

iniportantl.y to the high-strength light metals. Finally,

it is

KAI), and the Metals

company
TOSEI KAISHA), central
Control

of the non-ferrous metals industries,

its

magnesium, and

with aluminum in some newer alloys,

(KOZAN TOSEI

Distribution

Zinc base alloys are used

cells.

and as an

association

it

II

ZINC IN JAPAN BEFORE THE
1.

Domestic resources
Contrary

metals,

to

the

prevailing

situation

in

Japan possessed considerable domestic

resources.

The

able quality,

most

and not

difficult to

mine.

The industry

had been organized in recent years along lines similar
to European practice.
Mine production was expanded under rational oyer-all planning on a considerable scale; in 1932 output was approximately 15,000
tons, and by 1940 the national production had in-

other non-ferrous

fields,

the planned building of an industry considered essential

to the integrated

economy.

Refining capacity for zinc was expanded in step
with the increase in mine output.^ Facilities in Japan
proper were enlarged and new plants built, which,

from 1935 to 1941,

rai.sed

zinc

processing capacity

new capacity was

l:)y

installed at Chin-

to handle ore from deposits which had
been discovered in that country, and that refinery

went into production
of

represented the

it

nampo, Korea,

Domestic production and capacity

The development

for

exploitation of relatively plentiful local resources and

56 per cent;

creased to about 57,000 tons.i
2.

domestic resources was three times that of the earlier
Again this contrasted sharply with performance

year.
in

zinc

deposits were fairly large, of respect-

WAR

production in Japan

in

1941.

Manchukuo

also

played a part in Japan's plans, and a plant was

proper rose steadily through the decade preceding
the war. Slab zinc output in 1941
193.5,
'

was double that

of

but the proportion of total output coming from

Metric tons of metal content are used throughout; references to years are to the

.Japanese fiscal year

(1

!

It

listillation
line

April to 31 March).
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should be noted that the terms "refining" and "smelting" are used

in the .^ppcn-

Tables to indicate different processes of producing finished slab zinc (the first
retort
eferring to the electrolytic process for pure zinc, the second to the Belgian
lix

proces8);lbut in textual <liscussion "refining"

production.

is

used to apply to

all slab

Istarted there at

Koroto, Chin

Chow

province,

to

But the process selected was tlie
.tented American vertical retort process for zinc of
The American engineers
leeially high purity.
supervising the construction had to leave before the
plant was finished, and operations were never begun.
The growth of slab zinc capacity in Japan proper
and Korea over the seven years before the war is
ifine

local ores.

shown in Table 27. As indicated in the table, the
combined capacity of the two countries was enlargetl
by 75 per cent between 1935 and 1941.
Table

27.

Slab ziiK capacily in
fiscal years

Japan proper and Korea^

1935-41

(In metric tons]

1935

had been increased in the last few years, both the
industry and the militarists could afford a certaia
degree of complacency with respect to the future
insofar as zinc was concerned.

enter the conflict with a stockpile of about 26,000
ons of zinc. That amount represented a five months'
t

supply at the annual wartime rate of consumption.
Considering the extent to which home-island capacity

Ill

ZINC SUPPLY DURING THE
1.

Domestic production and imports

In the early years of the war, domestic mine
production continued to expand at a rapid rate. In
1943 production of concentrates was nearly 50 per
cent higher than in 1941. That year, however, represented the top performance of the industry, for,
owing to the cumulative effect of the restrictive
factors which operated against all of the non-ferrous
mining industries shortages of skilled labor, fuel,

—

turned

down

—

and food production
sharply in 1944, particularly in the final

explosives, repair materials,

([uarter of that year.

Imports of concentrates, on the other hand, which
came almost entirely from Korea and Manchukuo,
rose more moderately, although such shipments also
reached the peak in 1943. A summary of domestic
l^roduction and imports of zinc concentrates is given
in

Table 30.
ZO.— Annual wartime production
Japan -proper, imports and total

T.'^.BLE

1941-4.5
llii

Year

metric tonsl

of zinc concentrates in
fiscal years

receipts,

WAR

Mitsui interests at Kaiiiioka, Gifu prcfcctiife, and
I

lie

expansion of the Mitsul)islii refinery at Naosliima,

K':iL?awa prefecture.
'f.Mii.io

32.

Exixinsion of refinery capacity, Japan proper and
Korea, fiscal years 1942-45

Year

Source: Appendix Table 69.

—

—
Table

AllocatioTis of zinc to major
fiscal years 1943-44

35.

consumer

The Navy used the zinc it received in approximately the following manner: 56 per cent to guns and
ammunition, 23 per cent to marine engines, 10 per
cent for shipbuilding, and 11 per cent for electrical
and miscellaneous uses. The Anny used most of its
zinc for cartridge brass and other brasses, and for
sheet zinc for dry cells and ammunition case liners.
Indirect military and civilian uses were widely diffused
in the repair and expansion of other industries; the
electrical and mining industries were among the

categories,

.\rmy

Navy
Indirect military and civilian.
Aircraft (1944 only) '_
'

'

Total

Prior to 1944 aircraft allocations were included under the

Army and

Na\-j-,

largest consumers.

Source; Appendix Table 74.

QUALITY OF JAPANESE ZINC
The Japanese industry maintained the quality of
zinc at uniform and satisfactoiy levels

allowable limits.

its distilled

(about 98.65 per cent pure), which compared favor-

ably ^ith American "prime western" grades.

production processes which depend upon extremely

In

pure zinc

output was generally distinctly inferior to occidental standards, with serious

electrolytic zinc, however,

impurities

—especially lead—usually

Since Japanese industry did noti

develop to any great extent the two high-capacity

—zinc-base die casting and the continuougi
—no particular hardships resultedl

hot-rolling of brass

from the

far in excess of

inferior quality of electrolytic zinc.

VI

EFFECTS OF STRATEGIC
1.

Direct

Not

Table

damage

until 18

June 1945,

less

than two months

before the end of the war, were any zinc plants

dam-

aged by air attack. Allied intelligence had correctly
estimated that httle or no serious injury could be
done to the war economy of Japan via the zinc industry, and such damage as did occur within the industry
resulted largely from spillage

and from

hits

plants struck as targets of opportunity.
record, Table 36 details the data with
plants, dates

and capacities affected

on zinc
For the

respect to

in air attacks.

Although three plants representing 45 per cent of
capacity and 67 per cent of current output
were damaged, in no one of the plants was production
stopped, and in all of the plants the damage could
refinerj'

ATTACK

36.

Zinc smelters and

refineries

damaged by

air aitacki

have been restored in a few weeks or compensated
for

by manual

terrupled flow of the iiutal to important consumers,

The blockade

labor.

of

Japan could not have

interfered with the working of h(!r industrial

Effect oj blockade

2.

Zinc,

among

through the cutting

the metals, stands almost alone in

^'^^PO'ts c^'ilf'

its

^^ocks of

invulnerability to the effects of the air-sea blockade.
^ro

be sure, zinc supplies could have been

more comfortable

if

to tiie resources of

Burma, but that source

the Japanese

had had

made

pipeline,

(!ven

there

free access

of zinc

is

have been

nr\cr necessary for the maintainance of an unin-

interc(;pted.

if

machine

the Korean

In the light of

httle basis for considering, in fact,

possible date

153

even

zmc on hand, supplies of the m(!tal in the
and the excess capacity within the industry,

aerial attack in

was

off of zinc,

.seriously

maximum

would

hav(;

whether

.strength at the earliest

proved worthwhile.

TIN
THE STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE OF TIN
The importance

of tin to

which arc used in engines, electrical
equipment and many military products. Its third
use was in tin plate where excellent resistance to
corrosion makes it difficult to replace for such purposes as food preservation. The final major use was

Japanese military and

industrial production lay in four

major

uses.

of soft solders,

The

in bearings and all kinds of anti-friction
Those metals contain either 85 to 90 per
cent tin alloyed with antimony and copper, or are of
a lead base alloyed with tin varying from 5 to 40 per
cent. The second use was as a principal constituent
first

was

metals.

The

in bronze.

tin

content of naval bronze

is

about

10 per cent.

r
11

BACKGROUND OF JAPANESE TIN INDUSTRY
Production and consumption of tin

in

ranged from 6,000-7,000 tons per year, rose from

Japan proper

were both of very small proportions in the 1930s.
Dating back to the first World War, the industry
never substantially exceeded an annual production
Production was
rate of about 2,000-2,500 tons.i

1937 to 1941, under pressure of the increasing

mili-

tary program, to about 10,000 or 11,000 tons.

The

difference

between production and consumption was

imported from the Straits settlements and China.

dependent principally on one mine (the Akenobe
mine in Hyogo Prefecture some 70 miles northwest of
Osaka), on one smelter (at Ikuno near the Akenobe
mine), and one refineiy (the Mitsubishi Copper
refinery in Osaka), which received most of the crude
However, another
tin from the Ikuno smelter.

The most notable feature of the Japanese prewi
was the obvious poverty of her domestiti
resources. No significant new deposits were beinj
tin industry

discovered; the old mines yielded regularly a smal

volume, but with concentrates of steadily decreasinf

The purchase

deposit, although smaller,

metallic value.

Miyazaki prefecture,
was smelted and refined at Oita, 30 to 40 miles to the
northeast on the shore of the Inland Sea.
Consumption, which in the early and middle 1930s

and the expansion

was located at Mitate, in
Kyushu. The tin mined there

of the

of

Osaka

new equipment

refinery in 1937

for

and

1938 had no effect in achieving increased domestic
production.

It

was plain that

Japan had to have access

to fight a

major war

to foreign sources of tin.

Ill

POSITION AT THE OUTBREAK OF THE
1.

Capacity

2.

As Japan's mine capacity was limited and as refined metal was customarily imported, smelter and
refiner>' capacity was accommodated to the meager
tin ore resources and stood at 3,600 tons and 3,000

Production
In 1941 domestic production of refined tin reached.,

more than 2,000 tons (Appendix Table
tin ore mineil

as concentrates
'

Tom

are all mptric tons of metal content; years, unless otherwise speci-

Table

154

85).

This.'

was achieved by supplementing the 1,300 tons

tons respectively (Appendix Table 79, 80).
fied, are fiscal.

WAR

81).

in

Japan proper with

tin

mainly from Thailand

of

imported

(Appendix

that year. Metals ex[)eits (if the Bureau of Mines
have stated that the .shortage of tin resulting from
the embargoes immediately preceding the outbreak
of the war was fully as severe as that experienced in
1945. However, Japan's strained tin position could
be made secure by a succ(>ssful campaign in Malaya
and the Netherlands Kast Indies, and it is likely that
that was one of th(^ considerations involved in the
decision to under take the .southern invasion.

Imports

3.

some conccntratos were imported in
the principal source of tin was the refined metal
H)4
iMiniglit into Japan from the Straits S(>ttlements and
the JJutch Kast Indies. The extent to which the
Altliough
1

,

Japanese relied on imported metal
pivwar years is shown in Table 37.
'I'mimc

.'57.

Dependence on

in the

immediate

inipoiis of refined tin, fiscal

i/eeirx

n}S9-il

4. Stocks
Imports as a
percentage of

At the outbreak of the war Japanese tin stocks
were about 7,000 tons, or enough to last neai'ly eight
months at the immediate prewar level of consumption.
At the increased wartime average annual
consumption rate of about 18,000 tons, the stocks
would have sufficed for less than five months (Appendix Table 78).

total receipts

1939.
1940.
1941Source: Appendix Table

i

Japan's plan for importing tin in 1941 was partly
frustratefl

by the British and Dutch embargoes

of

IV

WARTIME SUPPLY
1.

Imports

The
1942

successful Japanese military

in the

campaign

of earlj'

south secured her tin position for the war.

Large stocks of tin ingot were on hand in the southern
areas.
The first shipment reached Japan in June
1942, but tin did not begin to arrive in steadj' quanuntil December 1942 (Appendix Table 88).
During the war Japan imported a total of about
57,000 tons of tin. The last shipment from the south,
about 1,800 tons, reached Japan in May 1945. The
significance of wartime refined tin imports to Japan
proper appears in Table 38.
tities

Table

38.

Dependence on imports of refined
19A2-AO

tin, fiscal

years

V

WARTIME DISTRIBUTION
1.

Wartime

controls

Controls established during, as before, the war
tin the same as for other non-ferrous metals.

were for

A detailed account will be found in the
report

accompanying

on copper.

2. Distribution
a.

The records of the Metals
companny (Kinzoku Haikj'u

General Distrihuiion.

Distrilnition Control

Tosei Kaisha) indicate that a total of 61,417 tons

and consumers
from 1 April 1942 to 30 June 1945. This
is generally confirmed by comparison with the net
of pi'oduction plus imports less the approximate
By the
increase in stocks (Appendix Table 78).
end of June 1945 production had virtually ceased,
imports were totally cut off, and consum]3tion tliere-

of tin were delivered to fabricators
in the period

after

was

negligible.

Table

39.

Allocations of

tin, fiscal

[In mclrlc tons]

years 1943-44-

VI

BOMBING— CONCLUSIONS

EFFECT OF STRATEGIC
'llic

~

vulnerability of Japan's tin position lay in

The

lulcneo on imports.

|i(

affected the tin industry

il

success of the air

was thus almost

directly

mportional to the effectiveness of blockading
(iits

from the south.

iiowever,

II,

The

difficulty in

aiiime supply position.

in

shii)-

choking

was that the Japanese were not

import very large tonnages

1

its

war

off

ii

:is

With an annual average

iii

th(^

fact that as late as April

and May, 1945 (during

the battle of Okinawa) the Japanese
ill

and aluminum. In fact, what cau.sed the ccssawas not the shortage of bottoms,

of fin impoi'ts

157

succeeded

effect

of

the

area incendiary

boiiiliiiig

of

15 June 1945, by which the largest Japanese tin

months

Osaka, was crippled for the remaining
was insignificant in its economic

of the war,

aspects as far as tin was concerned.

vulnerable to the destruction of ships as were

Army

importing about 3,000 tons.

refinery, at

metals that required bulk ore shipments such as

ri'l

by

The

ojjliged

order to secure their

ailime consumption of about 18,000 tons, tin was

II'

but only the complete severance of shipping lanes by
the Allied naval and air blockade. This is illustrated

Although that

plant had refined 78 per cent of total domestic production,

it

was only operating

at

capacity at the time of liomliing.

_

two per cent

of

—

.

.

.

..

.

..

ALUMINUM
'

November 194o

An MiNA

Company

Japan proper

Kokusan Keigin Co

7.

Mitsui Light Metals Co. .
Nitto Chemjcal Industries

Hhikama.,
Kawasaki

SMkama-shi, Hyogo-ken.
Kawasa^-shi, Kanagawa-ken.

Kurosaki

Higasiwari.

_

.

6.

Teikoku Magnesium Co.

7.

Agahi Light Metal

Kurosawaziri-machi, Iwate-ken.
Omuta-shi, Fukuoka-ken.

8.

Korea Light Manufactur-

ToyoSodaCo..

_

facturing

Manu-

Co

ing Co.

Hachinoe. .

Hachinoe-shi, Aomori-ken.

Toyama

Toyama-shi, Toyama-ken.

Yokohama.

Ebisu-machi, Kanagawaku,

10.

Kiyo

Kiyo, Heiannando.

Chinnampo.

Chinnampo, Heiannando

Shingishu

Shingishu, Heianhokudo.

Korea Shinko Metal Man-

9.

ufacturing Co
Mitsubishi Magnesium

Co

Chinnampo.

Chinnampo, Heiannando.

n. Mitsui

Niihami

Kikumoto

Tonda.

Ehime-ken.
Tonda-machi, Touo-gun,
Yamaguchi-ken.

Chosen Light Metals Co..
Japan Nitrogen Fertilizer

Ohuke...„.c, Nakakubiki-gun,
Niigata-ken.
Sakata, Yamagata-ken,
.

Kumate, Yawata-shi,

Fukuoka-ken.
Miho, Shimizu-shi. Shizuoka-ken.
Kono-machi, Takaoka-shi,
Toyama-ken.

Kanagawa.

13.

Location of installation

Asada Chemical Industries

Japan Light Metals Co..
Japan Soda Co

14.

"^

Magnesium Plants— Co

6.

12.

,

—

Location of installation

Plants

Co.-

8.

.

.

^PP^^i^ixjABi.El.~Directoryofpri7icipalJapanese-controlle
light and non-ferrous metals installations listed
by indusiri
November 1945 continued

Japan proper
1.

.

MAGNESIUM— Continued

Appendix Table 1. Directory of principalJapanese-controlled
light and non-ferrous metals installations listed

Company

.

Niisuza, Niihama-shi,

12.

Yushi Chemical
Industries Co)
Nicchitsu Magnesium Co.

13.

Manshu Magnesiu

14.

Asahi Electrical Industries

Sanchoku, Kogendo.

Konan, Kankyonando.

Manchuku

Chinnampo, Heiannando, Korea.
Konan, Kankyonando, Korea.

Takao, Formosa.

MaTichukuo
15.

Manchukuo Light Metals
Co..

16.

COPPER

Fushun, Fengtien, Manchuku

Japan Aluminum Co..

Copper Mines

Takao-shi, Formosa.

_

Aluminum Plants

Japan proper

Japan proper
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

FujitaCo

Japan Light Metals Co..

Kambara-machi, lohara-gun,

Furukawa Mining Co.

Japan Light Metals Co.Japan Soda Co

Shizuoka-ken.
Niigata-shi. Niigata-ken.
Kono-machi, Takaoka-shi,

Furukawa Mining Co..

Kokusan Keigin Co..
Showa Denko Co..
Showa Denko Co....
Showa Denko Co....

Toyama,.
Kitakata.

Omachi .
Toyama..

8.

Sumitomo Aluminum

9.

Tohoku Shmko .Aluminum

Co..

11.

Chosen Light Metals Co..
Japan Nitrogen Fertilizer

12.

Mitsui Light Metals Co..

10.

Toyama-ken.
Osawano-machi, Toyama-ken.
Kitakata-machi, Fukushima-ken.
Omachi, Nagano-ken.
Nishenomiya, Toyama-shi,
Toyama-ken.

Kikumoto

Kune.

Ishiwara Industrial Co..

Kishu.,

Maozu-mura, Naka-gun,
Wakayama-ken.
Sakuma-nmra. Iwata-gun,
Shizuoka-ken.
Iruka-mura.
Minamimuro-guq

Japan Mining Co
Japan Mining Co

Hitachi-shi, Ibaraki-ken.

Temmabayashi-mura, Kamikital

Japan Mining Co

Ogoya...

Mitsubishi Mining Co.

Akenobe.

gun, Aomori-ken.
Nishio-mura, Nomi-gun,
Ishikawa-ken.
Minamitani-mura, Yofu-gun,

Hyogo-ken.

Mitsubishi Minmg Co..
Mitsubishi Mining Co..

Ikuno, Asaki-gun, Hyogo-ken.
Kitakata-mura, Higaaluusukigun, Miyazaki-ken.
Oearizawa-mura. Kazuno-gun,
Akita-ken.

Chinnampo, Korea.

.

Manchuktio

Manchukuo

Furukawa Mining Co..

Niisuza, Niihama-shi,

Ehime-ken.

Co

13.

Hanaoka-machi, Kamiakita-gui
Akita-ken.
Ashio-machi, Kamitsu-gun,
Tochigi-ken.

Light Metals

Mitsubishi Mining Co..

Osarizawa.

Mitsubishi Mining Co..

Shinshimoka

Showa Mining Co

Shimokawa-mura. Kamikawagun, Hokkaido.

Okuki

Isozaki-cha,
ken.

Sumitomo Mining Co.

Co..

Kita-gun,

Ehime^

Niihama-shi, Ehime-ken.

.

Fushun, Fengtien, Manchuku

Copper Smelters
Japan proper

MAGNESIUM
Japan proper

Co

Oku, Tokyo..

Japan Magnesium Co

3.

Kanio

4.

Electrical Industries Co...
Riken Metal Manufactur-

ing

Co

Furukawa Mining Co

Ashio

Akita-ken.
Ashio-machi, Kamitsugo-gun,
Tochigi-ken.

Greater Japan Mining Co.

Hasaei

Hatsumori-mura, Yamamoto-

Yokkaiichi..

gun, Akita-ken.
Ishihara-machi,
Yokkaiichi-alRi

Hitachi

Hitachi-ahi, Ibaraki-ken.

Ogoya

Nishio-mura, Noto-gun,
Ishikawa-ken.
Saganoseki-machi, Kitaumibeguu, Oita-ken.

Co

Ishihara Industrial

.Asahi Electrical Industries

2.

Koyamada, Miyako-shi, Iwate^
Kosaka-machi. Kazuno-gun.

ken.

Magnebil'm Plants

1.

Miyako
Kosaka

Fujita

Co

Mie-ken.

Toyama

Ogu-machi, Arakawa-ku,
Kanagawa-ken, Tokyo.
Osawano-machi, Kamiuikawagun, Toyama-ken.

Japan Mining Co..
Japan Mining Co..

Shibukawa.

Shibukawa, Oumma-ken.

Mitsubishi Mining

Co

Naoshima.

I'be

Okinoyama, Nislii-ku,
Vamaguchi-ken.

Mitsubishi Mining

Co

Osarizawa

Japan Mining Co

Ubc-slii

.

_

Naoshima-mura, Kagawa-gun,
Kagawa-ken.

.

Osarizawa-machi-Kazuua-gun,
I

158

Akita-ken.

COPPER— Continuerl
Appendix Table

1.

Directory of principalJapanese-cotitrolled
installations listed by industry,

light and non-ferrous metals
November 1946 continued
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Ari'EXDix Table

num

in

Japan

Siimiiiar)/ of supply of primary alumiproper, Korea, and Formosa, Jiscal years

3.

1933-40.
[In metric tousl
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Appexdix Table

6.

Alumina production

in

Japan

proper, Korea,

(Id metric tons]

Company

and Formosa,

hij

plant, fiscal years 19So-/f5

Ari'ENDix Taislk

-Abiiiiiria production

iij

Japnn

proper, Korea,

and Formosa,

Contiiuied

hi/

plant, ninnlhli/, Janiiarij lHJ^.i-June

I9.'f'>-

I
Appendix Table S.—Primanj ahimimim production

in

Japan

proper, Korea,

(In metric tonsl

Company

and Formosa, by

plant, fiscal years 1935-J^5

UJ

^5

Is
an

4 4a«

-ifS

172

6AS

i

s

—
Appendix Table

minum

10.

exports to

Planned and aflual production of aluproper, Marichukuo Light Metals

Japan

Manufacturing company,

Year

fiscal years 1938-Jt5.

Aiii.NDix

Table

15.

Imports of North

China aluminous

—

Appendix Table

IS.

primary aluminum,

Mobilization

(In metric tous]

Period

plan for allocalinn

guarlerlij, fiscal years 1942-4-5

'

Appendix Table

20.
Production and dialrihulion of secondary
aluminmn. in Japan proper, fiscal years 1942-4-5 '

<

Ari'KNDix Table 24.

Summary

dJ Jdjxiii'.t iiKu/nrniii

nip:irilii (Did. kii ppli/, fiscal i/cars 193'5-JiO

Appenuix Table

26.-

-Magnesium produclion

in

Japan proper and

Japanesc-cnnlrotled areas, by process used, fiscal years 193H-

[In metric tonsl

Company

','i

Api'ioNDix Tabi.I'; 2S.

Mnqncxiiiiii proilnctinn, Jnjuin jiriiper, Korea, Mtinrhnkuii iiml l<\inm)tia, numlhlj/, fiscal
[In metric tous]
11142

Company

ymrn

/.9.{.?-^.5

Ari'E.NDix

Table

2S.

— Magncsiiim

iirodiiclioii,

Japan

proper, Korea,

Continued
(In metric tons)

1945

Company

Mnnchukuo and Formosa,

iiionlhhj, fiscal years

1.942-40

Ai'PRNDix

Tahmo

:n.

E.r(uui>l(a of
llri

Specification

.Ici

peine

PIT «.ntl

iiUoii apeciftcnlionn

Appkxdix Table 33.^Coppe;'

refinery capacity, by refinery,
[In metric tons]

Company

Japan

proper, as of end of fiscal years 19S5~4'5

Ari'ENDix Tablk

^f).

— Copper

piixliictioii, hi/ selected

mines,

Japan pmpr

[In metric toiiB of copper cotiU'ntl

1043

Company

iiiiiil/ih/, Jisciil i/cur.s

l!)/,2-/i5

'

Continued

Appendix Table 37

-Hh'sler copper production, hy

snieltei-,

Japan

proper, monthly, fiscal yearfi W4^~4'^

(In metric tons of blister copper)

1942

April

Kast Asia Mining and Industrial Co..

FujitaCo
Eurukawa Co.

-

Greater Japan Mining Co
Ishiwara Industrial Co
Japan Mining Co

.-

June

July

August

Miyako
Kosaka

Ogoya.
Naoshima.
,

Hibi.

......

Kunitomi.
--

Shisakajim
7,164

Mining and Industrial Co_
FujitaCo
Furukawa Co
Kitst -Viia

—

Co

Mitsubishi Miriine
Mitsubishi MininL:
Mitsui Miriur.. 'ii

(

n

'

Suniitonio Mihiul:

'

'

"

Miyako
Kosaka

432

Ashio
Hassei
Yokkaiichi.
Hitachi

Japan Mining Co
Japan Mining Co
Japan Mining Co..

Sumitomn Mut.,'

October

Ashio
Hassei

Total.

Greater Japan Mining Co
Ishiwara Industrial Co, ._

Septem-

Yokkaiichi..
Hitachi

Japan Mining Co.
Japafl Mining Co
Mitsubishi Mining Co
Mitsubishi Mining Co
Mitsui Mining Co
Sumitomo Mining Co
Sumitomo Mining Co.-.

Total.

Ma

_

Naoshima
Osarizawa .
Hibi

.

Kunitomi
Sbisakajima!

6.944

8,853

Novem-

January February

Ai'i'KNDix

Table

:<S.

— Blister copper

prmliiction, Korea, ftxcnl

years 1933-45
(In metric tons of blister copper)

Year

Appendix Tablk

4\.

—Elcctrohjiic copprr proihicdon,
|Iii

l:;ist

Asia Milling and Industrial Co.

FujitaCo

----

furukawa Mining Co._

^

Nikko

Ishiwara Industrial Co
Japan Mining Co...

Yokkaiichi
Hitachi

Japan Mining Co..
Mitsubishi Mining Co
Mitsui Mining

Cc_

Osaka
Takeha

Sumitomo Mirxing Co

Niihan^

Others

--.

Total.

by refinery,

mt'tric tons!

Japan

proper, mot<ihly, fiscal years 19/f2-/td

Al-i'KN'i>ix

'I'ami.io

i2.-l III purls

rciilrdlcs Id .liipait

proper,

hi/

of Cdp/xr ore

[In iiu'trif tuns uf fuppcr coiitcritl

Country

n

<iii>l

ore cim-

coinilri/ of oriijiii, fisail ijiiirs

am-/,/,

—

—

Appendix Table 4fi. Planned allocations of
Army, Navtj and other general categories,
years I94£-U
'

(In metric tons)

Year

refined copper to
quarterly, fiscal

Appendix Table

47.

Nany

distribution of copper to specific

uses, fiscal years

I94O-4S

Appendix Table

49.
Contracted and actual deliveries nf rethe Metals Distribution Control companij,
quarterly, fiscal year 194^-4') '

fined copper by

Appendix Table h\.-~Leiid

xmellcr cnpacilii

inJnpdn
|lrj

Company

projicr,

Korea, iiml Munrliiihud.

rnHril'tnii».,f liicllilnjliUMill

hi/ /ihnil,

Jisait i/nir.s

n>.',0--','>

AiTKMUX

Tabi.k o4.

—

Frnihirtii

of tew I cojtcpHlrales in

Japan

proper,

|In metric tons of coticentratesl

Company

bij

mine

iniiiilhlii,

lineal i/earn

lH/,^-.',.'>

Ai'i'KMUX Taki.k

r)(l.

I'nuliiiiidii aj

cnnU Icml
llll llU'lrir

CatnpaTiy

in Jnpdti pnipcr,
h)ll»c.f tiuhlli'Mlili'lMl

In/

:

ntithlii.

lisnil i/<,irs l.').',:?-V>

Appendix Table db.^Production

of refined lead in

Japan proper and Manchukuo, by

Iln metric tonsl

Company

refinery fiscal years 1935-45
^

—

Imports nf lead concentrates In Japan
Ai'i'KNDix Table 60.
proper, by country nf origin, quarterly, fiscal years l9/,2-/i5

ArpENUix Table

Period

63.

Slock piles »/

kud

in Jdjxiii

pniixr,

AiM'KNUIX Tabi.K

(i().

J(ii«iiiixc iihinniil iilliiriilions

i,f

Iniil In iiii/irccl milildri/
|lr,

Category

M„.ini-tun.,|

and

n'riliiin

ii^cs,

qiinrlcrli/, fiscal

i/fiim

U).',2-.',J,

^llll^+

ilic-^

3

200

s

g'sl ""1^

jf

g

aS

— T3

2

>.

«

i;-^

"-s

s

^

a

>;

Ai'i'KNDix

Tahlk

()0.

— CajHirily nf Japan^s zinc 87n€Uers <nul rcjinfrics, fiscal
{In metric tons)

Company

ijcurH

L935~4o

Appendix Table

71.

-Zinc production in Japan proper and Korea,
{In metric tons)

Company

bij

plants, fiscal years

1935-45

AiM'KNDix Tabi.k 72.— Zinc pmdm-liim in .Jdpan proiin;
III.

1943

Company

hi/

metric U,m]

planl^. mimllibj, fi^cid yearn J !)43-/,S— Continued

—
Appendix Table

73.
Stocks of slab zinc, Japan proper, as
of end of fiscal years 1941-45
[In metric tons)

Period

Appendix Tablk
received by

'G.-Ti/ijical zinc conli'nl of concenlidten

Miikc zinc

smeller, iinnunllij, 193,5-JiO, inunlhli/,

1941-45
(Permit)

—
Appendix Table

78.

Summary

of total

Japanese

tin

[In metric tons of

producing capacity and supply,
metal content!

fiscal years

1935-46

Appendix Table 82. Production of tin ore in the largest
mine in Japan proper, monthly, fiscal years 194^-46
^

|In riiotrie tons of metal conteut)

1942

April

May
June
July

August
September..
October

November.
December.
January
February. --

March
TotaL

tin

—

A ppENDix Table 86.
tin refinery in

Japan

Production of refined tin in the largest
'
proper, monthly, fiscal years 194^~4'^
|In metric tons]

April.

64

Ma
June
July

August
September..
October

November..
December.January
Februarj'...
arch

M

Total

-

2,065

1,159

Appendix Table 90. Total Japanese allocations of
Army, Navy, and other general categories, quarterly,
years 194S-44
[In metric tons|

Year

tin

In

fiscal

—
ArpENDix Tablk

92.

Japanese allocaiion oj

tin to indirect military
(In metric tons]

and

civilian uses, quarterly, fiscal years 194^-44
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